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Abstract 
This master thesis presents a qualitative study conducted at Volvo Group Trucks Technology 
(GTT). GTT is a global leading automotive company, which is the second largest producer of 
trucks and transportation solutions within the commercial vehicle industry. This study has 
been done at Driver Electronics (DE) development department within Electrical & 
Electronics Engineering. 
 
The field of product development is growing more competitive because of an increasing 
speed of changing customer requirements and technologies. In order to stay competitive it is 
important to have a development process that can adjust to those changing requirements in an 
effective and efficient way. Consequently, Driver Electronics (DE) introduced the agile 
methodology about two years ago, which is a short iterative development process allowing 
high flexibility and fast feedback-loops.  
 
Almost no investigations regarding the new way of working have been done since agile was 
introduced at the department. A small investigation was made and found that the main 
unexplored area was working with agile in a small part of the company whilst the rest of the 
organization followed traditional development and waterfall model.  
 
The purpose of this thesis is to study what challenges emerge when agile is introduced in a 
traditional organization and how they can be managed. The study perspective is on processes 
at DE where the focus is on products that are inside the cabin of the truck and close to the end 
user. The products consist of both hardware and software components, which have 
significantly different development cycles. 
 
This created an interest to investigate in possibilities to work with agile in hardware 
development as well, which is the second purpose in this thesis.  
 
The research is a qualitative study, consisting of interviews at GTT and benchmarking studies 
at Saab Surveillance and Ericsson. Both the benchmarking companies have a similar 
organizational structure and products of both software and hardware, which provided a good 
comparison. As part of this study, two workshops were also conducted. An internal workshop 
was conducted with employees from GTT where the attendees had different perspectives and 
a second workshop with managers from Saab Surveillance, Ericsson and GTT.  
 
The result is presented as eight main challenges that emerge when agile is implemented in a 
traditional organization together with suggested solutions. One of the main things is to get 
supportive managers to get an agile distribution to other departments and get consisting teams 
in order to create self-organized teams. A main fact in an agile implementation is to 
understand the change management process, which is not negligible in this case either, for 
example a mindset change takes time. This thesis also presents several long-term 
recommendations as well as a specific “improvement tool”, which is used at Ericsson today.    
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1 Introduction  
 
In this chapter, the aim is to frame the research area by presenting the case background, to 
define and clarify the thesis content by stating the purpose, to pose the research questions 
that will be addressed, and to state the delimitations of the work. 
 

1.1 Background  
 
The field of product development has been growing more competitive and at an increasingly 
rate for the past half a decade. The dramatically changing technologies and market 
requirements demand an ever-increasing faster time to market (Highsmith and Cockburn, 
2001; Cooper, 2016). For a product development company this means that the customers 
have increased our demands and they actually have higher requirements of the products that 
they buy today. Technology may change so quickly that what I want today may be different 
than what I might want tomorrow. This is something that the developers are constantly 
dealing with, i.e. changing customer requirements.  
 
When talk about the development of products such as trucks, where the industry norm is a 4-
6 years development cycle and a much shorter technology life cycles for certain areas, it is a 
challenge to develop products with relatively long lead time to market. In order to stay 
competitive and to achieve organizational growth, organizations must stay close to the market 
trends and constantly meet the changing requirements and a development process that can 
manage the uncertainty and allow adjustments for unexpected and late changes. The ability to 
live with uncertainty and manage it, is central in the agile mindset. This is one big reason 
why agile development has been adopted by several organizations.  
  
In contrary, the majorities of the traditional development organizations today develop and 
design according to a traditional sequential model properly defined and phases are elaborated 
by specifying the needed input and output parameters in an early phase. Common traditional 
models are the waterfall and the stage-gate model, both of which call for the completion of a 
development or design stage before moving on to the next stage in the process. This approach 
has a major drawback in that it does not allow developers and designers to easily go back to a 
previous stage or to adapt to unexpected changes without compromising project timing and / 
or causing issues with project resource allocations.  
 
The traditional model also demands that the product requirements are established at the 
initiation of the project or at least at the initiation of a specific phase of the project. Since the 
development time for a product can range up to a few years, it would mean that the product 
requirements have to be frozen many years before the product is released to the market. By 
then the customer demands and the market trends may have changed. It goes without saying 
that a traditional development model allows limited space for dynamic adaptation to new or 
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changing customer requirements or to counteract the competition. Another dilemma is that 
this situation causes difficulties in planning for possible challenges and efforts that might 
appear along the way. This is perceived as a complicated and uncertain process, which puts a 
lot of pressure on companies, and today many companies are dealing with this dilemma. 
Verganti (1999) discusses the importance of planned flexibility, “the capability to build 
flexibility into the development process” (Verganti, 1999, p. 365), linking reaction and 
anticipation capabilities into product development. In the automotive industry, flexibility is 
highly desired, since it is required that the products have a long duration in the market -- in 
order to correspond to the market, for example, questions asked is “what gadgets are asked 
for in five years?”. (this sentence is too long) 
 
In the 1970’s the traditional sequential model was criticized by Dr. Winston Royce who 
claimed that software is not aimed to be developed on an assembly line (like automobile 
manufacturing), where one piece at the time is developed sequentially (Agile Methodology, 
2008). Problems emerged in the IT development that the waterfall and stage-gate processes 
could not handle because traditional processes focused on big and long-term goals where a 
final product, including all features, should be decided years before launch. This is not 
appropriate for IT development since the features and criteria typically changed within a 12-
18 month period (Cooper, 2016).  
 
In the late 1990s and early 2000s agile software development methodologies were 
introduced, methodologies based on different software methods (Cooper, 2016). The agile 
methodology is an iterative and incremental process, consisting of several principles and 
practices/methods, where for instance flexibility and short feedback loops are important 
principles, in order to satisfy the customer. One of the popular agile methods is scrum.  
 
Scrum software development is a definition of dedicated full-time, cross-functional teams, 
focusing on developing functional software in a short time period to get rapidly feedback 
(Cooper and Sommer, 2016). Nowadays, the agile methodology development methodology is 
gaining in popularity, especially for software development. More and more traditional 
organizations are shifting from the traditional models for the purpose of achieving increased 
quality, new feature adaptation, as well as cost and time savings (Popli and Chauhan. 2013). 
Companies have also started to integrate agile methods into their stage-gate process for the 
purpose of developing hardware products (Cooper, 2016). The trend began when it was found 
out that stage-gate and agile methods was a complement to each other.  
 
Challenges however, have emerged when implementing agile methods into traditional 
development organizations due to the different ways of working – this is the case at GTT.  
 
One of the departments that adopted agile methods was Driver Electronics (DE), part of 
Electrical & Electronics Engineering (EE & E). Their group develops hardware and software 
components placed mainly in the cab. DE adopted parts of the scrum methodology in 2012 in 
the software development for one of their projects -- scrum teams are now being used for 
their second project.  
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Since the agile introduction at DE, almost no investigation has been conducted to find out 
what results the agile way of working have provided. Currently, several existing questions are 
unanswered at DE, which are for instance: what perceptions do the employees have regarding 
the agile way of working? What has been going well and what challenges have emerged? 
How can we improve our “agile way of working” before initiating a new agile project? This 
thesis was commissioned to try to find answers to those questions. The focus is on 
investigating what happens when parts of the agile methodology are introduced into a 
traditional organization? The main problem with the new way of working tried to be 
identified in the beginning of the thesis in order to create a scope, but quite soon it was 
realized that the challenges are many.  
 

1.2 Purpose  
 
When agile development is introduced into small parts of a traditional led organization, 
challenges emerge due to the radically different ways of working in the different types of 
development compared to traditional development. Agile development focuses on 
development in short iterations and to plan in short-term perspective, which is just opposite to 
that of traditional development. This thesis work, will help to identify what happens when 
agile development is introduced into a small part of an organization whilst the rest of the 
organization continues following traditional development approaches. Worth mentioning is 
that the outcome of using agile methods has provided positive results in both the development 
process and in the “way of working” for software based development. Therefore, it will be 
investigated if similar agile methods that are used for software development are feasible to 
adapt into certain hardware development processes as well.  
 

1.3 Company description  
 
GTT (Group Trucks Technology) belongs to the Volvo Group AB concern and is a traditional 
matrix organization, where projects are going in parallel with different line organizations. 
GTT consists of several line organizations and departments where Driver Electronics (DE) is 
one department within Electrical & Electronics Engineering (EE&E).  
 
At E&EE electronic platforms are developed, with the capability to satisfy both high feature 
demands from their brand customers as well as utilizing their scale effects to reach high 
component volumes. Further, DE is responsible for component development in the cabin and 
maintenance, in close co-operation with E&EE, product sites, segment architects, and cross-
functional technology strategies in the areas of Security, Drive Time Management, 
Infotainment and Driver Interaction (this sentence is way to long). For these areas DE is also 
responsible to secure that there are technical solutions available that fit the whole range or 
target products, from emerging markets to premium high-end market segments. The 
components consist of both software and hardware and are mainly placed inside the cabin of 
the truck within the area of HMI (Human Machine Interface).  
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In the DE group the employees are split into groups with one (group) manager each. These 
managers belong to the line organization, which is more or less a chain of command 
organization that is built in a pyramid structure. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is at the 
top cascading down to the group or team managers. The project organization is also built 
based on a pyramid structure with the complete project level project manager (PM) at the top 
cascading down to the department's’ PMs, sub system PMs and component level PMs.  
Basically, it is the not the project but the line organization that owns the product, the 
technology connected to the products and the competences. When a project is set up, it is the 
line managers that have to provide the required resources to the projects (e.g. engineers, 
designers, programmers, project managers etc.) in order to achieve the project goals.  
 
The entire GTT project plan is broken up into a time line that is split into periods of eight 
weeks, each period is called a baseline. At the DE department, the baselines are split up into 
four sections to match the two-weeks-sprints used by the agile teams. The definition of 
project time plan gives the lines management, the projects and the GTT organization as a 
whole, a common view of the time line in terms of project planning. 
 

1.4 The agile introduction at DE 
 
Before agile development was introduced into DE, the actual development of the software 
was outsourced to external suppliers. Only specifications were developed in-house. This not 
only created problems in communication but also long lead-times from specification to error 
identification and correction. Specifications had no conflict support, so as the project 
progressed and the amount of specification documents increased, the harder it was to spot 
errors during the specification phase. DE took over in-house software development to 
alleviate these problems. Alone the way they introduced agile practices and methods into 
their traditional stage-gate process, adopted forms of the scrum methodology to suite their 
specific software development needs as well as the organization. Scrum was combined with 
lean tools such as a kanban board, which is a visualized tool for planning and prioritization. 
So far, the agile introduction has been provided positive results according to employees at 
DE. For instance, the development speed; the possibilities to adapt to changing requirements; 
and the motivation among the developers have been increased.  
 
The introduction to agile started by training a few permanent (and motivated) employees 
become scrum masters/coaches, though education mentioned little about the agile 
methodology itself.  
The introduction was managed by an external agile coach for about two years initially. The 
coach´s main task was to teach the employees about the agile methodology, as well as to 
identify where in the software development process they could adapt parts of the agile 
principles. The coach found out that using the scrum methodology was the most suitable way 
of working at DE. Therefore it was identified how scrum teams could be created and what 
competences that were needed within the teams.  
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Today year 2016 there are three scrum teams with six to ten members in each of the team, 
sitting close to each other in an open landscape area. One of the three teams has designers, 
programmers, specifications performer and validators. The teams work in two weeks sprints 
with the tasks prioritized by the product owner in JIRA as well as with a kanban board.  
 
In hardware development the traditional waterfall methodology combined with a gating 
process with different gates/deadlines is followed and has been used for many years. This 
work is outsourced based on Volvo’s requirements. 
 

1.5 Problem description and research questions  
 
Since introducing agile there have been many challenges in coordinating this new 
methodology with the pre-existing stage-gate processes. This implies that the agile teams 
must adapt to this gating process with its fixed time constraints etc. and this affects their 
ability to effectively use the agile methodology. The agile introduction at DE has resulted in 
difficulties in cooperation among different departments at GTT. The difficulties are for 
instance due to the different ways of planning, communicating, documenting and getting 
from customer feedback. At present, the origin and nature of the challenges are not yet fully 
identified nor researched--, this leads to the first research question:  
 

! RQ1: How to manage the challenges that emerge when agile development is 
introduced into a traditional development organization? 

 
The pre-study executed at the beginning of this thesis indicated that the agile teams are 
influenced by a part of the organization that was still working according to the traditional 
development and due to limited understanding of the agile methodology itself. One problem 
for instance was that the specification of the product requirements in hardware development 
are defined early, limiting the software developers to fully make use of the agile 
methodology.  
 
As previously mentioned, the components developed at DE consisted of both hardware and 
software-- collaboration between the two units was becoming increasingly important. One 
thought from the authors was that the collaboration might increase if the hardware 
development adopts parts of the agile methodology as well.   
 
According to Cooper (2016), companies have already started to integrate agile methods into 
their traditional gating processes for the purpose of developing physical products, which has 
provided good results: faster product releases, improved response to changing requirements, 
and improved communication and moral between employees. Also, due to increased 
competition in product development. The need for faster time-to-market and flexibility in the 
hardware development process was necessary. The arguments mentioned above, indicate that 
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investigation about agile and hardware development is an interesting research area, but 
unfortunately, this research area is currently not well covered. 
 
The agile methodology is closely related to lean, which is a well-known philosophy based on 
the Toyota's Production System (TPS). The focus in TPS is the customer, continuous 
improvement and quality through value adding activities and elimination of waste, reducing 
the lead-time, cutting costs, and increase the quality in production (Liker and Morgan, 2006). 
The lean approach has been applied into many other areas, such as health care, insurance 
industry, as well as product development. In order to benefit from lean in product 
development it is important to adapt the lean principles into the specific area and not just 
copy the Toyota Way. To adapt these principles it is important to have the right mindset when 
applying the agile methodology into areas other than software development. This leads to the 
second research question:  
 

! RQ2: What parts of the agile methodology can beneficially be used in the 
hardware development process?  

 

1.6 Delimitations  
 
This thesis is conducted at Volvo Group Trucks Technology and is located at a development 
department (DE) in Gothenburg, Sweden. The data is thereby collected mainly at the 
department, where the agile teams are observed. The findings are not compared with other 
agile teams from the organization or agile teams in other countries.  
 
During the thesis work, the components developed at DE and the ongoing projects are studied 
in order to relate the interviewees opinions about agile to reality. However, due to 
confidentiality issues at GTT, the components and projects will not be presented in this 
report.  
 
The goal of this report is to lift the discussion of the research area in a more generalized level, 
therefore the execution of this thesis at DE is aimed to get knowledge about real situations in 
order to answer the research questions. The findings are also generalized in order to hopefully 
contribute to knowledge in other organizations similar to DE. Though, the founded answers 
for the research questions might differ depending on the organization.  
 
The theory regarding agile in hardware development is limited. Therefore the focus in this 
thesis is only to look into the possibilities of adapting agile and hardware development, based 
on the theory that was found, and combine this with what the interviewers believe are 
possible.  
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2 Theoretical framework  
In this chapter the theory presented aims to give prerequisite knowledge in the areas that the 
analysis of the research questions will touch. The presented theory is traditional product 
development, lean and agile.  
 

2.1 Traditional Product Development  
 
The goal of all product and process development projects is to take an idea and make it a real 
product to meet the needs of the market in an economical and manufacturerable form 
(Wheelwright and Clark, 1992). The general development process is a set of activities that 
runs over a period of time. The process starts with several ideas that are successively refined 
and selected, thereafter different development projects are created which can later be pushed 
to rapid completion and introduction (Wheelwright and Clark, 1992). In traditional product 
and process development the process is normally executed in traditional ways. This has 
brought some problems and challenges during the years, which are highlighted in this section. 
Some traditional organizational structures and development approaches are also presented.  
 

2.1.1 Managing Product Development  
 
Managing a product development process in an integrated perspective has been a huge 
challenge for managers (Wheelwright and Clark, 1992; Verganti, 1999). The competition is 
increasing and the product requirements and the technology is changing in a dramatically 
increasing pace, which in turn require a shorter time-to market and the competition is 
constantly increasing (Cao and Ramesh, 2007). In order to deal with turbulent environment a 
reactive and proactive flexibility is needed (Brown and Bessant, 2003).  
 
Many researchers have emphasized different problems and uncertainties when managing 
product development. According to Wheelwright and Clark (1992) challenges emerge due to 
different reasons:, One reason is mismatches between the organization and the external 
environment. This means that the changing technology is often missed and decisions were 
made about the technology before it is stable on the market. Another reason is mismatches 
among functions (functions are units where people with related skills are grouped together) 
due to lack of communication between the functions or by only adopting the sequential 
process approach “throwing over the wall”, which is a typical phenomenon in functional 
organizational structures. The last reason is that making decisions early in the process lead to 
companies getting looked into one concept too early as well as leaving little or no room in the 
time plan for unexpected requirement changes.  
 
A major part of traditional product development documentation bringing both positive and 
negative effects. According to Polpi et al. (2013) it provides knowledge sharing, but Boehm 
(1988) discusses the difficulties of using document driven development approaches. The 
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primary source of its difficulty is the emphasis on completely elaborated documentation, 
which is a criterion for setting the early requirements. He claims that this is not the most 
appropriate way in all cases because requirements decided early might have to change at the 
product launch.  
 
The early phase in product and process development however, is what many researchers are 
concerned about and see as the most crucial phase (Gupta, and Wilemon, 1990; Rosenthal; 
1992; Wheelwright and Clark, 1992; Clark and Wheelwright, 1993; Hart, 1993; Bacon et al. 
1994; Cooper, 1994; Cooper and Kleinschmidt, 1994; Brown and Eisenhardt, 1995; Hayes et 
al. 1988; Khurana and Rosenthal 1988),  Verganti (1999) did research in how to manage the 
early phase in order to reach a high performance product development process (Verganti, 
1999). In the early phase several tasks are included such as requirement analysis, concept 
generation, product planning and product definition. This means that the company first 
develops a product concept based on requirements, defines the specification and architecture 
of the product and finally a plan is made up. Early decisions had the highest influence of the 
project outcome since they cannot be changed in downstream phases. Nerur et al., (2005) 
emphasize the importance of having close collaborartion with customers in the early phase 
when the specifications are development, but he also stated that this is considered to be less 
prioritized in organizations.  
 
Verganti (1999) suggests that the early phase is complicated because the decisions consider 
possible constraints and opportunities that might emerge in downstream phases, which is 
usual in fast changing industries. The problems emerge since information about constraints 
and opportunities are not shared with the downstream phases before the implementation 
phase (Iansiti, 1993; Eisenhardt and Tabrizi, 1996; Iansiti, 1996; Verganti and Iansiti, 1998). 
The consequences of undiscovered constraints and opportunities result in late engineering 
changes, decreased product quality, high costs and time-delays (Verganti, 1999). For 
instance, product specifications must be consistent with the manufacturing capability, and 
new upcoming technologies must be able to be incorporated to the product architecture 
during the design phase. By the way, the “new technologies” may not have been invented in 
the early phases of the project. 
 
Verganti (1999) also conducted a study to investigate different approaches to manage the 
early phase in product development. He analyzed how anticipation and reaction are 
interrelated in the different approaches and the link between these two terms. This is called 
planned flexibility, i.e., building flexibility into the product development process by making 
early analyses of the product. According to Verganti (1999) the only way to manage product 
development is through anticipation, feed-forward planning (Verganti, 1977; Verganti, 1977) 
or front loading (Fujimoto, 1977). Basically this means that companies using their 
capabilities of anticipating information as early as possible, focusing on a plan for reaction or 
feedback planning in order to be responsive to late changes. The early decisions cover market 
requirements, design feasibility, usability, reliability, manufacturability etc. In order to get the 
information needed from downstream phases to anticipate for future upcoming constraints 
and opportunities it requires great effort and management support  as well as early 
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involvement of manufacturing (Trygg, 1991; Jürgens, 1995; Ettlie, 1996; Haddad, 1997) or 
suppliers (Dyer and Ouchi, 1993; Liker et al., 1996).  
 
Dealing with early decisions is what many researchers have stated as the “knowledge-gap”, 
indicating that decisions are made before having the required information and knowledge. 
This is one reason why Nyman (2010) talks about the importance of taking decisions when 
the level of knowledge has increased systematically during the project. This is product 
development uncertainty.    
 
According to Galbraith (1977, p. 21) “the greater the uncertainty of the task, the greater the 
amount of information that has to be processed between decision makers during the 
execution of the task” -- as long as the tasks are well understood before execution, the 
planning becomes much easier and feasible. Alternatively, if the task is not well understood, 
more knowledge is needed during the actual execution and changes might be needed in e.g. 
resource allocation, plans and priorities. This means that these changes require information 
processing during the task execution. Galbraith basically says to limit the ability of the 
company to plan or to make decisions about tasks before the actual execution. Nyman (2010) 
also discusses planning at a higher level since the amount of knowledge is low at the 
beginning of the project as well as possible changes emerging during the project-- planning in 
detail is not an effective way of working. Galbraith (1977) further states that either the 
company must increase its ability to plan before execution and the ability to adapt to this, or 
to decrease the level of performance continued viability. Nyman (2010) also discusses the 
high project uncertainty that makes it difficult to state clear goals and clear limitations before 
the project has even started. He further states that projects that ignore this, tend to be late and 
spend more resources than what was initially planned.  
 
Actually, the above mentioned is partly what Engwall (2002) discussed as well, but rather 
than the challenges of managing projects and he pointed out three reasons behind project 
failures: 1) projects fail due to management deficiencies such as incomplete planning, lack of 
coordination, non-appropriate technical solutions; 2) projects fail due to environmental 
factors, i.e. if not enough resources, being opposed with stakeholders or if other projects have 
higher priority; and 3) due to the project goals, i.e. deficient contracts, poorly defined 
assignments and specifications, or goals that change frequently throughout the project. The 
argument is that projects should not be initiated without the sufficient preparation, research or 
planning, which is usually the case. This criticism is nothing new, but still managers have 
difficulties of managing these projects. Furthermore, he states that one must accept that 
project goals cannot be more than just a qualified guess about future happenings. (Engwall, 
2002). 

2.1.2 Organizational structures  
 
A Product development organization is a layout of people with different competences being 
linked together into groups where the links are formal or informal (Ulrich and Eppinger, 
2008). They can be linked by a physical layout or linked by only communication and 
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remotely located. According to Ulrich and Eppinger (2008) the strongest organization 
structure are those who integrate performance evaluation, budgets, and other resource 
allocations.  Some alternative  organizational structures are presented next, commonly used 
within traditional organizations. Those that are presented are the following: functional 
organization, project organization, lightweight organization, heavyweight organization, and 
cross-functional organization.  
 

2.1.2.1 Functional Organization  
 
Functional structures are often found in larger, traditional organizations (Wheelwright and 
Clark, 1992). In this structure the link is between people with related skills and grouped 
together in specialized units called functions (lines). Each function works under direction to a 
sub function manager who does all the administrative work (such as evaluate the team 
members performance, pay their salaries, handle the budget related questions etc.) 
(Wheelwright and Clark, 1992; Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008). Generally the functions in 
product development companies are marketing, design and manufacturing etc. (Ulrich and 
Eppinger, 2008). The activities within each function are: the engineers develop the hardware 
and software and execute tests, the marketing keeps contact with the customer and the 
manufacturing producing the product (Wheelwright and Clark, 1992). The meaning of the 
functional structure is to put all resources needed for one single activity close together to 
maximize knowledge sharing (Palhan, 2007). Within each function, only the work related to 
the specific function is done and when the work is finished the responsibility is passed to the 
next function. This responsibility transfer is commonly known “throwing it over the wall” 
(Wheelwright and Clark, 1992, p 192). This organizational structure brings both advantages 
and disadvantages. The advantages are that all knowledge required for executing the work is 
available in a short distance and the group easily benefits from prior experiences. Also the 
managers can easily control both the resources and the performance in the project 
(Wheelwright and Clark, 1992; Maylor, 2010). However, as Maylor (2010) and Wheelwright 
and Clark (1992) state, this structure is relatively slow because of limited communication and 
coordination across the different functions which is, according to Wheelwright and Clark 
(1992), because of the different functions not usually sitting co-located. Allen (1970) stated 
that physical proximity is a key element to improving communications and interactions 
between functions.  
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2.1.2.2 Project Organization 

 
In project organization the link is instead among the people who are working on the same 
project where a project is seen as a set of activities (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008). Compared to 
a functional organization where people with related skills are sitting together, a project 
organization consisting of a group of people from different functions. Each project team 
reports to a project manager instead of  functional managers, and the team members should 
preferably sit in the same building in order to easily share information (Ulrich and Eppinger, 
2008). Usually in traditional organizations, everyone in the different functions belong to the 
project in some way or another. 
 

2.1.2.3 Matrix organization  

 
When project and functional organizations are combined you get the matrix organization. 
Here the link between people are both to those within the same function as well as those who 
are working on the same project, which means that the team members report typically to both 
the functional managers as well as to the project manager (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008). 
According to the authors, either the functional manager or the project manager takes more or 
less responsibility over the team members, since both the managers cannot take responsibility 
for the administrative work. However, three different matrix structures are identified: the 
heavyweight project organization, the lightweight organization structure (Clark and Fujimoto, 
1991; Wheelwright and Clark, 1992; Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008; Maylor, 2010), and the 
autonomous project organization (Wheelwright and Clark, 1992), all are various forms of 
cross-functional teams. 
 
In the heavyweight project organization the strongest link is to the project, where the project 
manager takes all authority over the project team and the functional manager has less 
authority. This means that the project manager does all the administration work for the 
project team members even though they belong to different functions. Contrary, the 
lightweight project organization, the strongest link is to the function and less to the project, 
which means that the functional manager has the strongest authority over the team members. 
The project managers acts as a facilitator and execute other tasks such as organizing meetings 
and set up plans etc. (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008; Maylor, 2010). The last structure is the 
autonomous project organization, where a dedicated heavyweight project team is moved 
from the function in order to be co-located and only keep focus for a single project 
(Wheelwright and Clark, 1992; Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008).  
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2.1.2.4 Cross-functional integration 

 
In projects and matrix organizations working in teams are more important than in pure 
functional organizations (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008). Also, in order to stay competitive at the 
market Wheelwright and Clark (1992) emphasize the importance of creating integration 
across functions, at the right time and in an effective way. This is what Wheelwright and 
Clark (1992) call effective cross-functional integration and Clark and Fujimoto (1991) call 
integrated problem solving – this is the trend in the latest years instead of working in pure 
functional groups. Outstanding products that provide both high quality and value to the 
customer is required, which rapidly and efficiently should be developed to the marketplace 
(Wheelwright and Clark, 1992). It has been discussioned that quality and delivery speed is a 
trade-off, but Clark and Fujimoto (1991) have argued that this is not the case, since evidence 
shows that improved quality and faster development process can be achieved by adopting 
integrated problem solving.  
 
However, cross-functional integration is not required in all types of projects (Wheelwright 
and Clark, 1992). For example when the design is stable, the requirements may not change so 
much, the interfaces are clear between the functions, they know what activities are within 
their scope and the lead times are long, then functional groups might develop effectively 
without integration across the functions (Wheelwright and Clark, 1992). Instead, cross-
functional teams are required when the market is more uncertain - when the market 
requirements and the technologies are changing faster and the time-to-market is getting more 
crucial (Wheelwright and Clark, 1992). 
 
Integration among functions brings lots of advantages, especially if some functions are 
integrated in an early phase; e.g. an integrated design can be achieved earlier if developers 
integrate with manufacturing since information is easier shared about what is feasible or not. 
Also, early supplier involvement provides knowledge and insight of the product, helping to 
avoid eventually upcoming problems. Integration with marketing provides better customer 
relationsas the customer will influence the direction of where to go in the project. 
(Wheelwright and Clark, 1992).  
 

2.1.3 Development approaches 
 
In the traditional development approaches, the general development process is broken down 
into phases from idea to launch (Cooper, 2011), and executed in sequence. The approaches 
can be referred to an informal (Nerur et al., 2005) “plan-driven” or “task based” approach, 
where the goals are to achieve predictability, stability and high assurance (Boehm and 
Turner, 2004) and the focus is on realizing optimized and repeatable processes (Nerur et al, 
2005). The goals are supported by plans, documentation, working products and verification 
and validation strategies. In the planning, the focus is on up-front planning for big and long-
term goals (Cooper, 2016). The purpose with up-front planning is for predicting, measuring 
and controlling possible problems and variations that might occur during the product life 
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cycle and further able to identify these (Highsmith and Cockburn, 2001). The traditional 
approaches brings some drawbacks: For instance, when late changes are discovered it is 
difficult or even impossible to go back to earlier phases; estimation of time and budget is 
done early, which is a difficult task to execute before the project has even started (Balaji & 
Murugaiyan 2012; Stoica et al. 2013); and also that the final product including all its features 
and requirements, should be decided early-- according to Cooper (2016) and Boehm (1988) -- 
not the most appropriate way for all products due to product requirements are changing 
rapidly, especially in IT related products. A consequence of this is that the features and 
requirements decided when the project initially was planned will probably have changed 
when the product is going to be released. Reagan (2012) in Cooper (2016, p. 22) states that “ 
it’s hard to alter course when you’re being swept down a large waterfall...Too much up-front 
planning means too much change management downstream”. Reagan (2012) means that 
making early decisions about product features and plans leads to later compromises, which 
actually symbolizes the traditional approaches: early decisions to major features, long time-
plans, long feedback-loops and much re-planning which results in inefficiencies and slow 
development processes (Cooper, 2016). Two models, waterfall  and stage gate, are presented 
below. 
 

2.1.3.1 The waterfall model 

 
The waterfall model is a linear sequential model that was first proposed by W. W. Royce who 
recommended an iterative development process in the 1970s, in which became the basis of 
framework for software development (Popli et al., 2013; Stoica et al., 2013), but the 
framework is commonly used in many traditional development organizations. The model is 
easy to understand and provides knowledge sharing, each phase must be completed and 
frozen before going on to the next; each phase proceeds without any overlapping; and finally, 
each phase must be completed within the specific time period. In the end of each phase the 
process is documented, since it helps maintaining the quality of the project (Balaji and 
Murugaiyan, 2012). The waterfall model includes phases of requirements analysis, design 
implementation, test, integration and maintenance (Popli et al., 2013; Brassil, 2012; Petersen 
and Baca, 2009). Royce (1970) who was the founder of the model stated that the waterfall 
model is a risky process, and invites failure because of the high extent of early work that must 
be done. In Figure 2.1, the product requirements are decided early in the process -- the 
requirements cannot easily be changed in the next phase. However, the waterfall model is 
recommended for small projects with requirements that are clearly understood in an early 
phase, but not recommended for complex projects with high uncertainties (Balaji & 
Murugaiyan 2012; Stoica et al. 2013). Four phases of a simplified waterfall model are 
described next: 
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Requirement analysis: A comprehensive description of what the product should include 
based on the customer needs. Here the functional and nonfunctional requirements are defined 
and analyzed for use as inputs to the design and implementation phase. (Brassil, 2012; 
Petersen and Baca, 2009). 
  
Design and Implementation: In this phase, the focus is on planning and problem solving for 
the product solution. Both designers and software developers are involved in this phase to 
develop a functional product that includes the customer needs and requirements. The 
implementation phase includes realization of the requirements and design specification e.g. in 
a visual program. (Brassil, 2012) 
  
Testing: The testing phase is also known as the verification and validation phase. Here the 
product is tested regarding quality and functionality to make sure it meets the earlier defined 
requirements and specifications. (Brassil, 2012; Petersen and Baca, 2009) 
  
Integration and Maintenance: In the last phase, a product solution is modified based on 
delivery and deployment to refine output, errors and to improve performance as well as 
quality (Brassil, 2012). The product must be maintained after it has been delivered to the 
customer, e.g. if the customer detects problems, packages for updating the product must be 
delivered (Petersen & Baca, 2009). 
 
 
 

FIGURE 2.1: THE WATERFALL MODEL WITH FOUR PHASES 
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2.1.3.2 The stage-gate model 

 
The stage-gate model was first illustrated by Robert G. Cooper with the goal of developing an 
effective model to manage, direct and control the development process, basically to reduce 
lead-times (see Figure 2.2). Cooper (1990) describes the stage-gate system as a conceptual 
and operational model for developing a product from idea to launch (Boehm, 1988; Cooper, 
2016; Karlström and Runeson, 2005) as well as for improving the effectiveness and 
efficiency of managing development projects. The model, he states, is quite easy to follow. 
The stage-gate model consists of several stages and gates in sequence and each stage-gate 
seeks to increase the work efficiency (Veryzer, 1998) and to create the best practice (Cooper, 
2016). Depending on the business the number of stages and gates differ. However, within 
each stage different tasks must be executed and each stage is followed with a gate, where 
decisions are made (Karlström & Runeson, 2005; Cooper, 1990; Nyman, 2010; Cooper, 
2016). The gates function as a quality control checkpoint where the top management and 
project sponsor controls the projects and decide whether or not to continue funding the 
project (Karlström & Runeson, 2005; Cooper, 1990; Cooper, 2016). The gates facilitate the 
decisions of what projects to do and what activities to do within each project (Cooper, 2016). 
The gates are characterized with a set of inputs, criteria, and outputs: The inputs are 
deliverables that must be delivered by the project leader; the criteria are the aspects of how 
the project will be judged; and finally, the outputs are the decisions made at the gate. These 
are usually Go/Kill/Hold/Recycle decisions (Cooper, 1990; Cooper, 2016). The highly 
structured development process helps to structure the work and to make sure that the key 
questions decided at the beginning will be addressed in the project (Veryzer, 1998). Based on 
experiences, this process also provides improved quality, since the focus is only on the most 
important activities within each stage where the aim is to systematically build knowledge 
throughout the process in order to make good decisions (Nyman, 2010). The stages included 
in a stage-gate process are: scoping, building the business case, development, testing & 
validation, and launch (Cooper, 2001).  
 

 
FIGURE 2.2: STAGE-GATE MODEL 
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2.2 Lean  
 
During the 1959s Taiichi Ohno at Toyota Motor Corporation (Hines et al. 2004) founded the 
Toyota Production System (TPS) with a focus of eliminating waste through various kinds of 
improvement activities in production flows (Hines et al.. 2004; Monden, 2011). Essentially, 
the system includes Just in Time (JIT), Kanban system (see description of the systems below 
in the section lean tools) and respect for human (Hines et al. 2004) and could be described as 
a method to produce products in an effective way, primarily through cost reduction or 
productivity improvement by waste elimination (Monden, 2011). With TPS, Toyota was able 
to deliver high quality products at low cost and in time, whilst they did get paid without 
having a high inventory level (Liker and Meier, 2006). Additionally, even during slower 
periods Toyota was able to make a profit by using the system. 
 

2.2.1 Lean Production  
 
Many of the principles at Toyota were later applied to other manufacturing fields. It is 
important to understand that Toyota's strategy might not be successful for everyone, it is also 
hard to “implement”; Liker and Meier (2006) discuss the importance of developing your own 
strategy that corresponds to your organization and not just copy what Toyota did, it is in fact 
almost impossible to copy what Toyota is doing today because they are improving all the 
time. However, the extent of Toyota’s system was still limited in the western countries until 
the book “The machine that changed the world” by Womack et al. (1999) stated that there 
was a gap between Toyota’s development system compared to other car developers (Hines, 
2004). In this book the terms “lean production/lean manufacturing” were introduced. The 
definition of lean production is “doing more of everything with less of everything” (Morgan 
and Liker, 2006, p.3), and this result in a much faster, better and cheaper production where 
less resources are required according to Morgan and Liker (2006). Furthermore, lean 
production is also describe as “a set of tools (e.g. Kanban, Andon, Poka yoke) that eliminates 
waste and creates flow of material through a transformation process” (Morgan and Liker, 
2006 p.5). 
 

2.2.2 Lean product development 
 
In order to entirely become a lean enterprise it is not sufficient with only having a lean 
manufacturing. Morgan and Liker, (2006) states that the lean transformation has to move 
upstream, to a level of product and process development. Therefore, a framework for the 
Lean Product Development System (LPDS) was developed by the authors based on the 
identified principles: process, people and technology (Morgan and Liker, 2006). The LPDS 
describes as “the importance of appropriately integrating people, processes, tools, and 
technology to add value to the customer and society” (Morgan and Liker, 2006, p.5). 
However, companies have faced challenges of becoming a lean enterprise, partly due to that 
they have overlooked the need of integrating cooperation among different functions such as 
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sales and marketing design, purchasing, manufacturing, engineers and suppliers (Morgan and 
Liker, 2006). However, integration among functions is central to LPD, especially in the 
product design phase (Morgan and Liker, 2006). Finally, according to the authors, LPD 
provides great competitive advantages to all consumer-driven organizations, which daily are 
dealing with unpredictable environmental changes. 
 

2.2.3 Resource and flow efficiency  
 
In lean there are two different ways of how to look at effectiveness within a process or 
organization, mainly flow efficiency and resource efficiency. Many of today's traditional 
organization are more focused on resource efficiency rather than flow efficiency (Modig and 
Ahlström, 2012). Basically, too much focus on resources leads to much negative effects such 
as increased amount of work and longer lead-times. All of the effects have bad influence on 
the flow of the process. “Focusing on flow efficiency is a way of overcoming these negative 
effects” (Modig and Ahlström, 2012, p.67). This means that the focus should be on the flow 
of the processes rather than resources, which further will eliminate waste in a development 
process (Modig and Ahlström, 2012). In order to achieve a flow effectiveness, integration 
among functions are going to be needed in order to speed up the transformation of knowledge 
and information between functions (Modig and Ahlström, 2012). The authors states that if the 
flow effectiveness is within the focus, the resource effectiveness will be improved in the 
same way. However, to put flow and resources in practice, resource optimization basically 
means that resources (e.g. people) are being allocated to projects, contrary to the flow 
optimization where projects are being allocated to the resources. 
 
Modig and Ahlström (2012) introduced a framework called “The effectiveness matrix” 
explaining the relation between resource and flow efficiency, see Figure 2.3. The condition to 
strive for is to get both high flow efficiency and resources efficiency. This is when a 
company fully utilize their resources at the same time as they meet their customer demands 
(Modig and Ahlström, 2012). Because of the changing product requirements, variations 
occurs in product development, which are important to manage (Morgan and Liker, 2006) 
and to understand, since the variation will affect the organization’s possibilities of combining 
high resource efficiency and flow efficiency. In order to achieve this condition; it requires 
knowledge about the customer needs of today and in the future, and the utilization of 
resources must be flexible (Modig and Ahlström, 2012). With this saying, the resources must 
be flexible in order to adapt to changing demands without giving impact on the lead-times.  
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2.2.4 Tools of Lean  
 
In lean production there are many different tools, one is Kanban which is a product control 
system that controls the production or development in a pull-system through signals (Morgan 
and Liker, 2006) and the system helps to measure the effectiveness of the process (Liker and 
Meier, 2006). Another one is a pull-system, which means that overproduction is eliminated 
by giving signals from downstream to upstream of their needs, such as material. Contrary, in 
product development, knowledge and information are the “materials” that are demanded from 
downstream activity and the authors emphasize that “Knowledge is the fundamental element 
(material) in product development” (Morgan and Liker, 2006, p. 96). In lean product 
development the pull-system helps to sort out the right information to the right person at the 
right time (Morgan and Liker, 2006), this concept is called “just-in-time”.  
  

FIGURE 2.3: THE EFFECTIVENESS MATRIX (MODIG AND 
AHLSTRÖM, 2012) 
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2.3 Agile 
  

One question to answer before going into this chapter is, what is the link between lean and 
agile? The link can be described in different ways, but according to Björkholm and Brattberg 
(2008), lean is a culture with focus on resource efficiency focusing to maximize value to the 
customer and several methods and tools are available for different purposes. On the other 
hand, agile is a collection of values, which mainly comprises the ability to adapt to changes. 
Within agile there are methods that supports the lean culture, e.g. methods that provide 
attributes such as mobile development as well as methods to increase the work effectiveness, 
which at the same time increases the quality of the product. The combination of lean and 
agile methods works fine together, where for instance, lean can be used for analyzing the 
process while agile methods are used to execute the work effectively. The authors’ also state 
that the common between lean and agile is that both have evolved based on experiences 
rather than through research.   
 

2.3.1 History of Agile  
 
In the middle of the 1990s many found the plan and document-driven approaches to be 
frustrating and hopeless (Highsmith, 2002). The technology and business requirements did 
fluctuate since never before, resulted in out of date requirements and plans within a very short 
period, and besides this the customer became unable to express their needs (Williams and 
Cockburn, 2003). In the traditional approaches it was believed that all requirements could be 
anticipated in the early phase and further be able to eliminate late changes and reduce the 
cost. According to Highsmith and Cockburn (2003) early elimination of changes implies 
limited or non-responsiveness to changing business conditions. This led to the actual question 
of how organizations could improve themselves of managing unexpected changes throughout 
the product's entire lifecycle. However, gradually, the plan began to fizzle out and was no 
longer the main focus. Instead the focus was to satisfy the customer at the deliveries of the 
product and not at the project initiation as before (Highsmith and Cockburn, 2001). As a 
result from those above mentioned issues, practitioners from different IT development areas 
met in order to find methods and practices with the aim of higher the rates of change and out 
from this the Agile Manifesto evolved, see chapter 3.3.3 (Williams and Cockburn, 2003; 
Davis, 2012). However, the agile methodologies have been criticized by the practitioners and 
academics, partly due to lack of scientific support for the stated values that are included in the 
methodology (Moe et al., 2008).  
 

2.3.2 What is Agile? 
 
Agile can be described as a set of development methods and is based on a flexible, iterative 
and incremental process (Beck et al, 2001; Deemer et al, 2010, Nyman, 2010). The purpose 
of the agile methods is to create adaptive planning, evolutionary delivery, a time-boxed 
iterative approach as well as a flexible response to change (Cooper, 2016). Through 
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collaboration in self-organized and cross-functional teams, requirements and solutions are 
created (Beck et al. 2001). In order to adapt to changes, short iterative cycles with feature 
planning and dynamic prioritization is utilized. Dealing with unexpected changes requires 
planning in short and iterative cycles that enables dynamic prioritization (Cockburn and 
Highsmith, 2001). What they mean is that plans usually go out of date and generally too 
much effort is put on executing long-term goals, which is waste of time and resources. Nerur 
et al., (2005, p. 77) state “agile methodologies rely on speculation, or planning with the 
understanding that everything is uncertain, to guide the rapid development of flexible and 
adaptive systems of high value”. 
 
Agile relies on change-driven approach rather than a plan-driven approach as in the 
traditional way (Moe et al., 2008). Cooper (2016) states that agile is about “plan and build on 
the fly” (p.22). Basically, what he means is adaptive planning in short-term goals rather than 
long-term goals, partly due to the fast changing requirements that makes it unsure of what the 
customer are asking for in the future. Other researchers agreed upon that agile development is 
focusing on short-term planning due to the reason that everything is uncertain (Cooper, 
2016). This enables flexibility during the development process in order to rapidly develop 
adaptable products to the customer that provides high value (Highsmith, 2002; Highsmith, 
2003).  
 
Important in agile is to strive for team performance, which is achieved by the two factors: 
communication and feedback. Agile methods help the developers to keep focus on 
developing functionalities rapidly in order to get feedback. The agile process is divided into 
small sessions, called iterations and also sprints, see Figure 2.4. The short-term planning is 
executed for each iteration, which increase the responsiveness to change product 
requirements within the development process (Cooper, 2016). The benefits of implementing 
agile into the IT world identified by Begel and Nagappan (2007) are: improved 
communication and coordination, faster deliveries as well as faster response to changing 
customer demands and technical challenges.  

 

FIGURE 2.4: FOUR SPRINT INTERATIONS. 

 
Chao and Ramesh (2007) are talking about agile in a management and organization setting 
and explain why agile is important in different development environments. They base their 
arguments on three valuable areas: Dynamic capabilities, Coordination and Learning. The 
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conclusions based on their study are threefold: agile development suits in high velocity 
environments; as long as the task uncertainty and interdependencies increase as well as the 
work group size is getting bigger, the need for collaboration becomes more important; short 
feedback loops provide a learning environment and improve the communication within the 
team. However, they ascertain that agile methods are more appropriated in flat organizations 
than in deep hierarchical organizations. 
 
However, to find only one definition of agility is quite difficult, but according to Cockburn 
and Highsmith they define agile as: “Agility is dynamic, context-specific, aggressively 
change embracing, and growth-oriented. It is not about improving efficiency, cutting costs, or 
battening down the business hatches to ride out fearsome competitive “storm”. It is about 
succeeding and about winning: about succeeding in emerging competitive areas, and about 
winning profits, market share, and customers in very center of the competitive storms many 
companies now fear” (Cockburn and Highsmith, 2001, p. 122). 
 

2.3.3 The Agile Manifesto 
 
In the beginning of 2001, seventeen practitioners were met for a ski semester in the Wasatch 
Mountains of Utah in order to associate and to find a common ground of the above mentioned 
problems (Beck et al. 2001; Williams and Cockburn, 2003). The representatives had their 
backgrounds from different software development methods, e.g. extreme programming (XP), 
feature-driven development, crystal clear method, scrum, dynamic systems development and 
adaptive software development (Nerur et al., 2005),  as well as other compassionate who felt 
the need of changing from the document driven software development approaches. They 
found that all of them wanted to achieve customer satisfaction and high quality (Williams and 
Cockburn, 2003). Their method was categorized as agile, which was a term earlier used in 
flexible manufacturing firms (Williams and Cockburn, 2003). Out from this The Agile 
Manifesto emerged, signed of all the seventeen participants (Beck et al. 2001). After this, 
agile received lots of attention in development (Cooper, 2016). Below, the agile values that 
were concluded by the representatives are stated, which are directly quoted from Beck et al. 
2001: 
 
“We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it. 
Through this work we have come to value”: (Beck et al. 2001 X; Highsmith and Cockburn, 
2001, p. 121) 
 

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools 
Working software over comprehensive documentation 

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation 
Responding to change over following a plan 

 
“That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more” 
(Highsmith and Cockburn, 2001, p. 121) 
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The twelve agile principles were also founded for the agile manifesto, which is directly 
quoted, from Beck et al. 2001.  
 
Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous delivery of 
valuable software. 
 
Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes harness change 
for the customer's competitive advantage. 
 
Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a 
preference to the shorter timescale. 
 
Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project. 
 
Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and support they 
need, and trust them to get the job done. 
 
The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within a development 
team is face-to-face conversation. 
 
Working software is the primary measure of progress. 
 
Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, developers, and users 
should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely. 
 
Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility. 
 
Simplicity-the art of maximizing the amount of work not done-is essential. 
 
The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing teams. 
 
At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes and 
adjusts its behavior accordingly.  
 
 

2.3.4 Agile Principles  
 
The agile methodology consists of a set of guiding principles rather than a rigid methodology. 
Overall the principles are based on the agile manifesto, but a few researchers has summarized 
the principles and selected those that are the most urgent according to them. Therefore the 
core principles have vary to some extent depending on the researcher. Two different 
summaries of the manifesto will be presented, executed by Nyman (2010) and Brattberg and 
Björkholm (2008): 
 
Nyman (2010) summarized nine agile principles out of twelve from the Agile Manifesto. 
Number nine, ten and eleven were excluded from the agile manifesto. However, the 
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principles are reformulated in such a way so they can be applied in non-system development, 
meaning that the principles can be used in other fields than only software development. 
Below the principles are stated, with a short explanation and other researchers that confirm to 
the principles stated by Nyman (2010). 
 
The most essential is to satisfy the customer through early and frequent deliveries of 
valuable result, the customer is of the highest priority. Highsmith and Cockburn (2011) said 
that customer satisfaction at the deliveries are the most important and not at the project 
initiation as in traditional approaches. Highsmith and Cockburn (2001) further states that 
customer satisfaction is achieved by having close collaboration since the customer needs and 
demands will easier be outspoken. According to Collier (2011) the focus is to deliver early 
and continuously deliver business value throughout the product's entire lifecycle.  
 
Adapt the development to changing requirements, openness for changing requirements is 
natural in agile development, even though the changes appear in late phases, make use of the 
changes as an advantage for either the organization or the company. Highsmith and Cockburn 
(2001) say that in agile development changes are promoted rather than rejected.  
 
Deliver useful results frequently, rather within a few weeks, will provide faster feedback-
loops between the developers and the stakeholder in order to guide the development into the 
right direction. Immediately feedback is required in a turbulent changing environment, said 
Cockburn and Highsmith, (2001). 
 
Business people and developers are working close together, collaboration and 
communication provide possibilities for collective action (Cockburn and Highsmith, 2001; 
Cockburn, 2002; Highsmith, 2003). Highsmith and Cockburn (2001) states that the 
importance of collaboration is emphasized by many researcher, since it provides increased 
speed and cost savings as well as improved communication by face-to-face communication. 
 
Create self-organized and responsibility-taken individuals is a success factor, meaning 
teams that are self-driven and capable to take decisions in the team. Cao and Ramesh (2007) 
point out the importance of focusing on coordinating people into teams. Self-organizing 
teams is a contributing factor for successful innovative projects is stated by Hoegl and 
Parboteeah (2006); Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986). However, this point in the agile manifesto 
also promotes that the team members should be motivated. As a result of having self-
organized teams the power can be shift from the management to the teams, which is hard to 
accept for many organizations (Nerur et al., 2005).  
 
Face-to-face communication to share information, this is seen as the most efficient way of 
communicating, both within the team and with people outside the team. Informal face-to-face 
interaction is promoted rather than formal document-driven interaction (Cao and Ramesh, 
2007). 
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Useful results is the primary measure for progress, it provides immediate implementation 
and fast feedback-loops to guide the development in the right direction.  
 
Simplicity, do the right thing, neither more or less, more effort than needed is not given, 
which will open up for possibilities to achieve an even development pace. Chao and Ramesh 
(2007, p 46) state, “Rather than trying to do things right, the agile approach focuses on 
doing the right thing to enhance the customer’s business value. Both customer and 
developers frequently adjust their strategies and action by directly monitoring the feedback 
that result from their decisions”.  
 
Regularly evaluate and adapt the way of working in order to increase the effectiveness, 
continuous improvement within the team is essential to always become better and find more 
effective ways of working. Retrospective is an event in the scrum methodology that is aimed 
to evaluate the previous sprint and recommended improvements in the team (Cooper and 
Sommer, 2016).  
 

2.3.5 Agile Practices 
 
In order to achieve the mentioned principles the agile development is supported with a 
number of practices or methods. First, the scrum methodology is presented and the most 
common elements within the method. Secondly, agile practices are presented in such a way 
so they can be adapted into different phases in a project context. To make sure, the practices 
must whatsoever be adapted specifically for each organization. Therefore, the different 
practices presented below are only briefly described.  
 

2.3.5.1 Scrum  

 
Scrum is a framework developed in the 1980-1990s with the aim of managing complex 
product development and consists of a number of artifacts, tools and roles and is a way of 
how to organize teams. Basically, scrum is a handbook that tells you exactly how to work in a 
scrum team such as roles, activities and rules. The scrum methodology provides the 
possibility to higher the effectiveness in the development and process strategies through 
empirical directions, prioritized work, in which make that selected tasks can be more 
efficiently completed. The results of introducing the scrum approach can be seen in a short 
time perspective and further, it provides tangible progress in the development (Layton, 2015). 
The common elements in the scrum methodology are:  
 
Artifacts 
The development is executed throughout short iterations, called time-boxed sprints or only 
sprints, which are shorter time periods from normally two to four weeks. Within each sprint 
the work is focused in order to reach the decided goals for the period. In agile the concept of 
“definition of done” is really important in order to estimate the work to be done and it means 
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that the team should together decide of what should be done during this sprint and “what is 
really done”. Usually it is when something is potential for release (Björkholm and Brattberg, 
2008). Only after each sprint there are possibilities to reprioritize the work tasks (Cockburn 
and Highsmith, 2001). In the sprint there are several activities such as; sprint planning, daily 
scrum, retrospectives, demos etc. (Schwaber & Sutherland, 2013). In the beginning of each 
sprint a planning session is hold, where they define the goals for the coming sprint. The 
backlog is developed and prioritized of what product features that should be done during the 
sprint. The daily scrum is a meeting session that is held every day of 15 min, where three 
questions are answered by all members in the team, what did you do since previous meeting, 
what will you do the coming 24 hours, do you have any constraints? In the end of the sprint 
the team has a retrospective meeting, where the previous sprint is evaluated and suggestions 
for team improvements are discussed. After one sprint is completed, a new one is started and 
then it continues until the goal is achieved. (Cooper and Sommer, 2016). The usage of sprints 
contributes to an even pace, “a project heartbeat”, which provides to a productive work that 
helps the team to meet its assignments (Wells, 2009).  
 
Tools 
Visual tools provide effective work such as visual management, better prioritization and 
easier adaption to changes. The most used one is the product backlog is a common tools, 
which is a prioritized list of tasks or features that should be done within one sprint. The 
backlog is prioritized by the product owner with support from internal stakeholders and 
customers. Though, only the known and well-understood requirements are included in the 
backlog and the requirements will gradually increase as long the customer needs and insights 
become clearer as well as the product evolves. As the sprint start the backlog will be broken 
down into smaller tasks and these will be put up at the scrum board in order to visual the 
progress and to show who is doing the different tasks. The scrum board provides burndown 
charts, which measure and compare the actual progress with the expected progress. (Cooper 
and Sommer, 2016) 
 
Roles 
The scrum team consists of a product owner, a development team consisting of different 
competences and finally a scrum master. The scrum team is a self-organized team, which 
means that the team decides how to accomplish their tasks themselves, instead of being 
directed. All the knowledge required is also within the team in order to manage the tasks 
without any help from the outside. The members have no individual titles, and the 
responsibility of the work is shared between the team members, even the special competences 
on the members (Schwaber & Sutherland, 2013). Projects are believed to be more successful 
when the responsibility is shared among the team (Cooper and Sommer, 2016). However, the 
product owner is responsible for maximizing the value of the product and the team’s work. 
This is done mainly through prioritizing the product backlog. The product owner also needs 
to listen to new requests from the stakeholders regarding opinions on the product. The scrum 
master’s role is to see that rules, applications and theory are followed. For example, it is to 
help the product owner to understand the empirical environment. The scrum master is also 
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acting as a coach for the development team in order to help them create a high value product. 
(Schwaber & Sutherland, 2013)   
 

2.3.5.2 Agile practices in a project context  

 
Identification of stakeholders   
Since two of the principles focus on producing useful results it is recommended to make clear 
of what results are asked for in an early phase. This is done by identifying stakeholders, 
which have important opinions about the product as well as providing knowledge of what 
requirements and needs they have. This gives the team a common understanding what the 
stakeholders want. The product owner (a role in an agile development team) will take the 
responsibility to clarify and transfer the stakeholders’ needs to the development team and 
also, prioritize the order of what the team should focus on in the development process. 
(Nyman, 2010). Highsmith and Cockburn (2001) claim that importance of customer 
collaboration in the agile methodology, meaning early involvement of sponsors, customer, 
users and development expertise. This combination of experts lead to increased possibilities 
to quickly change directions, which implies that contract with the customer is necessary to 
create. 
 
Goal setting  
In agile development the aim is to define the goals at a higher level due to the knowledge 
required to set up all goals in early phases is not available. If working agile one should take 
decisions according as knowledge is built during the development process. The aim is to be 
able to adapt the new knowledge in order to change direction and to set up new goals to 
match the actual market needs and requirements, in which results in beneficial deliveries. 
(Nyman, 2010)  
 
Visualization of the work   
Transparency is important in agile and one way to achieve this is to visualize the work 
progress and the problems that emerge in the project. Most commonly a “task board” is used 
where the aim is to show; what do we have to do, what are we doing right now, what is done 
etc. It is important to adapt the visualize method so it adapts to the specific project. (Nyman, 
2010) 
 
Organizing teams and roles  
Create a clear picture over the individuals that are working within the project in order to 
make clear what roles are important in the organization/project. In agile projects it is really 
important to have a “product owner”, which represents what needs and requirements are 
needed and has a great understanding of what results that are expected and how to utilize the 
result. The product owner must be known to the others within the organization and also to 
have defined responsibilities and authorities. (Nyman, 2010)  
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Another important aspect of agile is to enable teams, e.g. scrum teams, that can work 
undisturbed and to get focused on what they are doing. This is done by striving for persistent 
teams, consisting of 5-9 members where all of them have high availability. The people within 
the team are preferably working full-time together and where no one is forced to go between 
different projects or organizations. Based on experiences this way of working has proven to 
be most effective and provides most beneficial outcome. In those teams it is important to 
have a team leader that makes sure to prevent that nothing can disturb the teams from their 
daily work. Another aspect of the agile teams is to make them self-organized, meaning that 
they plan and estimate their own work rather than having a team leader who tells them what 
to do. The team should plan in such a way so they can deliver functionalities in the end of 
each increment. (Nyman, 2010). 
 
Project planning  
One of the most essential part of the agile principles is to plan, not the actual plan itself. This 
means that planning should be an ongoing activity throughout the entire project. Usually, the 
definition of project success is the ability to deliver in time and within budget with all 
functionalities included in the result. This is according to Nyman (2010) risky, since the 
functionality that seemed to be good at the project initiation might not be good in the end. 
Therefore, the planning should be reconsidered so the new knowledge created during the 
project is utilized. Nyman (2010) means that detailed planning is ineffective and instead he 
states that the planning should be at a higher level so the plan easily can be changed and also 
to plan constantly instead of doing the entire planning in the beginning of the project. 
Traditional planning tools can be used, such as a Gantt chart and through that keep focus on a 
higher level planning. It is recommended to plan in the beginning of each increment, where 
the product owner together with the team discuss the prioritized requirements to achieve for 
the upcoming increment. The product owner prioritize what to focus on and the team estimate 
the time (usually in story points) needed to execute the prioritized work, in order to make 
sure about what will be achieved within the increment (Nyman, 2010) 
 
Managing the uncertainty  
The ability to manage uncertainty is one big reason why agile work is adopted by 
organizations. The ability to live with uncertainty and to manage it, is central in the agile 
mindset. What Nyman (2010) states that information and knowledge increase constantly 
during the project, and decisions should therefore not be taken before getting the right 
information and knowledge. In the beginning of a project a small risk analysis can be 
conducted just to be aware of critical success factors. Another well-used activity used for 
managing risks is daily meetings, which has proven to be very useful. The purpose with those 
meetings is to update the project status and to discuss eventually upcoming problems. The 
meetings should not last more than 15 min and each team member should answer three 
questions: what have I done since last meeting, what should I do until the next meeting, and 
do I have any obstacles? (Nyman, 2010) 
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Project execution  
Agile projects are divided into small increments where the aim is to develop a small part of 
the entire project in one short increment in order to regularly deliver beneficial functionalities 
to the stakeholders, who immediately can give feedback. This lower the risk of developing 
something that is not asked by the customer. Further, the developers continue to build on the 
last functionalities. In this way the stakeholder get beneficial results regularly that can be 
utilized. Moreover, the team continuously improve themselves through collective reflection 
upon their work, which is done after each increment. (Nyman, 2010) 
 

2.3.6 Agile vs. traditional  
 
Below, the combination of agile methods and stage-gate processes will be presented based on 
a study by Karlström and Runeson (2005). After this, agile in non-software development is 
brought up and finally, management challenges when implementing agile methods into 
traditional organizations will be presented.  
 

2.3.6.1 Agile practices and stage-gate processes  

 
Additional companies have started to integrate agile methods into their traditional stage-gate 
processes, which has shown to bring lots of benefits (Karlström and Runeson, 2005; Cooper, 
2016). The agile-stage-gate hybrid model became a trend and nowadays, leading firms are 
integrating it into their processes with the aim of developing hardware products (Cooper, 
2016). However, the research of integrating agile methods into stage-gate processes is 
limited. Therefore, Karlström and Runeson (2005) conducted a study to investigate the 
feasibility of applying agile methods into a context of large scaled software development 
projects managed by traditional stage-gate management models. More specifically, they 
investigated the integration of agile teams into stage-gate software product development.  
 
Generally, companies are managing product-driven development by using traditional stage-
gate processes, but instead agile methods are originated from small-scale, contract-driven 
software development projects (Karlström and Runeson, 2005). Managing product-driven 
development differs a lot from managing single-iteration contracts. As product-driven 
development all stages such as requirements, design and testing are sequential developed or 
iterated in cycles (Karlström and Runeson, 2005; Boehm, 1988) where the aim is to limit the 
requirements changes in order to deliver the product in time, but instead in agile the effects of 
changes try to be minimized at any time in the life cycle (Karlström and Runeson, 2005). 
With this saying, they mean that the scope is the fixed variable in traditional development 
and time is the fixed variable in agile development. Furthermore, the differences between 
agile and traditional development was also defined by Peter Fürst, who developed a similar 
concept: “In project management, there are three variables: scope of work, budget and time. 
In traditional methods, scope of work is fixed (the product requirements), and budget and 
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time are flexible. But in a time-boxed system, for each sprint, time and budget are fixed, and 
scope of work flexible” (Cooper, 2016 p. 22). 
  
However, Karlström and Runeson (2005) studied three companies, ABB, Ericsson and 
Vodafone where ABB and Ericsson integrated small parts of the Extreme Programming into 
their stage-gate processes. The result was that both companies did successfully integrate agile 
methods without changing their stage-gate processes. The third company was Vodafone, 
where the stage-gate process itself was studied from a program and product management 
perspective. The aim was to identify problems that could benefit from applying agile methods 
into the stage-gate process. However, the key characteristics of the companies were kind of 
the same, global companies with thousands of employees, customers all around the world and 
at that moment, all three companies adopted traditional development.  
  
The case at ABB was performed successfully; the current stage-gate process was not changed 
for the agile team, but they instead got management support and coaching. The result of the 
agile team was delivering ahead of schedule and under budget. In comparison, at Ericsson the 
agile team did not get any management support in their agile teams. The problem in this case 
was the management who faced the agile teams as a threat to the rest of the organization but 
actually the use of the agile methods increased the quality of the work compared to the other 
parts of the project. However, in the Vodafone case agile was tried in another manner, 
product management, which indicated difficulties of planning one day at the time. (Karlström 
and Runeson, 2005) 
  
In the study by Karlström and Runesson (2005, 2006) the outcomes identified of the agile-
stage-gate model were following (also stated in Cooper 2016): 
  

• Integrating agile with stage-gate processes made the planning more efficient. The 
inflexible and fixed plans were avoided so that the risk of project delays 
minimized.  

• The continuous integration of functionalities provided faster and earlier feedback 
loops and it eliminated the final testing of the entire product in the end of the 
project.  

• Resistance may have emerged among the managers because of losing control over 
the agile teams. 

• Tasks were split down into smaller tasks, which facilitated the estimation of how 
much work can be done within one iteration and also the time it takes to estimate 
the work was speeded up. 

• The teams did perceive improved internal team communication and they felt that 
they had control over their work, which increased the motivation of the 
developers’ daily work. The downside of the agile teams was that the other 
employees perceived them as isolated from the rest of the organization since they 
are sitting by themselves. However, the positive was that they were undisturbed in 
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order to finish their work but less good if they lose contact with their other 
colleagues.  

• The face-to-face communication was seen as more effective than communication 
through documentation. Although, since the agile teams deliver functional 
software instead of documentations the management thought the project status 
became more visualized and clear than in the traditional process. The team 
planned for all activities, even the documentation work, which was showed as 
effective. Though, conflicts between agile and stage-gate emerged due to the 
different ways of documenting.   

• The customer feedback was improved, in agile it is important to find customers 
who want to have close cooperation in order to get continuously feedback on the 
work that has been performed.  

• The combination of stage-gate and agile methods resulted in better response to 
changing customer needs, more proactive and effective way to build in customer 
needs, improved ways of dealing with resource issues and the cycle time has been 
reduced and is now more productive (Cooper and Sommer, 2016).   

2.3.6.2 Agile in non-software development 

At the very beginning, agile was developed based on software methods and aimed for 
software development. Nowadays, even manufacturing companies have embraced agile 
methods, in order to be able to quickly react to changing customer requirements (Cao and 
Ramesh, 2007). Naylor et al. (1999) conducted a study to indicate that agile should be adopt 
into the manufacturing in order to best satisfy fluctuating demands. Further, Brown and 
Bessant (2003) state the importance and need of integrating agility in manufacturing to 
achieve proactive and reactive flexibility. However, still the research is dearth in the field of 
agile and manufacturing firms as well as for physical products.  According to Cooper and 
Sommer (2016) agile and stage-gate processes for physical products are seemed to provide 
positive results, such as improved productivity, increased time-to-market and success rates 
and Cooper (2016) states that it makes sure that the right product is developed to the 
customer, the uncertainty is accommodated, the development speed accelerates, the team gets 
focused and the teamwork improves.  
 
For physical product development the scrum methodology is seemed to be the most 
applicable agile method. According to the existing theory it is also the only method that has 
been used in the industry for hardware development so far. For instance, short time-boxed 
sprints, daily scrum meetings, burndown charts, sprint backlog list and scrum masters are 
parts of scrum that can be used. However, scrum is well adapted in between the stages, but it 
has only been used for selected phases, most commonly in the technical development phases 
and testing (Cooper and Sommer, 2016). Cooper and Sommer (2016) states that scrum is not 
only used for those mentioned phases, it can be used for earlier phases as well such as the 
concept phase, feasibility, launch or when building the business etc.  
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Though, Cooper and Sommer (2016) mean that there are more challenges when adopting 
scrum into the earlier phases and adjustments are needed. For instance that the definition of 
done must be adjusted, which is mainly due to the hardware is not divisible like software. But 
what the definition of done is for hardware, varies depending on what company it is. Instead 
of deliver functional software Cooper and Sommer (2916) suggest to use for instance pictures 
and words or by using prototypes and CAD drawings and Cooper (2016) adds that 3D 
printing and computer simulations can be used. However, the most important is to have 
something that can immediately be given feedback on. The agile approach has made the 
development more similar to the software development due to the short and fast iterations. 
The most important is to have something that can immediately be given feedback on. Also 
the length of the sprints can vary and be decided by the organization. Also, definition what is 
meant with a done sprint is needed as well as what the fixed and variable elements are. 
Furthermore, the planning become different, instead of detailed planning, it should be at a 
higher level and this should only be tentative. Cooper and Sommer (2016) say that the sprint 
planning is planning on a higher level for the entire development stage and not only two 
weeks like in software. Cooper (2016) also said that the design becomes more flexible, 
meaning that faster response to changes. 
 
Moreover, Cooper and Sommer ascertain that adjustments is needed for the teams that 
actually should be dedicated and co-located, which is not that typical for hardware 
development due to much waiting time in the process. Instead it is stated that cross-functional 
teams should be adopted for cooperation among involved functions, but also for cross-
functional teams it will be challenging to achieve 100% dedicated they say. Therefore it is 
suggested to only have the functions in different phases when the specific competences are 
needed. For instance, to have marketing when the customer requirements are collected. 
 
However, Cooper and Sommer (2016) conducted a case study where the firm adopted the 
scrum methodology. The outcome was: increased productivity, improved team 
communication as well as a decrease in misunderstanding, improved work-flow.  
 
To conclude, they said that agile methods should mainly be used for large projects including 
high uncertainty and when there is a need for much experimenting since it provides 
incremental product versions, fast learning and much customer involvement (Cooper and 
Sommer, 2016).  

2.3.6.3 Challenges when implementing agile practices and principles 
into traditional organizations  

Since the agile trend have been used in several organizations already, they have faced 
different challenges when integrating agile methods into traditional organizations. Nerur et al. 
(2005) stated “Most organizations cannot ignore the agile wave, but for those steeped in 
traditional systems development, adoption of agile methodologies will likely pose several 
challenges since the two software development methodologies are grounded in opposing 
concepts” (p 74). Researchers are dealing with questions of how to manage the challenges 
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and Boehm and Turner (2005) asked “How do you merge agile lightweight processes with 
standard industrial processes without either killing agility or undermining the years you’ve 
spent defining and refining your systems and software engineering processes?” 
  
When companies moving from traditional development to agile development a case study 
conducted by challenges occur due to the different ways of working the different approaches 
(Olsson et al., 2012). In order to achieve a successfully transformation, the organization must 
be open for those changes it is going to bring. Nerur et al (2005) claims that organizations 
must for instance reformulate their business goals and change the mindset of their employees 
as well as the management. An organization that usually adapts the traditional plan-driven 
approach changing to a change-driven approach will notice that the organizational culture, 
structure and management are going to be influenced. Boehm and Turner (2003) state that 
people’s mindset and habits is not easily change and therefore the transformation might 
probably be slow.  
 
Adapting agile methodologies implies a change from a command-and-controlled 
management to a leadership-and-collaboration management, meaning that project leaders 
must release the control and authority they are used to have, which is a huge challenge (Nerur 
et al., 2005). However, the decision making process will be a huge challenge as well since in 
traditional environment the project leader takes all decisions, while in the agile environment 
the developers and the customer take the decisions. It will take an organization an enormous 
effort, time and patience to build a culture of trust and respect among other employees to 
facilitate such a collaboration (Nerur et al., 2005). 
 
Other challenges have been faced as well and Boehm and Turner (2005) have identified few 
of them. For instance, if both a traditional team and an agile team are developing software for 
the same product the integration might be a challenge due to the different ways of developing 
software. It is suggested that the management put lots of attention and effort to synchronize 
the teams, since it is not easily done. Also, due to different life cycles in traditional 
approaches compared to agile, complications occur. E.g. agile teams deliver functionalities 
frequently while traditional approaches develop over a longer time period. This is causing 
that the agile teams must adjust to the traditional approaches in order to get synchronized. 
Moreover, they have identified human resource issues due to the differences between agile 
and traditional, which organizations must learn to accommodate. These are for instance 
timekeeping of individuals, position descriptions, team and individual rewards and what 
skills that are required in different teams.  
 
Abrahamsson (2000) state that a first step to overcome challenges that emerge, is to introduce 
agile working practices at first while taking support from the management, which was 
indicated in the study, conducted by Olsson et al., (2012), to be an advantage since the agile 
working teams provided inspiration to the rest of the organization which further provided 
overall positive effects. Olsson et al. (2012) says that the key focus is to integrate cross-
functional teams, which will help to overcome challenges of cooperation and information 
exchange, which is according to Larman and Vodde (2009) even crucial in order to overcome 
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issues dealing with cooperation and communication. The study by Olsson et al. (2012) further 
showed that teams focusing on features rather than components could shorten the lead-times 
and therefore release functionalities more frequently.   
 
However, in order to get the benefits of introducing agile methodology, the management 
must adapt the right amount of autonomy and cooperation, in which provides increased 
flexibility and responsiveness in the development (Cavaleri and Obloj, 1993). “Organizations 
must carefully evolve toward the best balance of agile and plan-driven methods that fits their 
situation” (Nerur et al., 2005, p.74). Even though the agile methodology provide lots of 
benefits Boehm (2002) ascertains that organizations should be careful when integrating agile 
practices and principles into existing practices.   
 
Organizations that have distributed development have also faced challenges. In order to 
overcome the communication challenges is suggested to have communication anywhere and 
at any time, which increase the efficiency and the effectiveness of informal communication. 
In order to achieve a good communication, only a vague structure is needed, which is also 
good for coordinating the work within the team. Also, it is important to have a rich 
knowledge sharing between the partners, which will increase the understanding about the 
particular business as well as the quality of the product. Moreover, it is important to create 
trust among the partners since it will help to decrease the formalities e.g. contracts. 

However, in order to achieve a flexible process it is essential to clearly document the critical 
parameters in the development. Through continuously process changes it helps the developers 
to only focus on the necessary requirements and adjust to the current needs, which will 
minimize the risk of doing something unnecessary. This is facilitated by the continuously 
planning, in which also guides the development to the right direction. Moreover, the 
documentation and verification help the managers and the organization to still keep control 
over the development, which is in their nature. To conclude, these suggestions given will help 
to create an agile development teamwork with suppliers.  

Nerur et al, (2005) states the success of agile development is to find customers who will 
actively participate with them in the development process where the customer is expected to 
be collaborative, representative authorized committed and knowledgeable, which it is not 
easily found, especially not in complex systems.  
 
Even though many challenges are faced when integrating agile methods into traditional 
approached, companies are still doing it. The question could be, why are they doing so? 
Organizational changes are absolutely crucial in the competitive and changing world we are 
living in and by performing changes it creates competitive advantages. Though, as mentioned 
before it is challenging and many researchers state it is due to insufficiency in the internal 
communication (Johansson and Heide, 2008). The consequence of this is that people makes 
resistance and it obstructs the process (Nevis, 1987). Johansson and Heide (2008) stress out 
the importance of effective communication in change processes as well as having a change 
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agent. The change agent should possess skills such as coaching, communicating, involving 
others, motivating, rewarding and promoting teamwork (Gilley et al., 2009).  
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3 Methodology 
In this chapter the research method used for this thesis will be motivated and explained by 
going into more details in how the literature and the data collection have been conducted and 
what techniques that have been used, followed with a motivation why all of them were 
chosen. Lastly the validity and reliability of the thesis will be presented. 
 

3.1 Methodology description   
 
The goal of doing research is to generate new knowledge based on scientific theory, which in 
turn creates understanding of the reality. To achieve the goal, the decision of what research 
method to use needs to be discussed. When taking this decision it is helpful to reflect upon 
the relationship between theory and research. This relationship is usually described in terms 
of a deductive or inductive approach (Bryman and Bell, 2011). 
  
According to Bryman and Bell (2011) the most common view of the relationship between 
theory and research is the deductive theory. Deductive theory means that hypothesis is 
deduced from existing theory. With other words, this means that data are collected and 
analyzed based on real situations, which hopefully generates in findings that later on will help 
to reject or confirm the hypothesis. Therefore, deductive is basically about verifying existing 
theory with empirical data. In contrary, the inductive theory is about generating new theory 
based on empirical data.  
 
However, due to the strong linear approach of both approaches a more iterative approach was 
developed, called abductive. This provides a more weaving back and forth approach between 
empirical data and theory in order to develop new theory (Bryman and Bell, 2011). 
Furthermore, Timmermans and Tavory (2012) states that abduction refers to an inferential 
creative process where new hypothesis and theories are created based on surprising research 
evidence.  
 
According to Bryman and Bell (2011) the abductive approach is similar to grounded theory, 
which is defined as “theory that was derived from data, systematically gathered and analyzed 
through the research process. In this method, data collection, analysis and eventual theory 
stand in close relationship to one another” (Strauss and Corbin, 1990, p.12). Several 
drawbacks are stated for grounded theory, e.g. the time it takes to transcribe all interviews, 
and whether or not grounded theory results in theory. Certainly, this approach probably 
provides the most influential strategy for a qualitative research (Bryman and Bell, 2010). This 
is also according to Locke (2001) a well-suited theory when conducting research in 
organizational settings. In addition, the positive outcome of grounded theory is for instance; 
capturing complexity, linking with practice, facilitating theoretical substantive areas that have 
not been well researched by others, putting life into well-established fields (Bryman and Bell, 
2011, p.584). To conclude, abductive theory aims to widen the scope of the research, 
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compared to the deductive and inductive theory and instead develops a more general and 
broad theory.  
 
Moreover, research can be either a qualitative or a quantitative study. According to Bryman 
and Bell (2011) these two differs in many ways, but the most obvious difference is that a 
qualitative research puts more emphasis on words rather than the quantification of collected 
data. The qualitative approach emphasis mainly on interviews and literature reviews. In order 
to answer the research questions for this thesis, a qualitative research was adopted since the 
collected data was mainly based on interviews.  
 
This thesis was conducted mainly through a number of research steps: First of all, before the 
scope was decided of this thesis, several unstructured interviews at the DE department were 
conducted in order to find a relevant research area. In parallel with this a first literature 
reviewed was done in order to acquire knowledge about the research area and to find out new 
and relevant research questions. Later on, a more comprehensive literature study was done in 
order to find theories directed towards the research questions, which became the theoretical 
framework.  
 
In the next step, the empirical data was collected in forms of semi-structured interviews, 
observations workshops and benchmarking. The data collection was to a large extent 
collected at DE in forms of semi-structured interviews with key-persons in order to find out 
what challenges that have emerged since they introduced agile teams and also to find out 
ideas of how agile development can be applied into hardware development. Observations 
have been done continuously since the researchers have been sitting at the company during 
the thesis period. In so, they could participate in different kinds of meetings and observe the 
agile teams doing their daily work. Sitting at the company also implied that many 
unstructured interviews could be conducted, for example at the lunch breaks and in the 
corridors. This enabled that the authors could easily ask follow-up questions after the semi-
structured interview in order to increase the understanding of unappreciated questions. This 
also provided valuable information for learning and for increasing the understanding about 
the scope of this research. Furthermore, two workshops were conducted: The first was the 
“external workshop”, when participants from GTT, Saab Surveillance and Ericsson were met 
for a seminar session with the purpose of share experiences of one another's different agile 
initiatives. The second one was the “internal workshop” where the Affinity-Interrelationship 
Method (AIM) was used, which is a problem solving method. The aim of this workshop was 
to brainstorm ideas of how the hardware development could be more similar to agile 
development and all the attendances were here from GTT.  
 
The analysis for this thesis was later to find patterns of common challenges that emerged 
when agile development is introduced into a traditional organization based on the interviews. 
This was later compared with the literature in order to increase the trustworthiness of the 
founded challenges. For the second research questions the received ideas from the interviews 
of what agile parts can be used in the hardware development process were also compared 
with the existing literature to find relevance in the answer to the questions. These reasons 
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increase its relevance that this thesis is a qualitative and deductive research, since existing 
theory will be compared with the data gathered from interviews.   
 

3.2 The case study 
 
Research design is helpful though it provides a beneficial framework for the collection and 
analysis of the data. A range of dimensions regarding the research process is the reason to 
which research design is being chosen. Five different types of research designs are available 
and these are: cross-sectional or social survey design; longitudinal design; case study design; 
and comparative design. In this chapter, it is explained why a case study design is decided for 
this thesis. 
 
Bryman and Bell (2011) explain a basic case study as a detailed and intensive analysis of one 
single case. They further state that it is the most popular and well-used approach for cases at 
business level such as workplace or organization. What distinguishes a case study from the 
other types is the focus on a specific area; where the goal is to concentrate on the uniqueness 
and further to develop deep understanding of the complexity of the case (Bryman and Bell, 
2011), which is known as an idiographic approach. To add, case studies are good for the 
purpose of seeking answer of specific questions in a short time-perspective (Hays, 2004). 
With this saying, a case study is appropriated for this master thesis since it last only for a few 
months. Cases that are appropriated for this approach are for instance: a single organization, 
location, person or an event (Bryman and Bell, 2011) and for this thesis a single organization 
will be analyzed and observed and employees will be interviewed in order to get deeper 
information about the situation.  
 
Case studies are sometimes associated with qualitative studies and not quantitative studies, 
but this is not completely the truth. The reason for the association is that case study design 
often favors qualitative methods such as observations and unstructured interviews since these 
methods provide useful input to the research (Bryman and Bell, 2011). However, Stake 
(1995) suggests that the selection of cases should be based on the opportunity to acquire good 
knowledge; therefore it is required to execute cases where you expect the most learning 
outcome. As stated at the beginning of this section, a case study is an analysis of one single 
case, but nowadays, it is more common to execute more than only one single case in business 
research. It allows the researcher to compare the findings between the different cases in order 
to consider of what is common or unique and based on that be able to provide new theories 
and answer the research questions.  
 
Since the agile introduction was executed at DE, no investigation has been don since then. 
Therefore this case study is conducted at this department in order to be able to make a 
detailed and intensive analysis of their situation of using parts of the agile methodology in 
their traditional waterfall organization and to investigate of what have happened. Moreover, 
two other cases were observed as well in order to get inspiration and input to DE, but these 
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were not as deeply analyzed as at DE since only a few interviews were done. The two other 
cases will be further descried under the chapter named workshop.  
 

3.3 Literature study   
 
The first focus of the literature study was to create an overall understanding before collecting 
the empirical data, this was done through researching in Chalmers library database and 
Google Scholar, where the keywords were; traditional development, lean product 
development, stage-gate model, the agile manifesto and agile software development. The 
search engine was focused on books, articles, journals and conference papers. Although, to 
create the literature chapters same keywords were used from the first searching and new 
added keywords were; product development, development approaches, agile practices, agile 
in hardware, waterfall model, cross-functional, organizational structure, challenges when 
introducing agile into traditional organizations, lean production, lean philosophy, lean tools, 
agile history, scrum. One entire book was read by both authors, “This is Lean” with Niklas 
Modig and Pär Åhlström where flow efficiency and resource efficiency were in focus.  
 
The aim of the literature study was to create a sequential flow from traditional product 
development to agile development. In the traditional development chapter the main problem 
with traditional development were studied in order to highlight the need for a more agile way 
of working and also to describe the common development models and organizational 
structures in traditional development. The second theory chapter that was studied was lean 
due to the fact that lean principles are close related to agile principles. However, lean is not 
within the main focus area for this thesis, therefore only the most essential related to the 
thesis is presented. The main area of the thesis is agile, which resulted in much literature 
about it in order to understand the agile way of working and different ways of how to 
approach it. 
 
Furthermore, theory direct linked to the first research question in this master thesis were: 
“positive outcomes of changing from traditional development to agile development”, 
“challenges that have emerged when agile development has been introduced to traditional 
organizations”, “mismatches between agile development and traditional development” and 
also “the outcome of combining agile development and traditional development processes”. 
The literature study for the second research question, agile in hardware development, was 
hard to find, since this area is not currently well researched. Instead, the focus has been to 
investigate more in the traditional development methods and agile principles/element 
separately in order to find possible opportunities to answer the question. However, some 
earlier research was found where they have introduced agile development into the hardware 
development process. 
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3.4 Interviews 
 
In a qualitative study, interviews are commonly used in order to collect data even though it is 
time-consuming to conduct. However, interviews is to prefer since it provides evidence to the 
real situation and the fact that many of the areas for this thesis is not well researched, made 
them to a central role for this thesis as well. In this case the interviews were conducted in 
order to collect qualitative data only, due to the fact that in-depth understanding was desired. 
This was also one of the main methods and therefore much effort has been put on conducting 
interviews for the data collection.  
 

3.4.1 Different interview structures  
 
The three most common structures of interviews are: structured, semi-structured and 
unstructured. For this thesis unstructured and semi-structured interviews were conducted, 
which is presented below followed with a motivation of why these were chosen.  
 
An unstructured interview is more like an open conversation with a general topic and agenda 
with no specific questions that control the interview. The advantage of an unstructured 
interview is that it gives great in-depth data in the focus area of the interview, but it also put 
some pressure on the interviewee to be able to communicate without clear directions and 
leading questions. Moreover, it is good to have a checklist that can be as a memory card for 
the interviewers of what topics that have been taken up in the discussions. The interviewer 
must plan the time set up for the interview, when new, unexpected topics come up. (Wilson, 
2014). The unstructured interviews for this thesis were aimed to help defining the scope of 
this master thesis. The authors walked around at DE the two first weeks of the project time 
and talked with employees in order to see what the problem has been since they introduced 
agile development. However, it was found out that the problems were many and that the 
hardware and software developers were not fully synchronized. This further led to the two 
defined research questions that are within the focus for this thesis. Moreover, unstructured 
interviews were also used to increase the understanding after semi-structured interviews, e.g. 
if some information was unclear for the authors. Also, by being located at the company also 
implied that much chitchatting was done e.g. in the corridors and at lunch and coffee breaks, 
which provided valuable data for the thesis and learning outcome.  
 
Semi-structured interviews follow a template or a guideline of prepared questions or topics, 
but they are also flexible and leave space for discussions during the interview time 
(Denscombe, 2000 and Wilson, 2014). The open-ended exploration gives an opportunity to 
find new insight to new issues that can be missed through a structured interview. It is also 
good in that sense that it gives no limits of the length on the response, and additionally an 
even more depth in the subjects is covered in the interview, which is an advantage. The 
length of the interview can vary from some minutes to hours, but it is good to inform the 
interviewees on the expected time of the interview. Other strengths of the semi-structure 
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interviews are that complex topics through probes and clarification are addressed. (Wilson, 
2014). The main interviews for this thesis were semi-structured, both at GTT and at the 
benchmarking companies, to get both a good discussion and direct answers on the research 
questions. Semi-structured interviews both imply that the answers will be well documented, 
in which make sure that the interviewees’ actual answers are being remembered and when it 
comes to the phase to analyze the data, it also becomes easier if the data are well 
documented. Moreover, the fact that the first research question is picking up the environment 
where the interviewees are today working, provide possibilities to catch their experiences 
with direct questions from the template in semi-structured interviews. The second research 
question is covering a more unexplored area and it is therefore good that the template is more 
flexible as it is in a semi-structured interview. However, the interview process started with 
creating a template with interview questions that was directly linked to the two research 
questions. The interview template was later validated by practicing on interviewees and the 
template was improved after each interview. So, it took around three practice opportunities to 
confirm the template, but the first interviews were also be used for the data collection. The 
template can be seen in Appendix B. In most cases all questions on the template could be 
answered of the interviewee, in some cases a few questions were skipped due to that the 
interviewee had limited or no knowledge regarding the question. After all interviews, it was 
ended up with discussions to summarize the interview. The goal with the interviews was that 
the researcher should not have given their opinions on the subject, but sometimes discussion 
were needed since some interviewees or the authors asked for more information or 
clarification regarding the question. 
 
To summarize, seventeen semi-structured interviews were conducted with different 
employees at GTT. The different people and roles are described further in Appendix A. The 
interview length did fluctuate from two hours up to four hours and one interview took around 
eight hours, since the interviewee was willing to elaborate more about the subject and 
surrounding information that was good to know for the understanding of the case study at 
DE.  
 

3.4.2 Face to face interview and phone interviews 
 
The two common interview techniques are: face-to-face interview and phone interview. Face-
to-face interview technique is an interview form with eye contact between the interviewees 
and the interviewer. The technique is beneficial, since it show feelings and expressions on the 
interviewees. Also, it gives the possibility to show visualizations to provide a better 
understanding of an area. However, sometimes it can be hard to find a date for the interview 
that work for both partners, also when the interviewer and the interviewees are not co-
located, physically meetings can be difficult to execute. In these cases a telephone interview 
can be preferable in order to save time and money from the traveling costs. In a telephone 
interview it is important to sit in a silent area with good connection, in order to avoid being 
disturbed. The worthiness between the two techniques can be seen as the same, as to the trust 
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on that the interviewees are honest and sincere when answering the questions and giving the 
information (Denscombe, 2000). 
 
The interview techniques chosen for this thesis were face-to-face and phone interviews. Face-
to face was mainly used, due to the fact that it opens up for a better communication and 
discussions between the interviewee and the interviewers, more understanding and also better 
reliability when it is direct communication. Two phone interviews were conducted through 
Skype, because the interviewees were located far away from the office at GTT in 
Gothenburg. 
 

3.4.3 Documenting the interviews 
 
It is not only about deliver and go through with the interview; the things that are said must be 
remembered and reflected on. Therefore, it is important to document the interviews. There 
are several choices of how the documentation can be done; by taking notes, recording with a 
cellphone, and make a movie etc. An advantage with recording is that more attention can be 
put on the interviewees and it is possible to go back and listen again to understand it even 
better, since some information needs to be listened to several times to get the right 
understanding. A disadvantage with reordering is to process the data, which is time-
consuming i.e. go through the whole recording and sum out the important parts that you are 
interested in. This takes longer time than taking notes, which instead gives a focus on the 
most important things directly by the interviewer. Moreover, some people think it is 
frightening to be reordered and that it can be stated by word what they have said, especially if 
it is covering a sensitive area, but off course, it differs from person to person (Denscombe, 
2000). When taking notes instead, the interviewees can get more time to think with the 
natural pauses that comes when the interviewer write, which can give a more relax feeling to 
the interviewees. 
 
In this thesis, the interviews were recorded in the cases where it was allowed of both 
interviewers with their cellphones. Two recordings were made to secure and to have a backup 
if one, for example did not work. Also, during the interviews notes were taken to make the 
transcription of the data process faster and through this way, many of the questions got 
written answers directly. 
 

3.5 Observation  
 
In business research there are several different forms of observations approaches, but the one 
used in this thesis is the participant observation. This one of the best-known approaches for 
data collection and associates with a qualitative research where the observer tries to observe 
the behavior of people in a social setting during a longer period (Bryman and Bell, 2011). In 
this thesis observations have been done continuously at DE since the researchers have been 
sitting at the company during the master thesis work has been going on. The aim of the 
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observation was to get an understanding of the agile way of working and since scrum teams 
were introduced into DE the observation was done by participating at scrum meetings, daily 
meetings, retrospectives, demos and planning meetings. Also, the authors could observe the 
scrum teams doing their daily work.  
 

3.6 Benchmarking  
 
The purpose with benchmarking was to provide learning outcome from a good practice 
approach of how to introduce agile practices and principles and lean methods into a company. 
Furthermore, the aim was to increase the possibility of finding more relevant information for 
making a comparison to the case study at DE and to be able to answer the research questions 
more carefully.  
 
To find the right benchmarking companies, several companies were contacted by email and 
by personal meetings. Out from this, three companies were chosen and semi-structured 
interviews were held at each of the companies, with the main goal to understand their agile 
transformation, businesses and products. Then, one of the companies was excluded, since the 
first interview showed that their situation had many differences compared from the case at 
DE. The two benchmarking companies that finally were chosen were Ericsson and Saab 
Surveillance, which henceforth only will be called Saab. Both companies have come a long 
way in their agile transformation, which mainly was the reason why they were chosen. It was 
expected to get most benefits and learning outcome from them, which also was the case. The 
authors were provided much knowledge and inspiration about agile. Moreover, both 
companies have similar business of products as DE, including both hardware and software 
where agile have been introduced for both areas.  
 
However, Saab was visited two times and Ericsson three times in order to get all the answers 
of the interview questions. All interviews were semi-structured, face-to-face interviews and 
the template that was used was similar to the one at GTT, with a few adjustments and 
additions see Appendix B. In connection to the interview at each company, a guided tour was 
performed in their work environment to get a view of how they are working. The interviews 
were later analyzed together with the other collected data and the literature. Below, a briefly 
company as well as about the companies’ agile/lean introduction and current state will be 
presented.  
 

3.6.1 Saab Surveillance 
 
At Saab, a chief for the software development was interviewed. The department is working in 
an area of defense funds that provide the customer with monitoring products. The company 
Saab has 14 000 employees and is located in several places, one of them is in Gothenburg 
there they have everything from software development to production. Some of their products 
are radar system on an airplane and giraffe-radar on a military vehicle. Furthermore, all of 
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their products have both hardware and software, for a customer-oriented product the lead-
time varies from two up to four years. 
 

3.6.1.1 The agile introduction at Saab Surveillance  
 
The agile transformation at Saab was started in the software development for around six to 
seven years ago, and in the hardware development it was introduced quite recently. The 
empirical findings are primarily based on experiences from the agile introduction in the 
software development, since the interviewee got most experience in that area. 
  
The interviewee describe agile as: They can do fast changes after new requirements that is 
coming. They can fast point towards another direction if they get a more important goal. He 
is during the interview given a good metaphor to describe this “the old cannonball is the 
traditional way of working and today's homing missile is the agile way of working”. The 
homing missile can change goal position after it has been send away, which was not possible 
with the old cannonball, it is just following the original plan strictly. With their products, that 
are hard theoretical to develop and should also work in all kinds of environments, their 
products are seen as complex. Furthermore, Thomas describe that agile is a method for 
complex product development with help of the model Cynefine-model of Dave Snowden, 
which is because it is not possible to use standard methods to develop complex products 
which are described with the picture. 
  
Thomas got his agile knowledge by reading by himself and also to take courses and has there 
met main characters from the Agile manifesto. At Saab the agile implementation has been to 
take in work methods to use. They learned that the things that have worked best, was to take 
in the top leaders in the change management process and all of the employees. The leaders 
believed in it and was teaching the knowledge. The employees got the information and 
education in agile by reading the book “This is lean” by Niklas Modig. He is in his book 
referring to the Japanese that invented lean. “It is not possible to lift in new methods and tools 
into a new market”, instead it is the basically principles and valuation, and for example the 
agile manifesto that is the most important. This mean Thomas is something that does not 
work, to just lift in tools and methods into another environment and expect it to work as in 
the original environment. What is agile in a company nor is it scrum or agile or a scrum 
board, it is to adapt to changes, which is more important than following a plan. One principal 
from the agile manifesto is the leadership, to coach teams and that they in the teams perform 
well. Thomas said a comparison to that, “a hockey player is not best self without the team.” 
  
Previously, Saab was following the traditional waterfall method that did not work. Then they 
started working with agile in his department because he convinced his leader that they will in 
three month do “right things” and in “right time”, and then got the trust from his chief. He 
meant that they will deliver in time and also deliver what is needed. When they started 
working with agile, Thomas had meetings discussing the principals every week, they also had 
workshops and invited key persons to talk to the employees. Thomas explain that they have 
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achieved an agile mindset at his department, in other departments they have another focus 
and are instead good in small agile parts. When they introduced agile, they tried to use 
consultants to push in agile principles, but that method did not work at all. The successful 
method was scaling agile, i.e. to raise agile practices and principles to all levels and 
dimensions at the organization, it was from testing different methods they find the best one 
for them. In software development, the most important for them have been sustainable teams 
and be able to learn of the retrospective that is possible through having mostly full time 
employees and only 10 % consultants. Thomas has now heard from his co-workers that they 
have never been so satisfied with their jobs like now, in 30 years. 
  
When they started they put together software development and system development, and 
build their cross functional teams of system construction, software development and test. The 
teams are working with scrum and use a product backlog and Thomas is the one that 
prioritize the backlog and make tasks. The emergent things or the things with a short deadline 
are the most important to the business and are because that high prioritized. In the backlog is 
all kinds of projects, to get the backlog working, they have weekly meetings and discussions. 
It can be regarding problems, if a team needs more help or what the definition of done is for 
the tasks. Thomas also said that he is going around to the groups and listen how the work is 
going, so he can catch if they need something. 
 

3.6.2 Ericsson   
 
Ericsson is a global organization and a world leader in communications technology through 
transformation mobility (Ericsson, 2016). Ericsson Lindholmen, Gothenburg consists of 2500 
employees, which is a mix of both hardware and software developers. Although, the majority 
are focusing on software development and around 500 out of 2500 are focusing on hardware 
development. At Ericsson Lindholmen, two employees were interviewed, one of them was 
the sector manager at a hardware development department, where radios are developed and 
the other one was the lean transformation leader. The hardware development department is 
similar to a flat organization and consists of 120 employees.   
 

3.6.2.1 The agile/lean introduction at Ericsson  
 
Approximately five years ago, Ericsson introduced agile and lean methods to different parts 
of the organization. First they implemented the scrum methodology into the software 
development and further they continued introducing lean product development for the 
hardware development. For this thesis, the empirical study at Ericsson was based on the lean 
implementation for one of the hardware development department where they have 
competences in-house for developing the entire product. 
 
A few years ago they become a design center where they had to go from technology focus to 
a more product focused organization, which was one reason why they introduced lean. In 
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connection with the lean transformation they reorganize the employees at the department. 
The sector manager appointed a lean transformation because he said it is hard to combine the 
daily operational work with an organizational change and a leader who is working full time to 
drive the lean transformation forward was required and this person should know the 
organization very well. Therefore, one of the group managers was directed this role, which 
was the interviewee. The reason behind the choice was due to the sector manager claimed: “it 
is difficult to drive an organizational change without knowing the organization”. The 
transformation was aimed to achieve a mindset among the employees, which have been the 
biggest challenge according to them. “The lean transformation has been going on for five 
years now, but still they have much left to do. A transformation has a start but no stop, rather 
it is about continuous improvement”, stated the interviewees. The transformation started by 
learning themselves, by reading books about lean. According as their knowledge increased 
they did coach their group managers, who in turn did coach their developers - “train the 
trainer”. However, they combined the lean transformer with an external coach as well, which 
acted as an inspiratory. The employees were distributed with different “homework”, during 
office time. For instance, they were told to read the book “This is Lean” with Niklas Modig 
and Pär Åhlström, and after they should try to apply lean into their daily work in order to 
apply lean in their own work environment. The managers divided different parts of lean to go 
deeper into and thereafter produce own lean material that was later used to educate the 
employees with.  
 
At the hardware department they have three cross-functional teams and in this case it means 
competences that cover the whole product cycle, which follow some parts of scrum 
methodology. Each team has one manager and consists of around 15 members. In their teams, 
they have designers, people who write requirements, integrator so the hard and soft parts goes 
hand in hand, verifications people, people that can check that roles are followed, project 
leaders and technical coordinators; represent the customer’s voice. In 2012 they started with 
one team and changed the matrix organization. The resources were placed in teams, there 
they wanted them to be 100 % occupied in the team. At Ericsson they have around 5-15 % 
consultants, depending on the work load curve. Their philosophy is that the team is 
sustainable, closed, have good communication to each other so they can be self-organized, 
create good motivation so it can be to switch tasks every day. They still have competence 
areas so everything is not known for everyone. Each team is working with several different 
products, but of similar art. The interviewees promoted that that they tell their teams to make 
experiments and to see how it works in order to always looking for new and better ways of 
working.  
 
Their teams are using some of the things that exist in the scrum methodology, but they have 
adapted it to suit their organization and they work with hands on program for the backlog. 
However, they stated the importance to get an interaction point between HW and SW, due to 
it is important to understand that they are dependent on each other. The backlog is prioritized 
by a product owner; that person is on a high level and can take decisions. The product that 
can give most money on the market is always prioritized in the backlog, when it come to a 
critical decision to choose between two deadlines.   
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One method that are well-used at Ericsson, also today, is the “100 days model”, which is a 
tool for continuous improvement where the employees get 100 days to get used with a new 
way of working, since it takes time to change behaviors or habits. The aim is that you work 
with one improvement at the time during 100 days. For example, this method was used for 
the implementation of the pulse board. After the first 30 days of using the pulse board they 
have one day for evaluation, how did it go, what have they done, are they going at the right 
direction or do they need to change the direction. Thereafter, they continued with 30 more 
days, having one day for reflection and then 30 more days. The last days up to 100, they have 
only evaluation of how the process did go. The thought is that the employees should have 
achieved a new habit after 100 days and are standing at the pulse board without thinking. 
Today, Ericsson is on their eighth time of using this method and they are very satisfied with 
the method.  
 

3.7 Workshop  
 
In order to collect data in another form than interviews, two workshops were organized. The 
purpose was to let people with different collaborate and discuss in order to share agile 
knowledge. The outcome of the workshops was a part of the empirical data that were used for 
the analyze phase.  
 
The first one was the “external workshop” that was similar to a seminar. The attendances 
people were five members from GTT, one from Saab and one from Ericsson, see Appendix A 
for attendance list and the workshop was located at GTT and lasted for three hours. The 
purpose with the seminar was to get inspiration from other views and to share experiences 
from the companies different agile. Before the workshop execution, the company members 
were told to prepare a short presentation of their experiences of the agile transformation and 
what challenges they have met. The workshop was recorded with cellphones and the authors 
also took notes. The participants appreciated the idea of having this kind of workshop when 
involving different companies and wanted to meet once again for the same purpose.  
 
The second workshop was the “internal workshop”, when only employees from GTT 
attended, see participating list in Appendix A. The workshop lasted for three hours, the 
method that was used was the Affinity-Interrelationship Method (AIM), which is a problem 
solving tool based on two of the seven management tools in quality management, the affinity 
diagram and the interrelationship diagram, and is accomplished step by step (Alänge, 2009). 
Due to the human factor, the rules stated by Alänge (2009) were not fully adapted, which is 
stated below. The aim of conducting the workshop was to get constructive brainstorming 
ideas about how agile can be used in the hardware development. In the AIM method the 
initial question is the subject of the workshop. According to Alänge (2009) this question 
should be formulated as “what is the problem” or “what was the problem”, but for this 
workshop it was instead a “how” question. Therefore, for this workshop, the method was 
tweaked a little bit and some assumptions were taken in order to make a conclusion in the end 
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of the workshop. Also, according to the rules the method should be executed without any 
talking (Alänge, 2009), but this was not totally followed as well. Finally, some participants 
attended at the beginning and left before the completion of the workshop due to different 
reasons. Overall, the workshop provided lots of ideas and five main groups were identified, 
which can be seen in Appendix D. 
 

3.8 Data analysis  
 
When all interviews were completed at GTT the answers were written out fairly and put 
under each question and the data under each question were analyzed. If several interviewees 
had similar answers, the quantity was calculated and if a knowledgeable person had an own 
suggestion that answer was given a high score. The other answers were summarized and also 
added in the empirical findings together with the concluded data from the benchmarking 
companies and the external workshop.  
 

3.9 Reliability and validity  
 
In qualitative research it is important to consider the validity and reliability of the data for the 
purpose of establishing and assessing the quality of the data (Bryman and Bell, 2011). 
However, some researchers argue that validity and reliability are inappropriate for qualitative 
research, which this thesis is. Therefore, writers have changed these criteria to concepts that 
are more appropriate for qualitative research. They suggest that trustworthiness is the 
assessment of how good qualitative study is (Bryman and Bell, 2011). Each qualitative 
concept has a parallel with the quantitative criteria, mentioned below.  
 

3.9.1 Reliability  
 
Reliability concerns the consistency of measuring a concept and in qualitative research this is 
mentioned as dependability (Bryman and Bell, 2011). Three factors are discussed when 
considering whether or not a measure is reliable: Stability, internal reliability and inter-
observer consistency (Bryman and Bell, 2011). Stability means whether or not a measure is 
stable over time to make sure that the result of the measure does not fluctuate. Internal 
validity means instead whether or not the observers agree of what they see, note that there is 
more than one observer. This is similar to the inter-observer consistency. 
 
Moreover, external reliability means the degree to which a study can be replicated (Bryman 
and Bell, 2011). In qualitative research this criteria is hard to fulfill, due to the human factor. 
Bryman and Bell (2011) means that social settings and the circumstances of an initial study 
are impossible to “freeze”. However, there are suggestions of how to approach the external 
reliability. For instance, the ethnographic researcher should find similar social roles to the 
procedure in order to increase the possibility of getting repeated results (Bryman and Bell, 
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2011). It is also important that the researcher make sure to document the procedure of the 
data collection. 
  
For this study, reliability is meant whether or not the outcome of the case studies would be 
the same if conducted once again. Further, to increase the reliability the case studies are 
executed by two persons and more than one method are used for the data collection. 
Furthermore, to reduce  the  possibility  of  bias  both  authors  conducted  all  interviews 
together, both recorded and took notes. Moreover, both authors also conducted the workshops 
and the generation of the final codification jointly.  After each interview and workshop, the 
authors took fifteen minutes off to discuss the outcome and thereafter both authors 
transcribed the interviews as time permits. Consequently, this was time-consuming but also 
rich source of evidence. Additionally, the researcher was provided much continuous informal 
feedback from the involved project members during the interviews, meetings and coffee 
breaks.  
 

3.9.2 Validity 
 
Research validity is the most important criteria in many cases. It deals with whether or not a 
measure of a concept really measures the concept (Bryman and Bell, 2011). Furthermore, 
validity concerns with the integrity of the conclusion, which is based on a piece of the 
research. There are several ways of establishing the validity. 
  
Internal validity is about ensuring the correct relationship between two or more factors, 
observed by the researcher (Bryman and Bell, 2011). For instance, if x is believed to cause 
the variation of y, how to make sure that this is the right conclusion to make? This criterion 
will be significant for this thesis since the first research question is about finding challenges 
between agile development and traditional development. The goal is to find the reasons of the 
different challenges and to further give suggestions of how to manage them. 
 
External validity, aims to assess whether or not the outcome of a case study can be 
generalized, which is important for qualitative research (Bryman and Bell, 2011). It is 
suggested to do multiple case studies and to concentrate on the uniqueness in the case to get 
deeper understanding. The outcome of this thesis is quite generalized and in a broad 
perspective rather than going deep into for instance one challenge.  
 

3.10 Ethical consideration  
 
In research, it is important that the researcher are not making any conclusions if the founded 
data is morally correct or wrong, but it is important to be aware of that the authors can get 
questions after publication about the study (Carlsson, 1997, pp.55). Ethical consideration to 
take, can be where the data was found and how the data was read etc. Ethics are seen as the 
value to get more knowledge and still maintain the individual freedom and integrity. 
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Furthermore, all people have the right to decide over their privacy, which can be religion and 
political view etc. So, to not expose the individuals the questions can be anonymously 
answered. Moreover, this is a security, so an unamortized should not be able to connect the 
data to a specific person. However, in some cases it is important to connect data with a 
person and then it is important to use precaution to still keep the anonymity protection, for 
example through coding of names that are later destroyed when they are no longer needed. 
Because, the data can contain information about for instance political view, the information 
should be secured so it should not be able to be used against the information provider 
(Carlsson, 1997, pp.57). Since this thesis relies mainly at interviews, it is important to have in 
mind that some information in this report can have been misunderstood when the authors 
have transcribed and analyzed the data.  
 
Universalism 
Ethical principles should always be followed in research, otherwise it will hurt social research 
i.e. relationships among individuals within a society research area.  
 
Situation ethics 
In some cases the principles have acceptance for that they have to be broken. In the following 
two cases it is possible: 
 

1. When the end justifies the meaning i.e. if the information is special and need to be 
given to the world to give out knowledge that was unknown before. 

2. If an issue is met and the researchers want to dive deeper into it. 
 
Ethical transgression is pervasive 
In research it can be parts that are questioned if it is ethically correct, this is the nature, and it 
will always be like this. If the researcher is totally honest about the intention of the research, 
the questioned people can intentionally hide information, then the researcher need to be 
dishonest to get further information.  
 
Anything goes (more or less) 
A name is an identity, but in some cases a name is not everything and a person don’t get 
harmed if the ethical rules are broken, and then only it is okay to break them.  
 
Diener and Crandall (1978) in Bryman & Bell (2011) categorized ethical principles into four 
groups:  
 
Harm to participants 
Research that will probably harm the activity person is unaccepted of the most people. The 
word harm can also be hard to define exactly what it means. It can be everything from the 
meaning of physical harm to losing a job. In some cases is it also to consider the non-
participants from getting harmed. 
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Lack of informed consent 
Participants that maybe are going to be in the research should be given as much information 
as possible about the research, before a decision to participate in the study are taken. In a 
meeting with possible participants it is important that the researchers are introducing 
themselves with this title, also give the purpose of the study and extra information that is 
important to know for the participants, but even if this is done you cannot be sure on that 
everything is understood correctly by people. 
 
Invasion of privacy 
All of us have the right to privacy and it mean to not state names in the report without 
permission. It can also be that sensitive information should not be able to link to a specific 
person, the participants should always have the right to withdraw. If recordings are made 
during the interview it is the same principle to consider, they should not be able to be used to 
harm a person. 
 
 
Deception 
When research is presented as something else than what it is, it is called deception. This 
should of course be avoided, due to that trust is lost to the researcher and it can then be hard 
to find more attendant.  
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4 Empirical data  
In this chapter the information and data given from the interviews at DE, Saab and Ericsson, 
and the workshops is presented aiming for being able to answer the research questions. All 
data was analyzed and compared before it was put it into the report. In Appendix B and C, 
the interview templates are presented and the outcome from the internal workshop is 
presented in Appendix D. To facilitate the reading, valuable words and sentences that 
symbolize the content in the paragraph are marked in the paragraphs in this chapter. 
However, the main challenges identified during the analysis of the empirical data are broken 
down into smaller challenges, which are presented in subchapter 4.2 and are the final ones. 
The data analysis does also consider what agile parts the interviewees believe are possible to 
use in the hardware development process.  
 

4.1 Analysis of the empirical data  
 
Based on the empirical findings several challenges were found. So far, the agile introduction 
at DE has been for the software developers. This means that the challenges are most related 
to their experiences. In addition, experiences based on Ericsson’s and Saab’s lean and agile 
transformation are added as well, which are both related to hardware and software 
development. Since Ericsson and Saab started their lean and agile introduction a few years 
before GTT, they have already come across some of the challenges and have found ways of 
how to manage them. Moreover, the empirical findings indicate that agile development 
provides several benefits to the organization and to the development process. The suggestions 
of what can be used into the hardware development process are based on the interviewees at 
GTT and the benchmarking companies. 
 
Based on the interviews several challenges were faced due to a number of reasons. GTT is an 
automotive development organization, consisting of well implemented processes that have 
been used for many years and due to this it will increase the challenge of introducing agile 
methods, which was especially stated by one interviewee. Today there are dependences 
between departments, partly due to vehicles consisting of several components are developed 
in different departments and in different ongoing projects, which means that several 
departments and projects must be synchronized. The well implemented processes and the 
dependences between departments are reasons behind one of the major challenge faced 
during the data collection, namely the interface between DE and the other departments at 
GTT, which are still working according to the traditional approaches. Basically, the challenge 
is how to synchronize the newly introduced agile software development teams with other 
departments of the organization. According to the interviews at GTT, 8 out of 17 
interviewees did emphasize the difficulties when several parts of organization are either 
working according to the agile methodology or having the understanding of agile 
development. When agile teams are introduced into a traditional organizations adaption from 
both directions is required, both for the agile teams to adapt to the processes at GTT and that 
GTT adapts to the agile teams, was stated by one scrum master.  
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One problem related to the difficulties of the synchronization, is that the other departments 
have different time plans compared to the agile teams at DE. At Electrical & Electronics 
Engineering (EE & E), they did do an organizational change in connection with the agile 
introduction, for instance they reorganized people from different departments to put them 
close together in a cross-functional team and they changed the time plan in order to adapt the 
actual time plan at EE&E with the agile software development teams´ time plan, namely the 
baselines. Though, the issue is that the other departments outside EE&E have not adapted 
their time plans to the agile teams, which implies lack of understanding to one others 
different needs and time boundaries.  
 
When there is lack of understanding and adaptation from other departments problems occur. 
For instance, other departments are still expecting deliveries at the same time as before from 
the software developers, but since the software developers adopted the scrum methodology 
the deliveries are not the same anymore. Currently, the agile teams are working in sprints of 
two weeks and after each sprint they are able to deliver functional software. However, an 
interviewee who is both a product owner and a scrum master said “It is very fun to work 
according to agile principles and practices! It makes a clear progress, things are happening 
all the time. However, the drawback is that the other departments do not have the same pace 
in their development...in the agile teams, we are running in a very high speed compared to 
the other departments and this is hard for people around to understand and to see”.  
 
In addition, the way of how the agile teams plan differs a lot from the traditional way and 
even though the different plans must be synchronized, was stated by several interviewees. 
Based on agile principles one should plan all the time in order to be able to go to the right 
direction, therefore several short-term plans are conducted in the agile teams. The plan is 
more like a guideline to get an overall view of where to go, but in the traditional way they 
only make a few plans and they have to strictly follow the plan as well and motivate why 
changes occur. One of the interviewees stated “they put much effort on planning that 
becomes out of date the day after anyway, and then they must reflect upon why we did go out 
of the plan”.  
 
However, the different time plans affects the test and verification process as well. The agile 
teams are now able to deliver functional software every second week and the desire from the 
software developers´ are to immediately get the tests performed, though this is not always the 
case. One interviewee stated “In worst case scenario, they only put the software on the shelf, 
where it will stay for three months before it gets tested”. The issues regarding the time plan 
was stated by the 8 of the 17 interviewees as well, who meant that GTT has currently not 
fully adapted their organization to suit how the software development or how the agile 
development are shaped.  
 
Another challenge related to synchronization and the time plan is the strict deadline, which is 
the moment when all projects should deliver the final and complete components that are 
prepared for the final testing for the whole vehicle, namely a 100% working component. This 
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implies that all requirements must be fulfilled and after this moment none changes are 
acceptable and the deadline is aimed to both the hardware components and the software. 
However, this strict deadline was determined a long time ago at a higher management level 
and at that time it was conformed to the hardware development cycle rather than to the 
software development cycle. What many interviewees agreed on, is that the software 
development differs a lot from the hardware development, e.g. in terms of the changing rate, 
which means that more rapidly changes appear in software development than in the hardware 
development, such as new upcoming market needs and requirements.  
 
Depending on how long the time period is between the strict deadline and the product launch, 
they must be able to adjust to the new requirements and needs, otherwise there is a risk that 
the product is obsoleted too fast after it is released to the market. Based on the interviews 
with software developers they stated that, “nevertheless the differences between how the 
software compared to the hardware, the software developers are not allowed to make any 
changes after the deadline. However, as long as the changes do not have any impacts on the 
entire vehicle or system, we used to do some adjustments anyway”, which they claimed 
should be acceptable from the management. According to some interviewees, the baselines 
developed at EE & E are not fully appropriated for the software development either, since 
there are several deadlines of what they should have done until each baseline. From the 
interviews it is understood that everyone are aware of the importance of long-term goals, but 
anyway it is not adapted to how the software development is shaped.  
 
Since the development of the software was taken in-house at DE, the strict deadline was not 
reformulated for the software development, which means that the software must be 100 % 
finished at this time as well? Though, this has not clearly been clarified, which have made the 
software developers confused. The interviewees were asked to define the strict deadline for 
software; many interviewees agreed on that it does not really exist for software development, 
and other interviewees did not even had a clue of what this deadline means. For those who 
knew about the deadline said, “The deadline exist today because the project want to have 
finished end-to-end functions that can be implemented and without any bugs that cause 
problems with the product. Actually, the deadline means that so much as possible is 
implemented, so it is an accepted and releasable product on the market”. An end-to-end 
function is a well-used term for a software function, for example it can be the cruise control 
or the brake in a truck.  
 
As stated above it is desired that extraordinary things can be added into the software after 
the deadline. For example, some interviewees stated that depending on what software that are 
developed they do not think it is necessary to fulfill all requirements until the deadline and as 
long as it has no impact on the product or system changes and functions can be added 
afterwards. What actually impacts the hardware is for example, end-to-end functions that are 
directly connected to the hardware. However, based on the interviews it clearly showed that a 
strict deadline a long time before the start of the production and product launch is not easily 
met for software, when rapidly changes constantly appear. This problems must be exposed at 
the top of the project management in order to drop the control to the software developers. 
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According to several software developers, they claimed that they are so into their fields and 
have much knowledge about software development and therefore they think they can take 
decisions by themselves of what changes can be made or not after the deadline. 
 
A major challenge connected to those challenges that emerge is that those parts of an 
organization that introduce agile development are still governed from the surrounding world 
that is not agile, which they must relate to. Many interviewees agreed on that parts of GTT 
are still drudged in the traditional way of working and with a traditional mindset and it will 
take a long time before coming away from this. However, still the interviewees thought that 
the traditional way of working had its advantages but also lot of disadvantages. E.g. the 
waterfall model is a simple method to understand, but the process takes a very long time. 
Many changes appear during the development process and the traditional approaches limits 
the ability to adapt to these late changes. The risk of not adapting to the changes is that the 
customer will be unsatisfied in the end. The requirement that was specified at the project 
initiation is out of date and new customer requirements have appeared. An agile coach said; 
“In traditional approaches the faith is that everything can be known before the development 
has even started, which is the opposite of agile principles”.  
 
However, the benefit of strictly following the planned specification is that the budget is 
clearly stated in the beginning of the project and in the project end they are hopefully within 
the budget. The traditional way of specifying product requirements is perceived as an issue 
to many of the developers. One interviewee said “In some projects I have written lot of 
specifications, which take a very long time and I also put effort on things that they later did 
not use or things that did not work. Also, the product cost much more in the specification 
phase than compared to the production cost”. This means that much effort is put on 
activities that later on results in waste. Another interviewee who belongs to a scrum team 
stated an advantage about the traditional approaches that “you feel that the work will be 
finished some time”.  
 
A product owner for software development shared experiences of working according to 
traditional approaches: “Once when I was responsible for the software we used the waterfall 
model and it worked pretty well then. The environment did not fluctuate much at that time, 
but when the cellphone with displays were released, the fluctuating environment did increase. 
At that time the waterfall approach was not preferable since it limits the possibilities to adapt 
to changes. Today it is even more important to design and fulfill customer needs in order to 
add high customer value. Also, less resources were needed for developing products before 
because than I was working on six projects at the same time and today I only work on one 
project”. However, the interviewee continued saying that he thinks that agile development 
might be difficult in automotive industries.  
 
Introducing agile principles and practices into a traditional organization implies an 
organizational change. According to one interviewee, who is a member of a scrum team, 
was sure about that the problem is not the introduction of agile teams into a traditional 
organization. Rather the problem is that a cultural change is needed and to make other 
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departments understandable and aware of the agile way of working. Another one claimed that 
it will be a huge challenge to influence the surrounding world to get the agile mindset and it 
will take a long time. A project leader also claimed “theoretically, there should not be any 
problems of introducing agile teams into a traditional organization, the problem is that 
people do not want to change”, but he further stated that a reorganization is needed in order 
to get the agile implementation to work. DE has already started the reorganization in order to 
find out how agile can be used in a best way.  
 
According to the interviewees at Ericsson the “biggest” challenge is the classical change 
management process itself and to get all the key persons on board. At Ericsson that they did 
not get other departments on board at the beginning of the lean transformation. Since they 
also have boundaries to other departments, means that they need to collaborate and it 
becomes easier if everyone have the same way of thinking. The sector manager said, “If we 
should have done the transformation once again, we should have put more focus on getting 
other departments on board earlier, since it is important to influence as many as possible in 
an organizational transformation. In that case we had not been in the same situations that we 
sometimes were in. For instance discussions regarding resource-related issues would have 
been avoided”.  
 
Another challenge that was brought up by the global process manager; today GTT is to a 
large extent a project oriented organization and in the agile methodology it is rarely you see 
projects, he stated. Their desire is to go from this project focus and instead continue to 
become a more product oriented organization in which will improve better flows in the 
processes and in the development. The product focus was also stressed out at the internal 
workshop, but it was emphasized that this will take a long time to achieve, but still essential 
to achieve in a long-term perspective. The process manager stated that they want to strive for 
having an even pace in the entire organization. The wish is to find a cadence with multiples 
so it is adapted for both the hardware and the software. For instance, if the software 
developers are capable to deliver every second week - the hardware deliver every eight week. 
With this saying the hardware is 4 multiples of the software.  
 
Within the EvolvE initiative, much focus is to achieve product focus and flows rather than 
projects and successively let the projects fizzle out. However, the transformation leader at 
Ericsson stated that they still have projects coming in for the hardware development, but not 
for the software development. According to the manager at Saab, they have reached the goal 
of thinking in terms of products, or actually they have become a product oriented 
organization. They utilize a so called program (platform), where 80-90% of the employees 
focus on developing for the program, rather than projects. However, the customers still order 
in forms of projects, but now these projects have stepped up one level and parts of the 
projects are distributed into the program and other parts that do not fit into the program are 
immediately distributed to a suitable backlog. What was meant is that projects are still there, 
but they try to break it down as much as possible.  
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Since they introduced agile teams into DE, they are currently dealing with resource related 
issues, such as allocation of the different resources. For instance, how to organize people for 
the different projects. When projects are initiated, the traditional way of allocating resources 
is to distribute people from different departments or lines (functions), depending on what 
competence is needed in the projects. Also, people are used to be involved in several projects 
at the same time, and when the projects are ending up, people are going back to where they 
“belong”. This becomes a problem if striving for achieving persistent teams where all 
members are 100% occupied. At DE it has been a challenge to achieve persistent teams, since 
some of the team members are involved in more than one project. This is frustrating for the 
project managers, which was especially claimed by one ETL. He prefer that his resources 
only focusing on his project in order to protect that the deliveries are in time, but currently 
this is not the case.  
 
Due to teams that are involved in several projects and belongs to different departments, 
managing the budget becomes a challenge. The budget for a project is fixed to one specific 
project and it is anticipated that all resources are working 100% for this project. The 
problematic is when people from different departments are distributed into the same team, 
which means that they belongs to different budgets and departments. The issue is which 
budget goes to which team member? Contrary, this is not seen as a problem at Saab since the 
product owner is bookkeeping the team members in how many hours they are working in a 
specific project. In this way the managers get control.  
 
Moreover, in some cases their budget is not enough for full time work or the budget might be 
too narrow so that the team member must go back to the department where they become. 
Another issue is, for instance at DE where they have designers from the design department, 
sitting at DE together with software developers that belong to DE. The issue in this case is if 
the manager at DE should pay the salaries to the team members in her team, even though they 
do not belong to her department. Also, the managers lose control over their employees, since 
they are distributed to other departments.  
 
Overall, the interviews at GTT indicated that several issues faced by the employees are 
related to the resources, and many interviewees thought that these issues limit the ability to 
apply agile development into the organization. On the other hand, the software manager at 
Saab said, since they become product oriented and focused on flows rather than resources 
the resources was no longer any problem. He said that his team members have different 
managers, but it was not perceived as a problem, rather the relationships and cooperation 
among the different managers have been improved.  In turn, this has led to smoother 
interfaces between the departments and the awareness and the understanding about the agile 
way of working increased.  
 
At Ericsson, they were a traditional matrix organization before their lean transformation, 
where resources were constantly distributed to different projects. Since they realized that they 
wanted co-located and persistent teams rather than project teams, the traditional way of 
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allocating resources was no more appropriated. They did not want to lend their resources or 
to have them part time in different projects, they wanted teams working full-time.  
 
However, it takes time to find the perfect team combination and what resources are required 
for one team. At Ericsson they did reorganize two times before they found their core teams. 
The first time, they took resources from all functions/lines, but realized that all team members 
were not 100% occupied, only 50%, which is unsustainable in a long term perspective. 
Moreover, they reorganized the managers as well, so they took all line/functional managers 
and distributed one managers per team. Unlikely, if extra competence is needed in one team, 
they move this competence to where it is needed. This is not according to lean, but the sector 
manager said and emphasized that they must adapt lean into the reality. Sometimes they must 
deviate from what the book says. He said, “Sometimes Stina is best on what she is doing, then 
let her do what she is best in”. He further said that in some cases it is easier to adapt the lean 
principles and tools and sometimes it is more difficult, but they still try to have a “red thread” 
in all decisions they take. Contrary, the software manager at Saab said that he does not want 
that one team member is running between different projects or teams.  Rather one should 
focus on to put everything that must be done in one backlog. He said as an example, “if Kalle 
is needed 20% in another project, then take those 20% and put it into the backlog that 
belongs to Kalle’s team, so he can stay in his team”. 
 
The software manager at Saab stated that one challenge of introducing agile principles and 
practices was that the way of thinking became differently. “Now our focus is not what 
resources the projects are needed, instead the focus is on the teams. Parts of the project is 
being distributed to a team in an even flow. In other words, the movement is from resource 
efficiency to flow efficiency, where there is a fixed resource at a fixed time. The product 
owners’ focus is to prioritize the backlog and to communicate with the stakeholders to fulfill 
their needs”. Further he said that this has provided an improved accuracy in the delivery.  
 
The interviewees at Ericsson also stated the difference from traditional to lean, which is the 
focus on flow efficiency rather than resources efficiency. He said that lean is about 
optimizing the resources, but in order to optimize the resources one must start creating 
knowledge and flows. The sector manages’ definition of resource efficiency was, “The focus 
is to optimize you as a resource on your expertise competence and to make sure that you 
work 8 hours a day. The thing is that you should always work 100% and never be inactive. 
So, if all of us work as much as we can, we are going to be as effective as we can”. The 
sector manager got the question if the employees get stressed in this way of working. His 
answer was: “Are you kidding? Yes, they become stressed”. At Saab EDS they had the 
similar perception as Ericsson. Before the agile implementation they had another structure 
than today, where they had single competence workers located at different areas and heavy 
project leading roles. The project leaders knew who was good at something and was 
“running” after these people. The employees got stressed in this way of working and also due 
to many ongoing projects at the same time.  
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When agile development is introduced it implies that organizations go from a resource- 
oriented organization to a flow oriented organization, which requires a new mindset. For 
instance, the project leaders do not own their resources anymore. The software manager at 
Saab said, “The focus was no more aligned with how to manage the resources as it was 
before, instead the focus became how to manage and prioritize the backlog”.  
 
Working with backlogs is a new method that was not used before agile teams were 
introduced into the companies. Nowadays, the project leaders must prioritize the backlogs for 
the scrum teams, which was a totally new way of working and it required a new way of 
thinking as well. This was not easily done at the beginning one interviewee said. A project 
leader at DE said that using a backlog is good, since one can easily see the progress in the 
development. However, he stated that he thinks that some have missed the purpose with the 
backlog and do not update the progress immediately when they have finished their tasks. This 
limits the efficiency in the teams and it becomes hard for the project leader to see what have 
been done or not. At DE some interviewees stated that it takes time to learn how to prioritize 
the backlogs and the developers will not immediately be experts on how to work with the 
backlog. 
 
However, when they introduced scrum teams at Saab they put together software development 
and system development, and build their teams with people from system construction, 
software development and test. The teams are working with scrum and a product backlog 
which is prioritized by the software manager. His thought was only to prioritize the backlog 
the first time, but he continued having the responsible for the backlog and it works fine he 
said. In the backlog all kinds of projects is gathered. The emergent things or the things with a 
short deadline are the most important to and are therefore of high prioritization. All projects 
are put in one backlog and  prioritized in a way so the team gets an even pace in the 
development, “there is nothing that is more effective than to work in an even pace”, the 
software manager at Saab EDS said.  
 
According to an agile coach “the scrum methodology higher the efficiency and the flexibility 
in the development. The progress can easily be visualized, but though the traditional project 
structure is still there, including much documentation and resource issues, which limits the 
possibility to fully adopt the methodology.” The sector manager at Ericsson compared scrum 
with a cookbook and said “The danger with a cookbook is that you will not be a good chef”. 
Basically, what he mean is that scrum is a handbook with tools and methods that you directly 
can implement in the daily work and the danger is that you just do things without reflecting 
about what value it adds. Another issue stated by one interviewee who is an agile coach said 
that many of the employees associate agile with scrum, which he wants to change. He wants 
them to think of agile in terms of flexibility, feedback and quickness.  
 
Moreover, two interviewees at GTT stated that the negative thing of using scrum is that a 
bunch of meetings emerged, which they must attend to. One interviewee said that some 
meetings are unnecessary at those times when the team has nothing to say, for example at the 
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retrospectives. It is several meetings that are there just because they should be there. One of 
the scrum teams at DE, recently reorganized the meetings just because they were too many.  
 
Another challenge when going from the traditional approaches to the agile approach is to start 
develop without knowing where to end and when only the short-term goals are known. This 
can cause rework, when it in the end does not fit with the long term plan. Another problem 
stated by several interviewees at GTT was that they started to make use of the word “agile”, 
since they introduced agile and scrum teams. This has led to consequences in some situations, 
for instance, a member in a scrum team said that they did stop documenting just because “in 
agile we do not have to document”. The consequence of this is that too less documentation is 
conducted and they might miss some documentation that is important. Sometimes they do not 
even know what they did “yesterday” because they did not document it. The software 
manager at Saab EDS said that they have not stopped documenting since they introduced 
agile, they just do less documentation today than before. At present, they put less effort on 
the pre-documentation and more on the after-documentation. This means, first they develop 
and test to make sure that the solution works and when they know it works, they do the 
documentation work.  
 
As stated before the agile and lean introduction implied that teams have been created at all 
three companies. These teams should include all competences required for the purpose and 
further they should be self-organized. This have both Ericsson and Saab achieved. Today, 
their teams do not need much management support at all. All competences needed are within 
the team in order to cover the entire product development chain. If problems emerge the 
teams manage most of them by themselves without management support. The managers do 
not tell them what to do every day, because the teams make up their daily plans by 
themselves. At the very beginning when Ericsson tried to create self-organized teams, one 
team came to their manager and said that they needed a cable, and asked for one more person 
that could fix this, but the manager said, “all competence that is needed do develop your 
product, exists in your team, so you can develop your cable by yourself...”. Such a question 
does not appear anymore. At Saab EDS the team takes own responsibility to reach the goals 
and the leaders do not have to turn them to the right or to the left anymore. The teams 
constantly become better within the team, they learn from the retrospectives as well as 
learning by doing. Both Ericsson and Saab said that the teams must be allowed to experiment 
in order to learn and at last they will be a perfect team. They also striving for reaching T-
shaped team members, meaning that everyone can do everything. To achieve this, Ericsson is 
letting their team members try all areas, this takes time but it is worth it they said. The 
transformation leader said “The best course do you have every day when you are sitting with 
your colleague”. It was understood that Ericsson put much effort on their teams to make 
them as good as possible. However, at both Ericsson and Saab the teams have improved 
themselves as a team according as they have been working together. For instance, they 
become better at estimating their time and how much time is required for each task in the 
backlog, which leads to a better flow in the development. At GTT is a high amount 
consultants, from the interviews at GTT, it was pointed out the fact that a consultant may not 
have the good will to become T-shaped and grow with a team to become self-organized.  
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However, in order to reach self-organized teams, the traditional organizations have one 
common challenge, to overcome the management control and to achieve trust at lower levels. 
This was also emphasized during the internal workshop and essential to achieve in a long-
term perspective. The software manager at Saab said that dropping the control was a big 
challenge and scary as well, but it was needed in order to achieve self-organized teams. He 
stated, “A manager wants to have full control on everything, but actually, who knows better 
than the team itself?”. According to several interviewees the project leaders have too much 
control; the agile teams do not have enough trust in order to fully adapt the agile practices 
and principles. The reason for this can be many, but some interviewees believed that the less 
trust is because of earlier projects that were delayed, which was further due to unclear roles 
and responsibilities within the team.  
 
The issue regarding unclear roles is one big issue that was repeated during the interviews. 
One role that was especially pointed at both the interviews and the internal workshop, was the 
product owner. Sine agile teams were introduced at GTT, it was no longer only component 
owners (product owners), and since now product owners appeared in the different scrum 
teams as well, which made the employees even more confused. For example, it is hard to 
know, who takes the different decisions regarding the product? Another issue that software 
developers at DE brought up was that since they become a scrum team, they are supposed to 
have a team responsible rather than individual responsible. This is confusing for the other 
project leaders outside DE since they still want to have individual responsibilities. They 
claimed that clear roles and responsibilities should be distributed within the teams and the 
teams should have more authority.  
 
It was claimed that the today´s product owners have too less authority to make decisions that 
are needed. The decision process is quite difficult at GTT, since many people must be 
involved in all decisions that are taken. For example, the component owner has less authority 
and cannot take fast decision by him/herself. This is a challenge they are dealing with since 
agile was introduced, because decisions should be taken fast. Several interviewees stated that 
the decision making process is way too long today. It is time-consuming and goes towards the 
agile methodology, which emphasize fast-feedback loops. In contrary, the newly introduced 
agile teams at DE thought that since they introduced agile development, the decision process 
is sometimes too fast compared to what they are used too. For instance, decisions can be 
taken at demos when the stakeholders and developers are collected. One scrum master said, at 
one meeting they did accept something, which they were not aware of at that moment, and 
become aware of what they accepted at that time in a later phase. In some cases that 
acceptance leads to wrong decisions, which can cause project delays. The scrum master 
further stated that the details goes pretty fast at these meetings, which is a challenge they 
deals with for the moment.  
 
According to several interviewees, the lack of management support is one contributed factor 
of why challenges emerge when agile practices and principles are introduced into a 
traditional organization. This was also emphasized by the interviewees at Ericsson and Saab 
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EDS, that management support is the most crucial in a transformation process and preferably, 
the transformation should start from the top. According to Ericsson, one of their challenge 
was because they did not successively influence the higher level of management at the 
initiation of the transformation, which lowered the speed of the transformation process. The 
interviewee at Saab was one of the persons who started the agile transformation by 
convincing his manager that “within three months we will do things right and in the right 
time”. He got management trust and started the agile initiative, today his department and 
other departments have adopted agile practices and principles more or less.  
 
One interviewee at DE who is a transformational leader also stated that the wish is that the 
initiative of a transformation comes from the management of the organization, “a 
successful transformation starts from the outside and the result from this is a much smoother 
transformation”. The transformation process is seemed to be hard, but another interviewee, 
who is a hardware component owner claimed, “It will take time for this organization to 
overcome those challenges that exists today, but we must document and inform about the 
problematic we face in all projects and further transfer it to the future projects and 
managers. At last, we will become much better for each project.”.  
 
The interviews at GTT, Ericsson and Saab EDS clearly indicate that the most important 
factor when introducing agile principles and practices into a traditional organization is to 
have management support and which is constantly coaching their employees. At Ericsson 
they used the concept of “train the trainer”, which means that the managers train their 
employees, which has been perceived as successful for them. Actually they adopted a top-
down approach in their transformation, where they started with themselves. “It is difficult to 
convince others, if you do not believe in it yourself”, stated by the interviewees at Ericsson. 
In order to avoid small islands with agile teams “that are living their own life”, which was 
state by a hardware component owner, it is important to strive for an agile mindset among all 
employees. Moreover, the software manager at Saab clearly emphasized the importance of 
coaching at a team level rather than individuals. At Ericsson they distributed different parts of 
lean to different managers in order to go deeper into an area. From this, they produced own 
materials that were later used for educating their employees in lean.  
 
Once again the dependences between departments increases the importance of having a better 
synchronization among the departments. Since the components at DE consisting of both 
hardware and software, the hardware and the software departments did get much attention. 
However, what was understood during the interviews, is that the hardware developers and 
the software developers have limited understanding about one others fields and the 
interfaces between them are unclear. At one interview, a hardware component owner claimed 
that they had too less understanding and knowledge about the software and how it is shaped. 
Besides this, the hardware unit is located in another building than the software developers, 
which limits the possibility for fast communication and the possibility to improve one others 
understanding of the different fields. Contrary, from the agile teams’ perspective at DE, they 
think that the hardware development process is the bottleneck.  
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There are strong dependences between the software and hardware units since they set 
boundaries for each other. The hardware developers state that they must set the requirements 
and design early due to the long lead time for developing the hardware. If the agile teams 
make late changes in the software it can have high impacts on the hardware. The software 
developers state, it is important that the hardware developers plan for unexpected changes 
that can emerge in the software so the hardware can adopt to these changes. One suggestion 
was to develop the equipment for producing the hardware more flexible. One interviewee 
who is a product owner for software said, “It is important to continuously negotiate the 
relations between the hardware and the software units, to continuously communicate and 
discuss what parts that need to be finished and when. In the first phases of the development of 
the hardware it is about deciding what requirements that need to be decided at first so the 
software can work after that.”. 
 
Moreover, several interviewees at DE as well as the benchmarking companies emphasized 
that decisions should never be taken before it is needed nor before you have enough 
knowledge to take the decision, which means that it is good to leave options for upcoming 
changes that are yet unknown. The interviewee at Ericsson said, “One talks about taking 
decisions at the right moment and iteratively build up the complexity of the product, but it is 
quite difficult and a cultural thing as well”. The sector manager compared this with saying: 
“You don’t marry someone on the first date, you go on several dates, before that! We do not 
want to make an option when we have little knowledge.” For instance, they work with two 
solutions or concepts in parallel.  
 
However, it was understood in the interview with the component owner for hardware that 
more communication is desired, especially between the designers, the hardware developers 
and the software developers, who are involved in the development of one component. This 
will help them to clarify what has to be done and at what time. At Ericsson they also have 
dependencies between the software and the hardware and at different times they must be 
interacted with each other in order to make tests on the wholeness. For this purpose they have 
used the pulse board, which has been working well for them and a backlog including both the 
hardware and the software for better integrating among them.  
 
Moreover, the pulse board helps Ericsson to keep a constant pace in the development. “On 
the pulse board we see the resources and how the process is going”. This is a problem at DE, 
when the software has a different pace compared to the hardware. A member in a scrum team 
said “the main challenge is that the other departments do not have the same pace as us”. 
Also, an interviewee said that there are several stakeholders that must be synchronized before 
decisions can be taken and everyone have their own opinions that must be considered, which 
causes delays in our sprints. Several employees complain that there are many “pundits” 
involved in the development chain and it slows down the process.  
 
One component owner for hardware further stated, “The agile teams does not know what they 
want at the initiation of the project and should therefore start their work before the 
hardware”, which has been stated by other employees at DE as well. It was emphasized that 
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for some components the hardware and software development cannot be done concurrently 
and it becomes a mismatch if the software and hardware have the same time plan. It has been 
suggested to have some shifting relation between the hardware and the software; when 
software vs. hardware should start in the project and when they should have the strict 
deadline? 
 
However, today it is noticed that just a little island of one department has adopted the agile 
methodology, which causes much friction in the development chain, which impact both the 
hardware and the software. Many interviewees stated, to make the work more effective it is 
important that all involved departments adapts the agile methodology or at least 
understanding one another. When one department is not synchronized with the agile teams it 
is directly noticed and the processes gets slower. 
 
However, the communication between the hardware and the software units at DE is 
perceived to be a problem, since it was mentioned by several interviewees. It was emphasized 
that no scrum teams include the hardware developers in their planning, e.g. at the sprint 
planning. When they have the big room planning, which is a meeting time with other 
departments), no input from the hardware developers are asked for. Many of the interviewees 
said that the cooperation is not good enough and said that it is required that the hardware 
planning is synchronized with the software planning to get an efficient work flow. It is 
important to report how the process is proceeding for both the hardware and the software. An 
example where the communication works is for one component at DE, where the product 
owner is responsible for both the software and the hardware of the component. This implies 
that the product owner attends on the big room planning and gets information about how the 
software is proceeding.  
 
One interviewee said, “The most important is to know dependencies between the hardware 
and the software and the time plan is the big connection here, when everything should be 
finished etc. However, I do not see any big limitations when working agile in the software 
development and not in the hardware development, but there is probably things that can be 
better than today. It is important to decide where feedback can be given. When it comes to 
testing, it is some parts that need to be tested with both a hardware and a software, then it is 
good if both units are integrated. Today, in the time plan it is no agile iteration when both the 
hardware people and the software people should talk, the work is actually dislocated until 
both the hardware and the software should be put together.” 
 
Today DE use external suppliers, mainly for developing the hardware of the components, for 
some components parts of the software is outsourced to external supplier as well. The 
hardware components are specified by the component owner at DE and later the specification 
is being send to the external supplier, who is doing the development. Generally, the external 
supplier is not located at DE, which results in consequences such as limited face-to-face 
communication, long feedback-loops or if changes must be done it takes much longer time to 
get the changes accomplished or probably it is even impossible to get them accomplished. 
With this saying, having external suppliers is seen as a challenge when agile practices and 
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principles are adopted into an organization. Especially, since the external supplier is involved 
during a long time in the development process. For instance, if fast feedback is desired there 
is a second partner that must be involved in order to get it work.  
 
Today the requirements are set early in the development process for hardware products and 
these cannot be changed in downstream phases. This is seen as a disadvantage for many 
interviewees, partly due to it limits the software developers to do late changes, since the 
software changes can impact the hardware. Basically, the hardware components limit the 
software developers to fully take benefits of the agile methodology. Therefore, it is a desire 
that the hardware developers should have the agile mindset as well so no one affects the 
other. One member in a scrum team and former scrum master said “make the hardware more 
flexible so we can add and take away requirements that we realize are unnecessary or out of 
date”. Another interviewee said “we do not know everything in the beginning of the project, 
we learn along the way while developing”. What is meant is that all requirements should not 
be decided at the beginning of the development process since all information is not available 
at that time. Therefore, it is desired to let those parts that probably will be changed along the 
way be “flexible”.  
 
However, discussions have been going on if agile development can be used in the hardware 
development process. According to the software manager at Saab, “Some people do not think 
that we can be agile just because we cannot deliver functionalities every second week, but 
who actually says this? Instead, continue focusing on part deliveries and determine what the 
definition of done is for each part delivery based on what you are developing”. What is 
meant is that many focus on that something functional must be demonstrated every second 
week, something that can be directly implemented. Instead, if one think of part deliveries one 
can self decide how often to meet and what should be discussed and demonstrated at each 
meeting. The purpose is to have constantly face-to-face meetings so fast feedback can be 
given and adopted to. “In some cases it is not important or required to have a totally finished 
hardware, instead good communication on approximately what it is going to be done is more 
essential” was stated by one interviewee. Everything does not need to be finished in detail in 
the hardware, instead smaller parts should be finished. However, the definition of done 
differs a lot in hardware compared to software and the backlog needs to be adapted based on 
this. 
 
Another interviewee who is an agile coach said, “I think it is enough to adapt lean into the 
hardware development process and to strive for flow efficiency”. Another agile coach also 
emphasized that lean principles and tools is appropriated for the hardware development, e.g. a 
kanban board, which is suitable to have in combination with scrum board. Furthermore, the 
software manager at Saab said, “If the word software is changed to hardware in the agile 
manifesto, all principles can be used in hardware development process as well”, which an 
agile coach agreed on. However, the software manager stated that it is essential to think of 
principles rather than tools. He means that it is not successful to just implement tools that 
have been used by someone else, since the value of the tool might not be reflected over and 
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the value of the implementation might disappear. Therefore it is better to lift it up to a level of 
principles and think of what value it provides to your organization and how it can be adapted. 
 
Some of the interviewees were skeptical of implementing agile practices and principles into 
the hardware development process. When the question was asked if they have faced any 
problems in the hardware development process, one interviewee clearly said “no”. Though, 
when the following question was asked if any possible improvement were seen, the answer 
was “yes”. For example, improvement possibilities that have been seen during the interviews 
are the specification process, which at present takes a long time and since suppliers are 
involved much communication loops emerge during the process; the requirements are 
decided early in the process and cannot be changed in later phases; the lead times are long; 
the decision process is complicated since the component owner has less authority and cannot 
take decisions by them self; the feedback is limited when the work has been handed over to 
the supplier.  
 
Based on the interviews it was shown that interviewees from the hardware development unit, 
who had limited knowledge about the agile methodology and did just associate agile with 
scrum, were those who were skeptical of adopting agile into the hardware development. For 
instance, they thought it would be difficult to break down the assignments to smaller tasks, 
because the hardware is not shaped as the software. Also, the hardware products require 
performed tested on the products as a whole in order to verify if it works or not, compared to 
the software that can be implemented and tested continuously. 
 
The component owners at DE only get prototypes at A-sample, B-sample and C-sample and 
the time between those timelines are long. For instance, when they get the prototype it might 
be wrong and not exactly what DE wanted. The reasons for this can be misunderstanding in 
the specification list or in some cases the requirements can have been wrong specified from 
the component owner’s side. Some interviewees at DE stated that they receives to less 
prototypes and has limited impact on what the suppliers are prioritizing during the 
development. In order to give more feedback on the development of the hardware, the 
supplier must update the component owners at DE more often. If physical models are not 
feasible, other tools such as 3D-modeling and virtual tools can be utilized.  
 
Regarding the decision process several interviewees stated that this process takes a long time. 
Two different component owners for  hardware describe that it takes very long time to make 
decisions regarding a change in the specification of  the component, because no one with 
mandate are close to the component owner, and it is unclear who is allowed to take the 
decisions. It is a long process to come up to a decision, since one question is going around 
between stakeholders and other departments until it has met consensus. It is many different 
“pundits” in these situations because people are from different departments and have their 
own “most concern thought” about the component. For instance, the design department want 
a perfect surface and instead the HMI team want it to be user friendly. 
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However, many interviewees from software development think that several parts of the 
scrum methodology can be used for the hardware development, e.g. teams, backlogs, 
sprints, retrospectives, daily meetings, short-term plans rather than long-term. However, it 
must be considered that the lead times are longer in hardware development and therefore the 
sprints duration should be adapted to suit the specific needs of the hardware in order to be 
able to show something to the stakeholders.  
 
A mechanical manager at Saab claimed that agile methods can be used for hardware 
development. They have created teams with mechanical engineers that are responsible for the 
entire development chain. The teams are self-organized, persistent, and everyone is working 
100%. If extra support it is needed, they have more resources outside the teams that can be 
allocated to the teams, e.g. expertise competence. The team use three weeks sprints, they 
define part deliveries and decides upon what they should have finish within these three 
weeks. Moreover they have adopted scrum methods such as daily meetings, reviews demos 
etc. 
 
However, based on the interviews several benefits were found with the agile methodology. 
For instance the focus is on short-term planning rather than long-term planning. The short-
term planning makes it easier to set realistic goals and higher the accuracy of deliver in time. 
Since the planning is done regularly and together with stakeholders, product owners and the 
team the connection between them improves, and it also increase the customer value since the 
stakeholders have possibility to explain their needs. According to the agile methodology one 
should plan regularly instead of doing one big plan, which was liked by the interviewees. 
Now the agile teams plan, but they do not have to strictly follow the plan, “it is good to be 
able to look back on something at least” one interviewee said. Even though agile implies 
short-term planning it is still important to see the “horizon”, to have a vision of what you 
want to achieve, with some brief long-term plan. This means that you have thought through 
what you are going to do. For instance, a product owner for a scrum team said that the big 
room planning provides a good overview of what the long term goal is, and can make sure 
that there is a plan of what to achieve.   
 
Furthermore, by adopting agile development it becomes easier to rapidly manage incoming 
changes, for instance software changes can be done within one hour. Several interviewees 
emphasized that working in teams and with short-term planning makes it possible to 
accomplish fast changes. Many interviewees like working in teams, and preferred cross 
functional. Five interviewees think that cross functional teams is good to have for the 
hardware development and some emphasized that especially in the concept phase. Since 
external suppliers are involved in the hardware development process, several interviewees 
said it would be preferably to involve them in a cross-functional team at least until B-sample. 
Other departments that were suggested in the cross-functional teams are, packaging, 
component owner for software and hardware and design. Further, it is suggested if working in 
teams that the team members should sit close to each other, since this will improve the 
communication. For instance solutions can be discussed much faster and decisions can be 
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taken faster as well. Today, those who are involved in the hardware development process are 
located in different buildings, which obstruct fast communication.  
 
However, some interviewees think that having external supplier might limit DE´s 
possibilities to adapt agile practices and principles in the hardware development process since 
a second partner is involved, but others state that it will not have any impact. Either DE tries 
to involve the supplier in the agile “wave”, which will require partnership and closer 
cooperation, or DE only adopt agile principles and practices by themselves in the process 
until the specification is sent to the supplier.  
 
Today it is much discussion with the suppliers, what they can deliver and to what price etc. 
The price is set before the supplier knows if they can deliver everything on the specification 
list or not, if the price is accepted a contract is signed with the supplier. After the 
specification list has been sent to the supplier they must translate the specification list to their 
terms, which takes a long time. If it is realized that the supplier cannot fulfill for instance one 
requirement on specification list, a negotiation is started to see if GTT can accept this or not. 
A discussion is started at GTT with all stakeholders and people who are involved in the 
development in order to take a decision on what to do. All these communication loops takes 
much time, which was said by a few interviewees, mainly component owners for hardware 
since they are the take responsible for the supplier contact. However, since the component 
owner has less authority and it is quite unclear who is taking the decisions, the decision 
making process takes a long time when the suppliers questioned the specification, a 
contributing factor to long communication loops is also due to that GTT is a large 
hierarchical organization.  One way to overcome those communication loops with the 
suppliers is to involve the supplier in an earlier phase in cross-functional teams.  
 
Another interviewee said that the supplier can be involved when the specification list is 
created as well so they can do it together. Because now a product owner is doing the 
specification himself and the interviewee explained that he does not have knowledge enough 
in all the specifications requirements. “One idea is to have four hours cross functional 
meetings to go through the specification list stepwise”, said a product owner of software and 
component owner in software and hardware. The supplier has valuable knowledge and they 
can make sure that effort is not put on things that cannot be developed later on and they can 
immediately say if some requirements cannot be fulfilled. “Instead of just thinking and 
thinking, involve the supplier early”, said the software manager at Saab.  
 
Though, the risk of early supplier involvement has also been discussed. For instance, if the 
supplier and the customer (DE) have not build up enough trust to each other this can have 
consequences that someone is getting fooled. However, a supplier for software development 
was interviewed who thought that there would not be any problem of involving the suppliers 
in a team. Further, he said that they have already started to work in agile teams with some of 
their customers, but this was for software development then. Also, one interviewee at DE 
who is a product owner for software is working with a supplier that has adopted parts of the 
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scrum methodology, where she prioritize the backlog of what the supplier should do, which 
works good.  
 
However, more communication is needed between the software developers at DE and the 
supplier who is developing the hardware component, so both know what the others are doing. 
At DE they have weekly meetings with the supplier, often through Emails or Skype. Some 
interviewees mean that they are synchronized in the baselines, some other say the opposite 
that they do not have good integration among the software and the hardware. “We want to 
prioritize what the supplier should do, but they should work alone and say how much time the 
work need”, said a product owner for software and a component owner for hardware.  
 
One issue regarding the suppliers was discussed at the external workshop, in what time the 
suppliers should be chosen and how many suppliers to work with in parallel. It is good to 
have many suppliers in the beginning of the concept phase. As a suggestion one could work 
with several suppliers at the same time and exclude once at a time if they cannot meet the 
customer’s (DE’s) requirements. One project leader for both hardware and software said 
“The process of choosing the supplier before the projects are initiated can be agile”, 
meaning that the process is more flexible and “agile” if more than one supplier is used. This 
might open for a market competition between suppliers, which leads to better prices and 
better results in the end.  
 
If having agile cooperation with the supplier, many interviewees state that an agile contract 
must be conducted. At least a statement of work must be signed, where all conditions 
between the supplier and the customer should be described. For instance, if late changes is 
possible, it should be explained which type of changes that can occur. Another manager at 
GTT who outsource their software development, said that they have been started to create 
statements of work including agile way of working with their software suppliers and several 
suppliers seem to be positive to that type of cooperation. In the statement of work it also says 
that the payment is done for shorter periods and per person who is doing the job rather than 
doing the entire payment in the beginning for the entire development. This was also 
suggested by one interviewee to pay the suppliers based on the hours they are working. 
 
However, to create partnership and cooperation with the suppliers before signing contracts 
was emphasized at the external workshop. At Saab they have chosen partners to work with 
that they have built up good relationships with, and nowadays they do not have to set up any 
contract in between them. At Saab they have transparency in the backlog at both Saab and 
their supplier, which facilitates their work and makes it easier to prioritize if changes occur.  
 
Today the supplier use something that is called a “black box” contract, which means that 
they only show their customers the outside of the component and not the inside, which is 
mainly due to company secrets. Another alternative contract is a “white box”, which means 
that the inside is shown as well. This would be preferable in order to be able to have a more 
agile teamwork with the supplies, which was suggested by a few interviewees. In that case 
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everything can be showed and the customer can have more influence in the suppliers work, 
for instance prioritize their backlog. 
 
Having a “white box” contract would provide more control over the development for DE, for 
instance to check the cost so they are not being fouled around. But it also implies that they 
must take full responsible if something goes wrong with the product and be responsible for 
those costs that can arise. It was discussed if a “white box” is more expansive than a “black-
box”, but according to an interviewee the cost will be presumable in a long-term perspective. 
Further, one interviewee stated that a white-box contract would make the supplier to treat us 
more as customer, rather than the opposite, because today the employees at GTT are 
“standing on their toes” for the supplier. The use of a white box should make that the 
component owners at DE have more influence on what choices the suppliers are making. It 
will also result in better prices and products, “but it will also be more work for the component 
owners if they must be involved in all decisions”, said a component owner from hardware. 
 
One component owner for software was interviewed who is working agile with the supplier. 
She acts as the product owner in a scrum team and prioritize the backlog, even though the 
scrum team is sitting at the supplier's location. The product owner is often invited to 
participate in their scrum meetings, which is good since things can be cleared out rapidly. 
However, in this case the supplier was from the beginning opened to work with agile, when 
they got the question in the project start. “It can be a common decision with the supplier that 
they should work with agile. It is good when they work with agile because questions can be 
answered quickly, but it can also be slow, it is much to individuals how they want to 
coordinate it. I think it is important that all parts are very agile”.  
 
“If the supplier is able to be flexible as well when working with hardware development. I do 
not think it is needed that the supplier should work agile, but they should accept the agile way 
of thinking, like late changes etc.”, said a product owner for a supplier scrum team and 
component owner in software. 
 

4.1.1 Concluding findings from the interviews  
 
To sum up what have been seen in the interviews several challenges emerge when agile 
principles and practices are introduced into a traditional organization. The reasons are many, 
but what can be seen is that the agile way of working differs a lot from the traditional. 
However, the traditional organization is based on development for hardware products and 
how it appears. Since software is appeared differently, there will be consequences when 
software development is directly introduced into the traditional approaches. Several of the 
agile principles and practices are the opposite of the traditional. For instance, agile strives for 
short-term planning, rather than long-term planning such as in traditional. Many of the 
challenges were due to that the traditional way of working is still deep-rooted into the 
organization, which will take time to overcome at the first moment. The challenges that were 
found are the following:  
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1 The classic organizational change process, the agile way of working differs a lot from 

the traditional way. Therefore the agile introduction implies a huge organizational 
change, which is a common challenge for organizations when introducing news. 

2 Resource allocation and persistent teams, for instance, people are distributed to 
different projects as well as involved in several projects, which limit the possibility to 
achieve persistent teams.  

3 Create self-organized teams, too much management control and less trust in order to 
achieve self-organized teams that for instance, plan their own work and take decisions by 
themselves. 

4 Non adapted strict deadline, a strict deadline when both hardware and software should 
be 100% completed before field tests and the production, which is unadapt for how 
software appears.  

5 The decision making process, the reasons are several why the decision making process 
is faced as a challenge, all of a sudden decisions are taken too fast, compared to what 
people are used with; decisions are taken before having the right knowledge and 
information, which impacts the software to adapt to the changing environment; less 
authority, unclear roles and responsibilities obstructs the process. 

6 Dependences between the agile software teams and the remaining organization, 
unclear interfaces and less understanding on one another's fields such as hardware and 
software.  

7 Overcome small agile islands, the teams are still govern from the surrounding world and 
the introduction is lacking management support.  

8 Supplier involvement in the development process, limited communication, slower 
changing processes and involved people are not close integrated. 

 
Based on the empirical findings the following might be applicable in the hardware 
development process: 
  
● The scrum methodology, e.g. backlogs, sprints, daily meetings can be directly 

implemented into the hardware development.  
● Cross-functional teams, integrate people in teams that have influence on the product 

development. Decide if the suppliers should be integrated or excluded in the team.  
● Agile mindset, spread the agile mindset to hardware developers in order to better 

understand each other and also to improve the cooperation between software and 
hardware developers. 
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5 Analysis  
In this chapter the main challenges based on the empirical study will be presented as well as 
possibly solutions for how to manage them, without categorizing which one of them that is the 
best solution. The structure will be the same as the chapter, concluding findings from the 
interviews, followed with a solution and a comparison with the literature. At last the agile 
principles and methods that can be implemented into the hardware development process is 
discussed. The words that are marked with bold in the analysis are the values that will be the 
foundation for the conclusion in the next chapter. The same titles from this analysis will be 
given.  
 
An analysis was conducted in order to find answers to the research questions. From previous 
chapter, the empirical findings, the data were analyzed and challenges were taken out. The 
challenges in the empirical findings were found through a brainstorming of both the 
researchers, the tools used were two whiteboards to draw relationships between different 
challenges that was first identified. These were later broken down in order to find the main 
challenges. Further, they were described with the reasons to why each of them was a 
challenge as well as possible solutions. Afterwards, the different theories between the 
traditional waterfall methodology and agile methodology were analyzed with the empirical 
findings. As a result, eight challenges were identified which are presented and described 
below.  
 

5.1 Analyzing research question one  
 
RQ1: How to manage the challenges that emerge when agile development is introduced into 
a traditional development organization? 
 

• The classic organizational change process 
The organizational change has been faced as a challenge since the agile practices and 
principles implies a totally new way of working and thinking, compared to what the 
traditional approaches accomplish, which Olsson et al., (2012) agreed on. This is also what 
Nerur et al. (2005) means when saying “Most organizations cannot ignore the agile wave, 
but for those steeped in traditional systems development, adoption of agile methodologies 
will likely pose several challenges since the two software development methodologies are 
grounded in opposing concepts” (p 74). The new way of working implies for instance, 
working with a backlog, which is a new way of planning and prioritizing of the work, the 
development speed is much faster and scrum is also another way of working in teams.  
 
Since agile teams that have been implemented into DE one interviewee stated that the agile 
teams are not the problem itself, rather it is the organizational change. A project leader 
confirmed this as well, who further stated that it is the people who do not want to change. The 
transformation leader at Ericsson clearly stated that the biggest challenge in this agile and 
lean introduction is the classical change management process and to get the key person on 
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board. The traditional mindset is deep inculcated in people's habits and Boehm and Turner 
(2003) say that mindset and habits are not easily changed, in which causes that a 
transformation will take time. This is important to have in mind in an organizational change.  
 
However, in order to achieve a successfully transformation, the organization must be open for 
those changes it is going to bring (Nerur et al (2005). The authors claim that organizations 
must for instance reformulate their business goals and change the mindset of their employees 
and the management. An organization that usually adapts the traditional plan-driven approach 
changing to a change-driven approach will notice that the organizational culture, structure 
and management are going to be influenced (Nerur et al., 2005).  
 
Moreover, management support and a coaching management is important in an 
organizational change. According to an agile coach, the employees are associating agile with 
scrum, which he wants to avoid. Instead he wants them to think of agile in terms, such as 
feedback, flexible and fastness, with this saying the three F. This will help to create an agile 
mindset among the employees. An organizational change implies much changes in the daily 
work, therefore, the 100-days-model has been perceived as a successful method to use for 
Ericsson in order to allow time for changing a habit.  
 

• Resource allocation and persistent teams 
The reasons why it is challenging to achieve persistent teams are due to several things. Today 
GTT is a project-oriented organization where lots of projects are running in parallel with the 
different lines. According to the traditional way the resources or people are distributed to 
different projects and some persons do also have several ongoing projects, which they are 
running in between. This was not wanted from either the interviewees at Ericsson or Saab. 
They want to achieve persistent teams where all of the members are 100 % occupied in the 
teams. This is not achieved at DE since a project leader claimed the issue that he want his 
team to work full-time on his project, to make sure that the deliveries will be in time, but 
today his team members are going between projects. The budgets are fixed to a specific 
project and related to those who are working 100% within it. According to a project leader, 
the consequence of having people running between projects is that he does not know how 
many working hours are put on his project, meaning that it is unclear how much of the budget 
that really goes to his project through its team members. Another reason for the challenge is 
that the members in the agile teams are from different departments, meaning that they have 
different line managers and then also different budget accounts. Sometimes the budget for 
one team member run out, then the member must go back the department he belongs to. 
Furthermore, the managers become unsure on who should take responsible over the different 
team members, since all the members in the agile teams at DE do not belong to DE´s 
manager. According to Ulrich and Eppinger (2008) either the functional (line) manager or the 
project manager takes more or less responsibility over the team members, since both the 
managers cannot take responsibility for the administrative work. Therefore, either the 
functional or the project organization is used to get out of the control in the reality. Also, the 
managers said they lose control over their members that are distributed to other departments. 
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However, it was seen in the interviews that much focus is on how to allocate resources and 
that this was currently a challenge that they were dealing with. 
  
In the agile methodology it is rarely you see projects; instead the focus is on products in order 
to create better flows in the development process. On the internal workshop it was also said 
that they wish to achieve a product focus instead of project focus. This has been reached at 
both Ericsson and Saab and DE is on their way to strive for a product focus as well, but still 
the projects are hard inculcated. Through EvolvE initiative at EE & E includes that the focus 
should be more on products and flows and to let the projects successively be fizzled out. The 
manager at Saab said, that the issues regarding the resources were not a problem anymore 
when the focus became on flows and products rather than resources. At Saab the product 
owner is bookkeeping the scrum team members by how many hours they are doing for a 
project in order to make clear of how many hours are spent and in which project. Further, it 
was stated that a backlog facilitates the work distribution as well and to see who has done 
what. Modig and Ahlström (2012) are also talking about the negative things as too much 
focus on resources, as increased amount of work and longer lead-times. All of the effects 
have bad influence on the flow of the process. Therefore, the focus should be on the flow of 
the processes rather than resources, in which will eliminate waste in the development process. 
Both Saab and Ericsson pointed out the importance with having persistent teams, at both 
companies it is a low percent of consultants. At DE today is high amount consultants that can 
make it hard to get persistent teams.  
 

• Create self-organized teams 
The challenge to create self-organized teams is partly due to the strong management control 
that is still within the organization. Interviewees stated that the project leaders have too much 
control over what the teams are doing. The higher management has less trust to the lower 
levels which impacts the agile teams, since they cannot completely adapt to the agile 
principles and practices that exist. For instance, the agile teams should be allowed to take 
decisions within the team since they have enough knowledge within their field, but they are 
not fully trusted in order to have that authority. Also, the teams are supposed to have a “team 
responsibility”, meaning that they as a team is responsible for what they have developed, but 
the management still wants to have individuals who take the responsibility. The software 
manager at Saab said that the management must release the control, even though it is scary. 
He further stated, “Who knows better than the team itself?” The interviewees at Ericsson said 
that the team must be given space and be allowed to experiment and at last they will for 
instance plan their daily work by themselves and solve daily problems. At Ericsson they 
introduced a pulse board and after a while the project leader did not lead the pulse meeting 
anymore, it was the team.  
 
However, it was understood from the interviews with the benchmarking companies that the 
management could focus on other things rather than controlling the teams, for instance 
driving the organizational change forward. From the internal workshop, it was said that a 
change from a “controlled based leadership” to a “trust leadership” is required and crucial for 
creating an agile organization. Karlström and Runesson, and Cooper (2005, 2006); (Cooper 
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2016) are also pointing out another similar effect that resistance may emerge among the 
managers because of losing control over the agile teams. In the internal workshop, it was 
ascertained that it will take several years to reach this, since it induce an organizational 
cultural change. This cultural change will take at least 10-15 years to create, said the people 
at workshop. Cao and Ramesh (2007) point out the importance of focusing on coordinating 
people into teams and that self-organizing teams is a contributing factor for successful 
innovative projects is stated by Hoegl and Parboteeah (2006); Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986). 
Nerur et al. (2005) point out the fact that having self-organized teams empower can be shift 
from the management to the teams. Saab and Ericsson pointed out that persistent teams are a 
foundation, where people can get to know each other and the longer time they have work 
together, the better they will know the competences in the team, i.e. more self-organized 
teams will be created. Then, that will higher the group efficiency and performance. From the 
interviews at GTT, it was pointed out the fact that a consultant may not have the good will to 
become T-shaped and grow with a team to become self-organized, at GTT is a high amount 
consultants. 
 

• Non adapted strict deadline  
Many software developers have claimed that a strict deadline is not appropriated for software 
development and how software appears. The strict deadline is perceived as a challenge due to 
the big difference in how the planning is executed in traditional approaches than in agile 
approaches. According to the traditional approaches the planning is based on one big and 
long-term plan, which is done in an early phase. It was believed that all requirements could 
be anticipated in the early phase and consequently eliminate late changes and reduce the cost. 
According to Highsmith and Cockburn (2003), early elimination of changes implies limited 
or non-responsiveness to changing business conditions. Henceforth, dealing with unexpected 
changes, requires planning in short and iterative cycles that enables dynamic prioritization 
(Cockburn and Highsmith, 2001). Actually, this means that plans usually go out of date and 
generally, too much effort is put on executing long-term goals, which is waste of time and 
resources. Nerur et al., (2005, p. 77) state “agile methodologies rely on speculation, or 
planning with the understanding that everything is uncertain, to guide the rapid development 
of flexible and adaptive systems of high value”. Agile aims for small-scaled planning in a 
short-term perspective rather than long-term and it should be an ongoing activity throughout 
the entire project. Nyman (2010) states that the most important in agile is the planning, but 
not the actual plan itself. According to Cooper (2016) agile is about; “plan and build on the 
fly” (p.22) 
  
In software development the plan is changing often due to that rapidly changes appear during 
the development process. If not adapting the plan to the unexpected changes the risk is that 
the product will be out of date when it is released to the marked. Contrary, in the hardware, 
the requirements and needs are not changing in the same rate as the software. That changes 
appear more rapidly in software than in hardware is also a reason to why the strict deadline is 
a challenge, since nothing are allowed to be changed after that deadline. Depending on how 
long the time period is between the strict deadline and the product launch, they must be able 
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to adjust to the new requirements and needs, otherwise there is a risk that the product is 
obsoleted fast after it is released to the market.  
  
In hardware development, the development time is much longer than in software, therefore 
the planning is based on long-term goals and decisions about the product are made early. The 
early decisions made in hardware prevent the possibilities to make changes in the software, 
since it can have impacts on the hardware. Many interviewees claimed that the strict deadline 
is decided based on the hardware development cycle and was not reformulated when software 
development was taken in-house at DE. However, what the actual strict deadline means for 
software development is not actually outspoken, which have made the software developers 
frustrated. With this saying, software development is a more complex activity due to its 
requirements have high variability. Therefore, the software development cannot be 
considered with the same defined processes as the traditional (Boehm and Turner, 2004; 
Highsmith, 2003; William and Cockburn, 2003). 
 
In order to adapt the development planning for both software and hardware, it has been 
suggested to find an even pace for the entire organization, which will also better synchronize 
the different departments that have boundaries to another. The process manager stated that 
they wish to find a pace with multiples so it is adapted for both the hardware and the 
software. For instance, if the software developers are capable to deliver every second week - 
the hardware deliver every eight-week. With this saying the hardware is four multiples of the 
software. According to Wells (2009) the usage of sprints contributes to an even pace, “a 
project heartbeat”. However, other suggestions from agile team members are to allow the 
software developers to make changes after the strict deadline. They claimed that they know 
their field so well that they can make decisions of what is possible to do or not, without 
affecting the hardware. Another suggestion is to make the hardware developers more aware 
of that the software plans are changing and that the hardware need to be more flexible to 
follow the software development speed.  
 

• The decision making process 
The reasons why the decision making process is faced as a challenge are many. For instance, 
all of a sudden when agile practices and principles are introduced, decisions are taken rapider, 
compared to what people are used too. One interviewee said that many decisions are taken at 
demos, where details are described really quick, where some details can be missed to get the 
right understanding. Also, sometimes they take decisions before information has matured, 
which can cause that wrong decisions are taken. In the agile methodology, decisions should 
be taken fast based on feedback from stakeholders, where the feedback is aimed to guide the 
development in the right direction. By delivering useful results frequently, it provides faster 
feedback-loops between the developers and the stakeholders that guides the development into 
the right direction (Nyman, 2010). Cockburn and Highsmith, (2001) state that immediately 
feedback is required in a turbulent changing environment.  
 
In contrary, the decision making process is also perceived as slow and that it causes delays, 
which was emphasized by several interviewees at GTT. The traditional and hierarchical 
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organization makes the decision process slow, due to all “pundits” that must have their 
opinions, people have less authority and also that the decision must come from the top. 
According to the interviews, the problem is due to that people working close to the product 
are not allowed to take decisions. For instance, component owners have too less authority in 
order to take decisions fast if they receive questions from e.g. the supplier. All opinions from 
people involved in the development must be taken into consideration, and after all it is still 
unclear who has the last word in order to take the final decision. It was suggested that the 
managers should give the component owners more authority and trust. Furthermore, 
interviewees claimed overall that it is unclear roles and responsibilities for instances in the 
agile teams and also who the product owner is? Since the scrum methodology was 
introduced, more product owners emerged, the product owner in the scrum team as well as 
product owner for the different components. This increased the confusion even more about 
who is taking the decisions and who has the authority and responsibility for doing it?  
However, one of the successful principles in the agile manifesto is to create self-organized 
and responsibility-taken individuals, meaning that teams are self-driven and capable to take 
decisions in the team (Nyman, 2010). Further, researchers state that self-organizing teams is a 
contributing factor for successful innovative projects (Hoegl and Parboteeah (2006); 
Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986)). As a result of having self-organized teams the power can be 
shift from the management to the teams, which is hard to accept for many organizations 
(Nerur et al., 2005).  
  
Another issue that has been expressed from several interviewees, is that decisions about the 
requirements in the hardware are taken too early, even before having the right information 
and knowledge about the product. This set boundaries for what changes the software can do. 
This affects the software developers to adapt to the changing environment, because changes 
in the software might have a negative impact on the hardware. Both benchmarking companies 
and interviewees agreed on that decisions should not be taken without knowledge and enough 
information, for example when stakeholders should give an acceptance at demos, they need 
to consider that they know what they say okay to.  As the sector manager stated on the 
interview “You don't marry someone on the first date”. This means that you must have all the 
information and the choices clear before a decision can be taken to get married with a person. 
This is the same principle if it is regarding a technical solution as well. Nyman (2010) also 
states this; that information and knowledge increase constantly during the project, and 
decisions should therefore not be taken before getting the right information and knowledge.  
 

• Dependences between the agile software teams and the remaining organization 
At present, agile teams exists mainly at DE, where agile practices and principles have been 
introduced. The dependences become a challenge due to that large parts of the organization 
are still working according to the traditional approaches, without having any clear interface 
between the departments that have dependent components to DE and their agile teams. This 
implies that the agile teams are still governed from the surrounding organization that is not 
agile, in which limit the agile teams´ ability to fully implement agile practices and principles.  
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Since the components at DE consist of both hardware and software the dependences between 
these two units are most essential. However, based on the interviews it was understood that 
for instance the hardware developers and the software developers have limited understanding 
about one others fields and that the communication between. A hardware component owner 
said that she thinks that the agile teams are living their own lives.  
  
Furthermore, it came up that there are also limited, defined checkpoints for hardware and 
software developers. For instance, meeting points where both the hardware and software 
developers are gathering in order to share their results and to inform each other of where they 
are ahead for, if they are able to deliver in time and if they are going to meet any constraints 
in the nearby. As an example, the big room planning is suggested as a meeting point where 
both units can be integrated. Relevant information to share can be what they are working on 
right now, what their plans are and what requirements the software has on hardware and the 
other way around. At Ericsson they have introduced a pulse board and integrations events in 
order to synchronize the hardware and software developments and when deliveries are 
expected from both sides. Boehm and Turner (2005) stated that if both a traditional team and 
an agile team are developing software for the same product the integration might be a 
challenge due to the different ways of developing software. Therefore, they suggest that the 
management put lots of attention and effort to synchronize the teams, since it is not easily 
done. 
 

• Overcome small agile islands 
The agile introduction at DE implicated that agile teams were created, utilizing adapted forms 
of the scrum methodology. As stated above, the agile teams are dependent on those who have 
not adapt the agile way of working and that the traditional approaches are still deep-rooted 
into the organization. This means that small islands of agile teams have appeared into an 
organization that is governed by the traditional approaches, which obstructs the agile teams to 
adapt agile practices and principles, for instance to make late changes and to receive fast 
feedback. However, lack of management support and a bottom-up approach instead of a top-
down approach have indicated that small agile islands can appear stated by one interviewee. 
  
Instead of first striving for an agile mindset in the organization, scrum teams are just 
introduced, which means that employees in the remaining organization or department does 
not understand why the agile teams do what they do. For instance, interviewees stated that the 
deliveries were expected at the same time as before the agile implementation. The 
interviewees basically mean that, since the scrum methodology was adopted the deliveries 
became differently compared to before. For instance, one agile team member said the scrum 
teams are now able to deliver functional software every second week and their desire is that 
the functionalities should be verified and tested immediately, but since the test and 
verification department is still following traditional approaches there is a risk that the 
software is just “put on the shelf” for several weeks. This is also mentioned by Boehm and 
Turner (2005) who said that agile teams deliver functionalities frequently while traditional 
approaches develop over a longer time period, which is seen as a challenge. 
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To get a successful agile transformation and to overcome small agile islands, management 
support is needed. Both Ericsson and Saab said that a supporting and coaching leadership is 
required in an agile and lean transformation. Also they said that the transformation should 
start from the top and then use “train the trainer”, which further will create a mindset among 
the employees in the organization. Ericsson used the top-down approach for their 
transformation. The sector manager said, “It is difficult to convince others, if you do not 
believe in it yourself”.  
 
Karlström and Runeson (2005) made a case study at Ericsson the agile team did not get any 
management support in their agile teams. Then the management faced the agile teams as a 
threat to the rest of the organization.  
 

• Supplier involvement in the development process 
Since a second partner is involved in the development process it becomes a challenge due to a 
second partner must follow the “agile wave” as well, which can be both hard and easily done. 
To what extent the supplier should be involved depends on when the supplier usually comes 
into the development process. According to Wheelwright and Clark (1992) early involvement 
of suppliers is an advantage since they provide knowledge and insight of the product, which 
helps to avoid eventually upcoming problems.  
  
It is suggested that otherwise the supplier is involved in the “agile wave” or excluded. 
Though, it is important to make clear interfaces if the development organization adopts agile 
principles and practices. Overall, it is recommended from interviewees to create good 
partnership and much communication with the suppliers. Also they should try to create 
“agile” contracts that include for instance, that late changes is accepted and then through 
discussions, they can together come up with what changes are possible for the supplier to do. 
At the internal workshop a type of agile contract was suggested that for instance includes 
information of how to manage the flexibility and where an own model for the budget can be 
set up.  
 

5.2 Analyzing research question two  
 
RQ2: What parts of the agile methodology can beneficially be used in the hardware 
development process?  
  

• Agile combined with stage-gate processes for hardware development 
Since agile became a trend the interest have increased in how to adapt agile practices and 
principles into other areas than what it once was aimed for. Therefore, many researcher and 
companies have asked the question if it is feasible to adopt the agile methodology into 
hardware development processes. Even though the existed research about agile and hardware 
development is limited, a few case studies have been conducted and indicate that agile 
methods can be applied into traditional stage-gate processes (Cooper, 2016; Cooper and 
Sommer, 2016; Karlström and Runeson, 2005). The outcome of using agile methods together 
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with stage-gate processes are for instance, better response to changing customer needs, more 
proactive and effective way to build in customer needs, improved ways of dealing with 
resource issues and the lead time has been reduced and becomes more productive (Cooper 
and Sommer, 2016).   
 
According as, the positive outcome of adapting agile methods into stage-gate processes have 
influenced leading firms to integrate this into the development of hardware products as well 
(Cooper, 2016; Cooper and Sommer, 2016). According to manufacturing companies the agile 
methodology have embraced in order to be able to quickly react to changing customer 
requirements, which Naylor et al. (1999) stated is the best way of managing fluctuating 
demands. Further, Brown and Bessant (2003) have also emphasized the importance and need 
of integrating agility into manufacturing firms in order to achieve a proactive and reactive 
flexibility in the development. However, agile methods and stage-gate processes are seemed 
to provide positive results for physical product development, such as improved productivity, 
increased time-to-market and success rates (Cooper, 2016; Cooper and Sommer, 2016). 
Further, Cooper (2016) state that it helps to guide the development in the right direction due 
to fast feedback from customers and stakeholders, uncertainties are better accommodated, the 
development is accelerated and the team becomes more focused and the teamwork is 
improved. Both the benchmarking companies have adapted agile and lean practices and 
principles into their traditional organizational processes with the aim of developing hardware 
products, which has been seed as successful and they have achieved to adapt the new working 
methods with their existing processes.  
  

• The scrum methodology 
According to Cooper and Sommer (2016) the scrum methodology is seemed to be the most 
applicable agile method for hardware development or according to the existing research, 
scrum is even the only agile method that has been used for hardware development so far. This 
was indicated by Sommer et al. (2015) as well, who said that out of those few companies that 
have embraced agile methods for the hardware development scrum seems to be the most 
popular one. For instance, sprints, daily scrum meetings, burn down charts, backlog list and 
scrum masters are parts of the scrum methodology that can be used (Cooper and Sommer, 
2016). Based on a case study conducted by Cooper and Sommer (2016) where a company 
adopted the scrum methodology the outcomes were increased productivity,  improved team 
communication, decreased misunderstanding and improved workflow. 
  
In order to adopt agile work with the traditional processes, Sommer and Cooper (2016) say 
that scrum can be used within the stages in a stage-gate process, but it has only been used for 
selected stages and most commonly in the technical phases and testing. However, they 
continue saying that it can be used for earlier phases as well such as the concept phase, 
feasibility, launch or when building the business case etc. Though, the earlier phases are 
seemed to be more challenging due to adjustments that must be done (Cooper and Sommer, 
2016). For instance, the definition of done must be clarified as well as what should be done 
within one sprint. This is particular due to the hardware is not divisible to the same extent as 
software, which makes it hard to always have something visual or physical to show the 
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customer and the stakeholders after each sprint. Therefore, instead of deliver functional 
software alternative methods such as pictures, words, prototypes such as 3D printings, CAD 
drawings or computer simulations can be used (Cooper and Sommer, 2016; Cooper, 2016). 
However, the most important is to have something that customers and stakeholder 
immediately can be given feedback on. The software manager at Saab said that “Some people 
do not think that we can be agile just because we cannot deliver functionalities every second 
week, but who actually says this? Instead, continue focusing on part deliveries and determine 
what the definition of done is for each part delivery based on what you are developing”. 
What he means is that many focus on that something functional must be demonstrated every 
second week, something that can be directly implemented. The purpose is to have constantly 
face-to-face meetings so fast feedback can be given and adopted to. “In some cases it is not 
important or required to have a totally finished hardware, instead good communication on 
approximately what it is going to be done is more essential” was stated by one interviewee. 
Everything does not need to be finished in detail in the hardware, instead smaller parts should 
be finished. It was also in the interviews that the definition of done differs a lot in hardware 
development compared to software and the backlog needs to be adapted to suit the hardware 
development.  
 
However, Saab has adopted scrum methods to their agile teams and the mechanical manager 
said that it is several scrum methods that could be taken directly implemented to hardware 
development teams such as daily meetings, reviews demos etc. Ericsson have adopted forms 
of scrum as well for hardware development. Though, their teams have been allowed to select 
what methods they want and that suit their specific need and one team have especially 
adopted scrum methods such as daily meetings. According to Nyman (2010) daily meetings 
are good since it helps to manage the product uncertainty.  
 

• Cross-functional teams and supplier involvement  
Cooper and Sommer (2016) stated that dedicated and co-located teams such as scrum teams 
are not that typical for hardware development. For instance this is because of much waiting 
time in the process, which makes it unnecessary to have dedicated teams working full time. 
Therefore, they suggest to create cross-functional teams in order to create integration among 
departments who are involved in the hardware development, in which will create better 
cooperation. The study conducted by Karlström and Runeson (2005) showed that scrum 
teams were perceived as isolated from the rest of the organization, but when integrating agile 
with stage-gate processes the communication was improved because of integration among 
functions was achieved and still the team was focused like in the scrum teams. Anyhow, it 
will be challenging to achieve 100 % dedicated cross-functional teams throughout the whole 
development (Cooper and Sommer, 2016). Therefore, they suggest to only have the needed 
functions in the different phases when the specific competence is needed. For instance, to 
have marketing when the customer requirements are collected. As a complement, the 
integration with marketing also provides better customer relationships (Wheelwright and 
Clark, 1992). Compared to what Cooper and Sommer (2016) said, Ericsson has successfully 
been able to achieve self-organized, persistent and co-located teams for developing hardware 
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products, where everyone are 100% occupied and if extra support is needed, they have some 
resources with special competences that move between the teams when they are needed.  
  
Both the interviews at GTT and the internal workshop indicate that cross-functional teams 
should be used for the hardware development in order to improve e.g. the communication and 
the feedback loops. Wheelwright and Clark (1992) and Maylor (2010) say that typical 
functional structure are usually slow because of limited communication and coordination 
across different functions, which Wheelwright and Clark (1992) mean is because of people 
are not co-located. Allen (1970) stated early that physical proximity is the key element in 
order to improve the communication and interaction among functions. Therefore, 
Wheelwright and Clark (1992) and Clark and Fujimoto (1991) emphasize the importance of 
achieving integration across functions, at the right time and in an effective way, which will 
help to rapidly and efficiently deliver products to the marketplace. Likewise, both Ericsson 
and Saab have cross-functional teams, but in their case the team members are cross-
functional with regards to different competences for covering the whole development cycle. 
For instance, at the mechanical department at Saab, all members are mechanical engineers. 
This was suggested to have at GTT as well, which was brought up several times at the 
internal workshop. However, most focus for the cross-functional teams at GTT was to 
involve different departments that are involved in the development process and have 
influences on the product, these were for instance: component owners for hardware and 
software, packaging, design, test and those who are responsible for the appearance and 
attributes for the product.  
  
On the other hand, Wheelwright and Clark (1992) further state that cross-functional 
integration is not required in all types of projects. For example, it might not be needed when 
the design is stable and the requirements do not fluctuate much, when the interfaces are clear 
between the functions and when they know what activities are within their scope 
(Wheelwright and Clark, 1992). Instead, it is required when the market is more uncertain, i.e. 
when the market requirements and the technologies are changing faster and the time-to-
market is getting more crucial (Wheelwright and Clark, 1992). However, Nyman (2010) says 
that companies must deal with the ability to live with the uncertainty and the need for 
managing the uncertainty is required in today’s environment. Therefore agile work has been 
adopted even more, but Cooper and Sommer (2016) mean that agile methods should only be 
used in large projects including high uncertainty as well as there is a need for much 
experimenting, since it provides incremental product versions, fast learning and much 
customer involvement. Cao and Ramesh (2007) also ascertain that agile way of working is 
needed when the uncertainty is increasing and the tasks becomes more challenging, and when 
the task interdependencies increases.  
  
However, integration among functions brings lots of advantages, especially if some functions 
are integrated in an early phase (Wheelwright and Clark, 1992). In contrary, Cooper and 
Sommer (2016) said that it was more challenging of using (in their case) scrum teams due to 
adjustments needed, but according to Wheelwright and Clark (1992) e.g. an integrated design 
can be achieved earlier if developers integrate with manufacturing, since information is easier 
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shared about what is feasible or not. Cooper (2016) also said that the design becomes more 
flexible meaning faster response to change and when using time boxing the efficiency in the 
concept evaluation improves.  
  
Due to the suppliers are involved in the development process of hardware components, it was 
discussed several times, if the suppliers should be affected if the hardware developers at DE 
adopting agile working and if they should be involved in the agile “wave” or not. However, 
based on the interviews and the workshops it was suggested to involve them in the agile 
“wave” in order to take benefits of the actual outcome of the agile methodology. Based on the 
interview with a software supplier he thought there would not be any issue of involving 
suppliers, since already today they work with agile with some of their other customers that 
are buying the software. However, if involving the suppliers they can be included already in 
the specification or concept phase in order to make use of their knowledge. This might 
decrease the lead time, due to that questions usually asked in later phases when the 
specification has been handed over to the supplier can be answered early, in order to avoid to 
put unnecessary effort on things that later will be waste. Wheelwright and Clark (1992) 
agreed on that early supplier involvement provides knowledge and insight, which also helps 
to avoid eventually upcoming problems. During the interviews and the workshops it was 
much discussions of how to integrate the suppliers in the development at DE and it was 
suggested to integrate them in the cross-functional teams. A few interviewees thought that 
involving the supplier in a team could be a threat to the development and could cause that 
somebody gets folded. In order to avoid that it is important to strive for partnership and trust 
with the supplier, which was stated in the interviews and the workshops. 
  
Regarding the specification process, many changes cannot be done in the requirements after 
the specification has been handed over to the supplier. In order to get the benefits out of the 
agile methodology, changes is wanted to be adjusted so the product suits the actual market 
needs and requirements. The advantage of involving the supplier in the agile “wave” the 
possibility for achieving a higher flexibility in the hardware development increases. Based on 
the empirical data it was suggested to build good relationship with the supplier and become 
partners instead of using terms of customer and supplier. Furthermore, during the negotiation 
the statement of work should be discussed as well as an agile contract should be created and 
signed by both partners. In the contracts it was suggested to discuss upon what requirements 
that are possible to change and only make early decisions upon the critical parameters. This 
will increase the flexibility in the hardware development, which was agreed by many 
interviewees who thought it would be feasible to achieve.  
 
If the requirements can be changed and redefined during the process, it was suggested to pay 
for the resources utilized rather than to pay for a whole package. One manager at DE said that 
they have started to formulate a statement of work for agile work with suppliers, where it is 
suggested that they pay for the time and resources that are utilized for the development. If it 
after a while shows that less resources are needed than expected, they can adjust to this and 
then pay less. The manager said for instance they only pay for one month ahead. Other 
suggestions to increase the flexibility in the hardware development with the supplier is to 
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work with several concepts in parallel and according as one concept shows to not withstand 
the current requirements they can drop the concept off, which was suggested by the 
interviewees at Ericsson. However, in order to achieve and manage this flexibility in the 
development process, partnership and trust must be created and in order to keep up to the 
flexibility in the development, incremental documentation is required, which was emphasized 
during the internal workshop. 
 
Finally, during the thesis execution it was discussed where in the development process agile 
practices and principles can be adopted based on the current problems or improvement 
possibilities that the interviewees faced at present. The main focus and suggestions have been 
at the very early phases, since the supplier involvement starts already after the product 
requirements are specified. However, many interviewees said that agile can be used in the 
concept phase and also to set the requirements, which was also emphasized in the internal 
workshop. For these phases, it was  suggested to create cross-functional teams in order to 
early collect all information needed for the product, in which will decrease the later 
communication-loops. 
  

• Agile mindset   
The software manager at Saab, an agile coach and Nyman (2010) have clearly emphasized 
that the agile manifesto and its principles and values are applicable in other fields than 
software development as long as the word “software” is changed to e.g. product or system 
instead of software. However, the manager at Saab stated that it is always important to think 
of principles rather than tools. He means that it is not successful to just implement tools that 
have been used by someone else, since the value of the tool might not be reflected over and 
the value disappears. Therefore, it is better to “lift it up one level” into principles and then 
think of what value it provides to your own organization and in what way it can be adapted. 
However, this is what the agile manifesto is, a bunch of principles. Furthermore, Nyman 
(2010) reformulated the twelve principles from the agile manifesto and took out nine of them, 
which he thought did suit in other environments that is not software. He further gave 
suggestions of how agile principles can be used in a project context. Though, he states that it 
is important to adapt agile into the specific organization and its environment because one way 
is not the perfect way for everyone.  
 
Today the requirements are set early in the development process for hardware products and 
these cannot be changed in downstream phases. This is seen as a disadvantage for many 
interviewees, partly due to it limits the software developers to do late changes, since the 
software changes can impact the hardware. Basically, the hardware components limit the 
software developers to fully make benefits of the agile methodology. Therefore there is a 
need for hardware development to adapt to an agile mindset as well, many software 
developers established. One team member in a scrum team said “make the hardware more 
flexible so we can add and take away requirements that we realize are unnecessary or out of 
date” and another team members said that “we do not know everything in the beginning of 
the project, we learn along the way while developing”. Basically what the interviewees mean 
is that different possibilities should be adapted in order to make the hardware more flexible 
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and be able to adjust to upcoming changes and further that all information does not exist in an 
early phase and therefore the requirements should be able to be more “flexible” and just 
decide those that are critical. Nyman (2010) stated that due to the need of being able to 
manage uncertainty is one big reason why agile work is adapted by organizations, which is 
central in the agile mindset. In the first research question the three F were stated, flexibility, 
feedback and fastness, which are central terms in agile and are recommended to have in mind 
in order to successively, reach an agile mindset. 
 

5.2.1 Concluding analysis of research question two  
 
When this thesis was initiated it was known that agile and hardware development is not well 
researched. Therefore, the theory that was found together with the empirical data was used to 
answer this question. 
 
According to the theory that exist, it indicates that agile and stage-gate processes are a good 
complement to each other, so the advantages from both development approaches are added 
and what do we get then? Of course, an even better process. The combination of agile and 
stage-gate has also been used for hardware development and several companies have already 
started to use it. However, the theory indicates also that so far, only the scrum methodology 
has been used in hardware development. Further, the theory state that scrum might not be 
100% perfect for hardware development because of the long lead-times in the process, 
therefore they instead suggest to have cross-functional teams and to include those people that 
are needed in the team during selected phases. Also, cross-functional teams is something that 
has been emphasized in the interviews with employees at DE, so what was found is that 
cross-functional teams are both needed and asked for in order to make the process more agile 
at DE. 
 
So to continue with the empirical findings; the benchmarking companies were used as 
inspiration and the reason why these two companies were chosen is because they have 
already adopted parts of the agile way of working in their hardware development, which is 
for instance parts of the scrum methodology. But as mentioned before, scrum is a handbook, 
telling you exactly how to work with it and one of the interviewees at Ericsson compared 
scrum with a cookbook and said “you will not become a good chef if you are just following 
recipe”, with this saying, scrum is often just implemented without reflecting about if it useful 
or not. Therefore it is important to emphasize, if scrum is being applied into hardware; only 
selected parts that put value into the development should be used.  
 
To conclude, parts of agile is feasible to use in the hardware development, but it cannot be 
forgotten that hardware and software differs a lot in how they are developed and since agile is 
aimed for software development it makes clear that a few adjustments are needed if agile is 
adopted into the hardware.  
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6 Conclusion 
In this chapter the conclusion of both research questions will be presented. The identified 
challenges for the first research question are briefly presented, followed with suggestions in 
bullet points of how the challenges could be managed. In the second research questions the 
identified parts of the agile methodology that can be used in the hardware development 
process are stated with a brief discussion to each of them.   
 

6.1 Concluding research question one 
 
How to manage the challenges that emerge when agile development is introduced into a 
traditional development organization? 
 
The classic organizational change process, the agile way of working differs a lot from the 
traditional way. Therefore the agile introduction implies an organizational change, which is a 
common challenge for organizations when introducing news. 
 

• Supportive and coaching management, a change must come from the top.  
• Create a new mindset, think of agile in terms of the three F; feedback, flexible and 

fastness, and create new daily routines.  
• A transformation takes time; a transformation will not happen over the night, have 

patience with that people’s mindset and habits take a long time to change. 
 
Resource allocation and persistent teams, for instance, people are distributed to different 
projects as well as involved in several projects, which limit the possibility to achieve 
persistent teams. 
 

• Change the focus to flow efficiency from resource efficiency, add focus to a product 
and take away the focus on resources that create wastes. 

• Use the backlog more to easier locate resources and calculate budgets, through 
bookkeeping the resources and schedule hours spent in a project. 

• Make it possible to have persistent teams, have people that are motivated to grow in a 
team and are there to stay. 

 
Create self-organized teams, too much management control and less trust in order to achieve 
self-organized teams that for instance, plan their own work and take decisions by themselves. 
 

• Put value in team responsibilities, instead of individual responsibilities. Change the 
focus from individual credits to lift the group’s performance.  

• Let go of the control and create a trust leadership, believe in that the team have the 
knowledge and knows best. 
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• Persistent teams are a foundation to create self-organized teams, they must get to 
know each other to know the competences in team. 

• Opt for firm hiring to create T-shaped competences and good relationships in the 
teams.   

 
Non adapted strict deadline, a strict deadline when both hardware and software should be 
100% completed before field tests and the production, which is unadapt for how software 
appears.  
 

1. Create an even pace for the whole organization that will better synchronize the 
departments that have boundaries to one another when they should deliver to the 
entire truck project. 

2. Create a deliver pace for both hardware and software, for hardware can it be 
multiples of the cadence if less deliveries are wanted, since the hardware takes longer 
time to develop. 

3. Allow changes for the software after the strict deadline, the software developers know 
their limitations on what they can change and not to get it compatible with the 
hardware. 

4. Be aware on that the software is changing, the plan in software development is 
continually changing, focus on that the hardware should be more flexible to be able to 
follow the software development speed. 

 
The decision making process, the reasons are several why the decision making process is 
faced as a challenge, all of a sudden decisions are taken too fast, compared to what people are 
used with; decisions are taken before having the right knowledge and information, which 
impacts the software to adapt to the changing environment; less authority, unclear roles and 
responsibilities obstructs the process. 
 

• Decide who should take the decisions, give a selected person more authority to take a 
decision and has the responsibility. If it should be the product owners, give them more 
authority and trust, clear directions from managers are needed.  

• Make clear roles in the agile teams, who is the product owner and who is the 
component owner? 

• Take decisions at the right time, when there exist enough information and knowledge, 
which increase during a project time. 

 
Dependences between the agile software teams and the remaining organization, unclear 
interfaces and less understanding on one another's fields such as hardware and software.  
 

1. Create understanding between hardware and software, better communication 
between the units. 
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2. Create common checkpoints, when hardware and software are going through their 
results and what they are heading for. A suggested meeting point is the big room 
planning. 

3. Communicate requirements needed from each other, e.g. what do hardware need from 
software and the other way around, which can be visualized on a pulse board.  

4. Define where the interfaces are to the rest of the organization, where should they be? 
 
Overcome small agile islands, the teams are still govern from the surrounding world and the 
introduction is lacking management support.  
 

• Start with creating an agile understanding and mindset, then the rest of the 
organization can understand why the deliveries have changed. 

• Create management support and coaching, to avoid that agile is seen as a threat to 
the rest of organization.  

• Start a transformation from the top, to convince others that it work and then the 
change coming from the right direction seen from a change management perspective. 

• Let leaders train a new trainer, so the understanding goes top-down. Then the 
employees will know their trainer, which create better trust in change processes. 

 
Supplier involvement in the development process, limited communication, slower changing 
processes and involved people are not close integrated. 
 

• Make decision if the suppliers should be excluded or included in the agile wave. 
• Make clear interfaces, so the agile principles and methods can be followed from in-

house. 
• Create a good partnership that have good communication and good cooperation 

between each other. 
• Create an own type of agile contracts, make contract from the beginning and state 

what is expected from the supplier and the other way around, so it can manage the 
flexibility. 

 

6.2 Concluding research question two  
 
What parts of the agile methodology can beneficially be used in the hardware development 
process?  
  
Yes, it is feasible to implement agile principles and practices into the hardware development 
process. Though, the agility is needed to be combined with the existing stage-gate processes 
for the hardware development.  
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The scrum methodology 
It was concluded that the agile method to use in the hardware development process was the 
scrum methodology, but it is important to have the following in mind when using it:  
 

• Use only beneficial, selected parts from the scrum methodology that suit the specific 
organization’s needs, since scrum is a “cookbook”, which makes it easy to just 
implement something without any reflection of what value it adds. 

• Adapt scrum methods within selected stages in the stage-gate process, where there is 
a need for dedicated and co-located teams. E.g. technical phases, testing and the 
concept phase. For the concept phase, make sure to define what is meant with a 
“done sprint”.  

• Make sure to have something to get feedback on after each sprint. Instead of deliver 
functional software, alternative methods can be used such as, pictures, words, 
prototypes such as 3D printings, CAD drawings or computer simulations.  

• Important is to have frequent face-to-face meetings. 
  
Cross-functional teams and supplier involvement 
Further it was concluded that cross-functional teams can be adopted into the hardware 
development. The concept of cross-functional teams did not emerge from the agile 
methodology because it has been existed since a long time. However, Cooper and Sommer 
(2016) stated that the rules in the scrum methodology e.g. dedicated and co-located teams do 
not perfectly suit the needs for the entire hardware development process due to long lead 
times and much waiting time. Instead, cross-functional teams were recommended. The 
following are recommended:  
 

• Decide about what purpose the cross-functional teams are used for and create teams 
based on, either competences to cover the entire product development cycle or 
competences from different departments that have influences on the product 
development. Experiment until the perfect teams are found.  

• Example of competences needed in the cross-functional teams are e.g. component 
owners for hardware and software, packaging, design, test and responsible for 
appearance and attributes. 

• Reflect on if cross-functional integration is needed. Use it when the product 
uncertainty is high, when the tasks become more challenging and the task 
interdependencies increases.  With other words, when the market requirements and 
the technologies are rapidly changing and the time-to-market becomes more crucial.  

• Make sure that the team can be co-located to improve the communication. 
• Decide upon if the supplier should be included or excluded in the cross-functional 

teams. If they are included, create partnership and discuss and formulate an agile 
contract. As a suggestion they can be included in the specification process and/or in 
the concept phase. If they are excluded, make clear interface to the supplier.   
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Agile mindset  
The agile manifesto can be applied into the hardware development process, since it is 
possible to use the values and principles in another area than the original area. Thinking of 
agile principles and values, it can foster an agile mindset. The mindset is basically to live 
with the uncertainty, “plan today but be aware of that the plan might change tomorrow”. 
 

• Think of agile in principles rather than tools and adopt them to suit the specific 
hardware development process.  

• Create an agile mindset among hardware developers, think of the three F; flexibility, 
feedback and fastness and make benefit out of them.  

• Change the word “software” to “product” or “system“ in the values in the agile 
manifesto, then the values can be applied in the hardware development as well. To put 
this in practice, the four values in the agile manifesto stated by Beck et al. (2001) are:  

 
The first value, “individuals and interactions over processes and tools”, is adapted by 
integrating employees from different departments in forms of cross-functional teams. This 
will for instance improve the communication since the possibilities for face-to-face 
communication will increase. The use of more face-to-face communication provides that 
faster changes can be adjusted to, since information will be shared between individuals much 
faster. 
  
The second value, “working software over comprehensive documentation”, which can be 
changed to working product instead of comprehensive documentation. By showing the 
customer and internal stakeholder something visual or physical such as 3D-printing or CAD 
drawings, quick feedback can be given so the development can be guided in the right 
direction and the frequent integration between developers, stakeholder and customers foster 
less documentation, since there will be a constant information sharing. 
  
The third value, “customer collaboration over contract negotiation”, this will be achieved by 
e.g. integrating the suppliers in a cross-functional team, which include partnership and 
collaboration with the supplier and agile contracts that open up for  more flexibility in the 
development process. 
  
The fourth value, “responding to change over following a plan”, by focus on short-term 
planning rather than long-term planning the possibilities for making adjustments to changes 
will increase. Usually the plan goes out of date, so adapt the incremental and continuously 
planning before one big plan in the initiation of a development process.  
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7 Discussion 
For this thesis, interviews were used as one of the main research methods. Due to that the 
agile implementation at DE has mainly focused on scrum teams and the implementation was 
done quite recently, many people did not have so much agile knowledge that we thought 
when we started the research work. This made it harder to get deeper and concrete 
information on which specific principles or values of agile that were working good today in 
the software development, or to find the disturbances of that the rest of the organization does 
not, which is directly related to the first research question. This made that the authors had to 
know the agile practices and principles well to distinguish if the information they said was a 
challenge due to the agile implementation or not related to it, which a balance is made of the 
interviewers. Furthermore, the interviewees were mainly from the software development 
department and it was showed that many had less knowledge or experience from the 
hardware development. So, it was because of that hard for them to answer questions related 
to the second research question. Also, the people working with hardware are not working 
with agile, since it obviously is not implemented there. This made it hard to find interviewees 
that had both agile and hardware knowledge at DE. Another factor is also that agile is a quite 
new research area and agile in hardware is an almost unexplored area, which make that 
limited theory is available to read. Therefore, the decision was taken to focus on interviewing 
people with a lot of agile knowledge to get answer on the second research question, since it 
was believed that it is enough to know the basics from the hardware development and that 
they are using the waterfall approach to give suggestions of agile practices. However, the 
challenges that were found based on the empirical data seem to be trustworthy, due to the 
research have brought up similar challenges. 
 
It is important to be aware of that agile development is not always the best way of working in 
product development. The literature state that agile practices and principles suits in high 
velocity environments; as long as the task is uncertain, interdependencies increases and when 
the product requirements are rapidly changing (see the agile chapter for a longer description), 
with other words when the product is complex. So, only because the answer on research 
question two is yes, it does not mean that agile practices and principles always should be used 
for hardware development. For instance, when the products are clearly defined and the design 
is stable the traditional approaches can still be used. Moreover, the agile methodology was 
from the beginning developed for the purpose of developing software and since hardware and 
software have much differences in how they are developed and how they appear, also implies 
that one should reflect over the need of integrating agile practices and principles in the 
hardware development. However, the agile mindset is not negative to have, since it provides 
much benefits and it fosters a good organizational culture with lots of trust, good 
relationships among employees and customer, increased work motivation, improved 
communication and integration among employees in the organization. Moreover, during the 
thesis it was realized that the second research question is not if the agile methodology can be 
applied into the hardware development process or not. A bigger challenge is rather the 
organization itself that is strictly governed by the traditional approaches, where the traditional 
mindset and way of working is hard inculcated.  
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7.1 Recommendations 
 
The recommendation is to consider the suggestions for managing the challenges from the 
conclusion, which are further described in the analysis chapter with theory. Furthermore, 
when GTT want to improve an area, for instance the software development speed and make a 
decision of implementing the methodology scrum. It is suggested to use a tool like the 100-
days-model, which is a fast implementation tool that helps to figure out if the chosen method 
helped to improve the area, which is today as well used at Ericsson. Firstly, start and work 
with scrum for 90 days and learn how to do it. Secondly, take 10 days to look at 
retrospective, which means reflect on how it went. Was scrum the right methodology to 
higher the development speed? How did it go to work with it? 
 
In the agile methodology it is needed to create trust to the teams, which is further stated in the 
conclusion, chapter 5. In a big organization it can be hard to let go of all control and then 
visualizations tools as the pulse board is good to be able to visualize if a team needs help 
from other teams or can indicate that they will be late with a delivery to the big truck project. 
Then managers can see a red dot that indicate a problem in the specific category it is 
concerning.   
 
In hardware development it is suggested to look into how the suggestions from research 
question two can be implemented. For example how to make the scrum teams and exactly 
when they should appear. 
 
In a longer perspective it is a recommendation to go from project focus to product focus, 
which will create a better flow efficiency and coordination of the backlogging. Start with 
splitting up projects into smaller parts so they are easier to work with, then place them in 
program and then they are splitter up to the right backlog and product owner. This will make 
it easier to coordinate in the backlog, make prioritizes that must be done due to the deadlines, 
which can be when the big truck project needs to have  a product it in order to do field tests. 
 
As with all implementations and organizational changes, keep on improving yourself in 
becoming more agile, there are always improvements to do in an organization to keep a 
position or grow in market share, which can be done through better processes. And 
remember, you are never finished with a transformation!  
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7.2 Suggestions for future research  
 

• During the research, it was detected that the implementation of agile in a traditional 
company works good in many organizations and even in the hardware development 
process. Research has pointed out that a company with strong hierarchy can have 
other and more challenges than this thesis has mentioned. Therefore, it is of interest to 
further investigate how a hierarchical organization is impacting, when introducing 
agile practices and principles? What are then their challenges and is it even possible? 

 
• In this thesis, the challenges of implementing agile in a traditional organization and 

possible suggestions for solutions have been found. Then it leaves space on how to 
implement it? How should the implementation plan look like in a short term and long 
term perspective? How should people be trained in the agile implementation? 

 
• When research was made on the scrum teams at DE, it was detected that there were 

several product owners; one for the whole product, one responsible for the backlog in 
a scrum team and as well component owners responsible for components. How many 
owners is optimal and which responsibilities should the product owner or the product 
owners have? Which competences are required of this person to have?  
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Appendix A - Interviewees 
 

A:1 Internal interviewed people 
 

• Scrum member with previous experience as scrum master.  
• Global Process Manager and involved in an agile transformation project called 

EvolvE. 
• Component owner in hardware. 
• Engineering task leader (ETL, similar to project leader) for both hardware and 

software. 
• Scrum master in an agile team. 
• Engineering task leader for software (ETL, similar to project leader) 
• Product owner in a scrum team and component owner of both hardware and 

software. 
• Product owner in software and component owner in software 
• Agile coach, consult. 
• Scrum member. 
• Product owner in software, campion in Evolve, member of a research team called 

Software-Center. 
• Supplier from Delphi. 
• Product owner and component owner in software. 
• Scrum master in an agile team. 
• Group chief at another close department to driver electronics. 
• Component owner for hardware. 
• Component owner for hardware. 
• Project Manager and agile transformational leader. 

  
A:2 Benchmarking companies attendants 

 
• Software Manager at Saab Surveillance. 
• Sector Manager at Ericsson in hardware development. 
• Change agent at Ericsson 
• Team Leader at CPAC 

 

A:3 External Workshop attendants  
 

• Group manager at Driver Electronics GTT 
• Global Process Manager and  involved in an agile transformation project called 

EvolvE. 
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• Product owner in software, campion in Evolve, member of a research team called 
Software-Center. 

• Operative Technology Strategy Responsible. 
• Chief at Saab Surveillance in software development. 
• Change agent at Ericsson. 

 

A: 4 Internal Workshop attendants 
 

• Component owner for hardware. 
• Component owner for hardware. 
• Product owner in a scrum team and component owner of both hardware and 

software. 
• Engineering task leader (ETL, similar to project leader) for both hardware and 

software. 
• Group manager at Driver Electronics GTT. 
• Global Process Manager and involved in an agile transformation project called 

EvolvE. 
• Group chief at another close department to driver electronics. 
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Appendix B - Interview template for GTT 
 
● Name, work title/role, can you explain what you do? 

○ Do you have an agile role? Which? 
 

● What is agile for you? 
 
● Can you please describe the product you are working with? 

○ Does it exist of both hardware and software? 
○ Is the product on the platform? 
○ Do you consider that your product is complex and can you please define what 

you mean with complex? 
○ If you have a hardware product, how long is the lead time of the development? 

 
● What are your perception of working agile in software development? 

○ What are the pros and cons according to you?   
○ Have you faced any challenges? Which? 
○ Can you compare the time before agile was implemented, when you worked 

according to the traditional way? Are there any differences from now? 
 

● What do you see as the challenges/problems/conflicts of introducing agile teams into 
a traditional organization? 
 

● What do you see as the biggest challenges/problems/conflicts today when working 
agile in software development and not in hardware development, have any challenges 
emerged since the change to agile software development, according to you? 
Exemplify! 
○ In what way do you think these challenges can be managed? 

 
● What is the strict deadline for software development, according to you? 

 
Agile in hardware development 
 
● Have you worked in a team that have used the waterfall model and stage-gate-

process? In that case: 
○ In what kind of project? 
○ What were the pros and cons?   

 
● Have you faced any challenges/problems in the hardware development process? 

○ What do you see as the bottleneck in the hardware development process? 
○ Do you see any potential improvement possibilities in the hardware 

development process today, according to you? In that case, what 
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improvements?   
 

● If you have not faced any challenges/problems/conflicts with the hardware 
development process, can you please describe the process? What are you doing? What 
are the pros and cons? 
 

● What elements of agile do you see as possible to use in the hardware development 
process and where in the process? 
○ How do you think these elements can be applied in the hardware development 

process? 
 

● What could be the risks of implementing agile elements into the hardware 
development process? 

 
Relationship with supplier 
 
Software 
● Do you have external supplier for the software development? 

○ If yes, how does the process between the software developer and the supplier 
look like/works today? 
 

● If the software development process is agile and you have external supplier: 
○ How will it affect the work between the software developers and the external 

supplier? 
○ What challenges could emerge between them? 
○ How do you think the challenges can be managed? 

 
Hardware 
● Do you have external supplier for the hardware development? 

○ If yes, how does the process between the hardware developer and the external 
supplier look like today? 
 

● If the hardware development process is agile and you have external supplier: 
○ How will it affect the work between the hardware developers and the external 

supplier? 
○ What challenges could emerge between them? 
○ How do you think the challenges can be managed? 
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Appendix C - Interview template for Ericsson  
 

A. Name, work title/role, can you explain what you do? 
a.  Do you have an agile role? Which? 

B. Company background, can you please explain about your company? 
C. Can you explain what relation Ericsson has to agile? 
D. What is agile for you? 
E. Which agile knowledge do you want to have? 
F. How did you get the lean/agile knowledge? 

  
 Background 

G. To what extent are you working with agile/lean at this department? 
a. Which parts of the agile/lean methodology are used? 
b.  How strictly are the agile/lean parts followed? 

 
H. What information and education did the employees at the department take part of in 

connection with the agile introduction? 
a. Who did take part of the information and education in the working group? 
b. Have other departments got agile training/knowledge in connection with the 

agile implementation? 
 

I. How was the agile implementation performed? 
a. Which steps were included in the change management process to achieve 

agile/lean hardware development? 
b. Which changes did you do at the department when you changed? 

 
J. Tell us about your process of implementing agile into software development and lean 

into hardware development: 
a. What was the outcome of your implementation? 
b. What would you have done differently today? 

  
K. Can you please describe the product you are working with? 

a. Does it exist of both hardware and software? 
b. Is the product on the platform? 
c. Do you consider that your product is complex and can you please define what 

you mean with complex? 
 

L. If you have a hardware product, how long is the lead time of the development? 
 

M. What are your perception of working agile in software development? 
a. What are the pros and cons according to you?  
b. Have you faced any challenges? Which? 
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c. Can you compare the time before agile was implemented, when you worked 
according to the traditional way? Are there any differences from now? 

 
N. What do you see as the challenges/problems/conflicts of introducing agile teams into 

a traditional organization? 
 

O. What do you see as the biggest challenges/problems/conflicts today when working 
agile in software development and not in hardware development, have any 
challenges emerged since the change to agile software development, according to 
you? Exemplify! 

a. In what way do you think these challenges can be managed? 
 

P. What has to be finished in the software and in which time/phase in relation to 
hardware development parts that are included in the product? 

  
Agile in hardware development 
 

Q. Have you faced any challenges/problems in the hardware development process/ What 
do you see as the bottleneck in the hardware development process? 

a. Do you see any potential improvement possibilities in the hardware 
development process today, according to you? In that case, what 
improvements?  

 
R. What elements of agile do you see as possible to use in the hardware development 

process and where in the process? 
a. How do you think these elements can be applied in the hardware development 

process? 
b.    

S. What could be the risks of implementing agile elements into the hardware 
development process? 

 
Relationship with supplier 
 
Software 

T. Do you have external supplier for the software development? 
a. If  yes, how does the process between the software developer and the supplier 

look like/works today? 
 

U. If the software development process is agile and you have external supplier: 
a. How will it affect the work between the software developers and the external 

supplier? 
b. What challenges could emerge between them? 
c. How do you think the challenges can be managed? 
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Hardware 
V. Do you have external supplier for the hardware development? 

a. If yes, how does the process between the hardware developer and the external 
supplier look like today? 

 
W. If the hardware development process is agile and you have external supplier: 

a. How will it affect the work between the hardware developers and the external 
supplier? 

b. What challenges could emerge between them? 
c. How do you think the challenges can be managed? 
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Appendix D - Internal Workshop  
 
The internal workshop was a brainstorming session in a cross-functional team, which was 
aimed to identify what possibilities there are to become more agile in the hardware 
development process. The AIM was used to facilitate the data collection of the workshop and 
seven employees from GTT were attended.   
  
After the AIM workshop execution, five main groups were identified. These were: (1) 
Classic agile development, (2) Controlled leadership, (3) Work contract with suppliers, (4) 
Product over projects, (5) Hardware organization. The different groups are summarized and 
presented below. In some of the main groups a few sub-groups were established where each 
of them will be presented as well. After each group there is a small reflection based on the 
discussions that was held together with the attendances after the workshop.   
  
1.Classic agile development 
 
In this group four sub-groups were established: 
 
Create clear product ownership who has authority and responsible 
To create clear product ownership did get much attention during the workshop. This implies 
that the manager should clearly point out a product owner. Further, the manager should give 
the product owner the authority to make the decisions needed for the product. In this way, 
product delays will be avoided. Moreover, clear roles and responsibilities should also be 
distributed within the cross-functional teams including authority and responsibility. 
 
“Living document” – Pace, continuous planning and follow-up at lower levels 
It was emphasized that a cadence should be introduced to the development process, which 
everyone within the organization is able to follow. The cadence should be built on multiples 
since all products have different lead-times and both hardware and software products should 
be able to adapt this. Moreover, they wanted to implement a pace in the time plan, telling at 
what time different products should have deliveries. 
  
It was also brought up to lower the amount of documentation, and to introduce daily planning 
rather than detailed planning as well as implement daily follow-up in order to get continuous 
feedback from stakeholders etc. 
  
What decisions we must take and when - Life cycle model based on what time different 
parts must be finished 
In order to foster agile development the hardware product should be developed in sections. 
The basic functionalities that require early verification can be defined early and the remaining 
parts can be implemented according as in order to let the hardware product be more flexible 
so it provides possibilities for unexpected changes. 
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Define cross-functional teams with the right competence and need for communication in 
different phases 
All attendances agreed on introducing cross-functional teams, including roles such as: 
mechanical engineers, designers, packaging suppliers, component owners and possible 
support functions. Define core teams that are persistent and have authority. 
  
Use cross-functional teams in the early concept phase, where the aim is to reach decided 
goals such as appearance, packaging and attributes. Include the supplier in the teams, though 
it requires both that the customer must strive for creating a partnership with the supplier as 
well as an agile contract that must be signed from the both partners (the partnership and 
contracts are included in another group as well). Even though, the suppliers would not accept 
the agile contract, only employees from GTT can be involved in the team. However, the 
suppliers will provide knowledge that might be helpful in the concept phase, telling what is 
possible or not. 
  
A challenge is to create teams with people located at different sites. It was brought up that 
maximum 2 sites within one team should be acceptable since meetings should be able to book 
within the same time zone. 
  
Furthermore it was stated that the hardware developer and software developer should have 
closer cooperation, in order for both partners to increase their understanding of each other’s 
areas. 
  
After the workshop the process manager stated that the activities brought up in this group did 
have a direct link to the Evolve initiative at GTT and could be directly implemented to the 
company already this year in order to fulfill parts of the goals stated in Evolve, therefore 
these activities were not only aimed for the hardware development. See the sup-groups 
below. 
  
2.    Controlled leadership: 

 
In this group there was only one single group, but that was highly prioritized. 
  
The controlled leadership should be replaced with a leadership built on trust and further, the 
authority should be pushed down to lower level, which is also dependent on trust from the 
leadership. 
  
The reflection after the workshop was that a change from a “controlled based leadership” to 
a “trust leadership” is crucial and a requirement in order to be agile, but it will take several 
years to reach this since it means a cultural change. This cultural change will take at least 
10-15 years to create. 
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3. Work contract with suppliers 
 

In this group, three subgroups were established. Since external suppliers are utilized for the 
development of the hardware product it is suggested to get the supplier on board to start 
utilizing agile methods in order to get the benefits out of agility throughout the entire 
development process. In doing so, agile contracts must be discussed and established with the 
supplier, therefore suggestion of what could be included in the contract was brought up 
during the workshop and what suggestions they had in order to deal with different issues. 
  
Flexible and procurement model 
Set up an own agile model over the budget. Instead of paying for packages, pay for working 
hours. E.g. GTT acts as the product owner and pays for the hours spent from the supplier and 
the supplier has continuously demos. 
  
In order to make the payment more flexible, it was suggested to include in the procurement 
that only the known requirements should be included in the budget at the beginning, and the 
unknown requirements that comes in later can be paid according as. 
  
In order to have a more flexible development and welcome new incoming requirements and 
needs, it could be discussed in the procurement of what changes can be done without giving 
any impact on the lead times and the costs.  
  
Contracts that managing flexibility 
Today the flexibility in the contracts with the suppliers is limited and must be changed, since 
it is not durable in today’s environment. In order to be more flexible regarding the product 
requirements during the development process, discuss with the supplier to gradually build up 
the specification, instead of stating everything at the beginning and include this in the 
contract. Moreover, it was also suggested here to discuss payment per working hour rather 
than packages. 
  
Partnership with the supplier and “living documentation” 
Use the term partners rather than suppliers, create partnership and build trust. Create more 
unspecified contracts including close cooperation between the customer and the partner. As a 
suggestion the specification should be developed together with the partner in order to save 
time in later phases, where the supplier usually must translate the requirements into their 
language. 
  
The reflection after regarding this group was that there is no requirement to involve the 
supplier in the agile transformation as a first step just because GTT introduce agile methods 
into their hardware development process. Although, if the supplier is going to be involved, 
agile contracts must be established. However, as a first step build on the partnership with the 
supplier and secondly, discuss the content of the statement of work (a document where 
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project activities are defined and signed by both partners) with the supplier. Thereafter, 
involve the supplier in the development process, e.g. in the concept phase. 
4.    Product over projects 
Only one group was identified: 
  
In the long term it is desired to that the focus on projects disappear. Therefore, the today’s 
project focus should stepwise be replaced with product focus.  
  
It was claimed after the workshop, that in order to become an agile organization it is a 
prerequisite that the project focus disappear. 
  
4. Hardware organization 

 
In this group, only one subgroup was identified: 
  
Find the best way of working and the best knowledge transformation in the hardware 
development 
Do the entire hardware development in-house or buy a whitebox, meaning that the supplier 
has transparency in their development. 
  
Create cross-functional teams with only hardware developer and put all hardware developers 
closer to each other. 
  
Find alternative ways to validate and verify the hardware products, today there are too long 
lead-times on testing. 
  
There was some discussion regarding how to place the hardware developers, some thought 
that only hardware developers should sit together and others thought that a mix of hardware 
and software developers was more appropriated. 
  
The final reflection 
 
“Who is the product owner?” was a repeated problem during the workshop. Who the product 
owner is not clearly defined at the moment and that makes people frustrated and confused. 
Also, since agile teams were introduced, one more product owner appeared within the team, 
more confusion appeared. 
  
The group that got most attention was the classic agile development group, which can 
directly be included into the EvlolvE initiative. However, it was also concluded that in order 
to become an agile organization in a long-term perspective, the projects must be replaced 
and the leadership must build on trust rather than control.  

 


